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ORTOPHASE.

And listening can never be the same again.

"Breathtaking ...", say
the U.S. critics. "Habit
forming ...", say the
Swedes. "Heavenly
say the Danes. ". ..Cannot fail to delight
say the British. "Wonderbar ...", say the
Germans. That's how
the world responded
to the OrtophaseTM
concept and

orlofon
AIC 1

the spectacular
Ortofon MC2000. Now the
Ortophase principle has
been incorporated into a
full range of moving coil
cartridges. This means
that every music lover,
regardless of budget,
can take advantage

)
\

o this "breathtaking"
development. Write
for full information.

orrofon

122 Dupont Street. Plainview. New York 11803

Send $1 for beautiful, Ortofon poster.
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MUSICAL

The CARVER C-1 Sonic Holography Preamplifier:
Appreciated for Musicality
Acclaimed for superlative performance, meticulous
engineering, high reliability and finest sonic quality, the C-1
fulfills the requirements of the most demanding audiophile.
And more. ..
The C-1 provides avery affordable way to experience
the sheer musical pleasure of SONIC HOLOGRAPHY, arecreation of the three-dimensional sound field of the original,
live performance.
Sonic Holography has been acclaimed as ascientific
and artistic achievement of significant merit. Solving the
problems of sonic imagery inherent in conventional stereophonic reproduction, Sonic Holography presents timing
and phase information that exists in stereo program material
but is normally inaudible.
With Sonic Holography, this information emerges in
three-dimensional space around the listener who is thus
able to establish the precise location of the instruments and
voices.
The Carver C-1 is aquality instrument replete with precision gold-band laser-trimmed resistors, life-time lubricated sealed switches, G-10 glass epoxy boards, and
machined solid metal parts; the C-1 provides moving coil
input, soft touch controls, an infrasonic filter, aheadphone
amplifier, dual tape monitors, variable turnover tone controls, silent muting, and an external processor loop.
Its straight-wire engineering assures that awatt of input
leaves with just 0.000000251 watts of distortion. Or less.
If you seek new levels of detail, openness and threedimensionality in an audiophile preamplifier, we invite you
to audition the CARVER C-1.
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SNOB APPEAL
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by J. Gordon Holt
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A number of recent letters have accused
us of snobbishness and elitism because
we devote so much space to reports
about components that "common folk"
can't afford. We are "snobbish" because
we seem to look down on anything less
perfect than aWAMM speaker system or
an Audio Research SP-10 preamplifier.
And we are "elitist" because we seem to
show little interest in any components
which fall short of state of the art. Far
from being chastened by these letters, I
am proud to declare that they are right
on target.
The recent report on our deteriorating
educational system decried the fact that
we no longer pursue excellence, and
everyone applauded. "Let us be excellent!" the people shouted. But they
didn't really mean it. We Americans
don't in fact like excellence, because it is
so undemocratic. We prefer to believe
that all people are created equal, and the
person who excels—who rises above
the common herd of average, undistinguished nobodies—is a discomfiting
reminder that some people are born
with more success points than others.
That's why elitism—admiration of
superior persons, or things—is so unpopular. It keeps reminding us of just
how undistinguished the rest of us are.
The pursuit of and admiration of excellence are what elitism is all about, and
personally, I'm all for it! Without it,
neither asociety nor atechnology like
Stereophile

high fidelity can improve. Yes, we are
elitist, because excellence is what highend audio is all about, and excellence is
what elitism is all about. We heartily approve of both.
Snobbery? Okay, we're guilty of acertain amount of that, too. A snob is aperson who scorns anyone (or anything)
that he sees as being of lower social,
cultural, or economic station than
himself. We at Stereophile don't really
feel this way, but on the other hand,
there are anumber of things we do hold
in utter contempt. For instance, we look
down on audiophiles who talk up live
music like astorm and never get to hear
it when the opportunity arises, and
dealers who proclaim their sincerity to
serve the customer but sell by profit
margin rather than by sound quality. We
look down on component manufacturers who let their customers do their
field testing for them, and ones that
don't bother to check out a product
before sending it to us for testing. We are
also scornful of high-priced products
which sound terrible. (Did the designer
ever listen to this thing?) But we do not
necessarily look down on low-priced
products which sound less than excellent; many of them make no pretense
of quality. We just find them very boring,
which is why we rarely request a
cheapie for testing. But show us alowpriced product that offers decent sound,
and we're delighted to give due credit—
5

especially when it can give apretty good
accounting of itself even when compared to an astronomically priced "unaffordable."
The reader who bitched about our
seeming disregard of the satisfaction and
"listening pleasure" that a mediocre
system can bring is missing the point.
You can get pleasure from even the
worst system if you are indifferent
enough to its shortcomings. Professional
musicians, for example, are notorious for
listening to the worst audio systems imaginable, probably because sound is just
not one of the things in reproduced
music that musicians listen to.' The rest
of us, who have decided that sound is
one of the things about music that we
like, find it much harder to excuse the
imperfections of mediocre systems. Our
biggest problem, in fact, is that the more
we listen the more attuned we become
to the various kinds of imperfections in
audio and the less tolerant we become of
them.
Yes, it is possible to get "satisfaction"
from a music system that is less than
state-of-the-art, but the degree to which
one can do this is as personal as one's
sexual preferences. We all listen for different things in reproduced sound, and
we judge asystem according to how well
or how poorly it does those things.
Listener A may consider soundstage
presentation to be of paramount importance, while listener B may value accuracy of midrange above all else. If a
system does not do both well, there is no
way it is going to satisfy each of those
listeners.
Generally, the better the system—and
better usually implies higher-price-- -the
better it will do all things, and hence the
more listeners it will satisfy. To
acknowledge this, and to give consistently higher marks to the components which do more things better, is

1 There are of course musicians whose taste in
reproduced sound is extremely demanding. James
Boyk of Performance Recordings is one such person, and I'm sure there are many more.
LA
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not snobbery; it's just common sense.
Since we can't divine our readers' individual preferences in reproduced
sound, but are nonetheless expected to
write reviews which will be of value to
all readers who are considering component purchases, we have no choice but
to favor products which have many
strengths and to downrate those which
have few. And if that happens to look like
snobbery, so be it.
It is all too easy, when faced with
harsh economic reality, to forget that
high fidelity has always concerned itself
with the pursuit of perfection, and that
the best sound attainable, regardless of
cost, has always been the yardstick
against which lesser components are
judged. We must be preoccupied with
what is going on in the audio stratosphere, because that's where the frontiers
of music reproduction are being advanced. And while "trickle-down" may not
work as anational economic policy, it
has always worked in audio, with bonafide design breakthroughs eventually finding themselves embodied in more
modestly priced components.
Stereophile has always sought out
those outstanding values in lower priced
components and brought them to our
readers' attention. But if we can't get as
excited about them as we do over a
$2000 preamplifier which performs up
to its price, it is not because we hold
them in scorn, but because we hold the
better one in higher regard. We too
judge music reproduction by the satisfaction it brings us. The fact that no
modestly priced system can satisfy us as
does ano-holds-barred one is not snobbery on our part, but simply an acknowledgement of the eternal verity that
quality costs, and the highest quality
costs the most. Those of us who can't afford it can still find less expensive
systems which satisfy, without resenting
the fact that there are better ones out
there in audioland that we can't
afford—and without being irritated by a
magazine which acknowledges that
those better components exist.
JGH
Stereophile

THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
ius fully modular,
imable cabinet
ystem in Natural
nak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and Interior
cabinet lights.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married
in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished.
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small; add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor, our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors...they're all part of the fine science of
the CWD system.
REMARKABLE QUALITY: You won't find abetter cabinet for the money. From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you,
(in Illinois call 312-563-1745).

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
All CWD cabinets and accessories available
in handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut

CUSTOM W OODWORK & DESIGN I
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Out of the ashes of the past,
the state of high fidelity audio has advanced!
The Phoenix. A mythical bird from ancient times who journeyed
towards the sun only to be consumed in flame and then rise
renewed from the ashes stronger and more beautiful than ever.
Like the Phoenix, Acoustat journeyed towards its own sun,
namely that lofty reach called "state of the art" audio, only to
be "consumed in flame" and come crashing down to Earth
broken and bankrupt.
Now, Acoustat is back. And like the Phoenix, it is stronger and
"more beautiful" than ever before There's the new Model One,
a truly affordable electrostatic speaker system, designed to
deliver the concert hall realism of its bigger brothers in listening
rooms where space is at a premium.
There's also the new Acoustat Medallion transformers. A revolutionary breakthrough in transformer design, the Acoustat
Medallion transformers are being heralded as the most significant improvement in the sound of Acoustat speakers since Jim
Strickland built the first practical full range element electrostatic
speaker in 1962. Best of all, the new transformers are retrofittable
to all Acoustat speakers, which utilize the patented MK (MagneKinetic) drive system. In the words of one well respected audio
reviewer, "If you have Acoustats you need this modification. If
you've rejected the sound of the Acoustats in the past, you
should listen to them with the new transformer'
Finally, there's the confidence that comes with knowing that
Acoustat's lifetime owner transferrable warranty on speakers and
five-year owner transferrable warranty on electronics is still
being honored and will continue to be offered on all new
Acoustat products.
Visit your nearest Acoustat dealer for a demonstration.

FICOLDTFIT
3101 SW 1st Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
305-462-6700
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LETTERS
LIVING COVER
Editor:
Stereopbile continues to improve.
Your Volume 7Number 5cover was the
best you've done. Congratulations! I
consider myself very clever to have
noticed that it was aaclever variation on
the CES theme ("What's New at the
Zoo?"). That was agiraffe's head behind
those Synthese speakers, wasn't it?
Charles Mason
Poughkeepsie NY
No, azebra's.

ARTIFICIAL AUDIO

Editor:
My thanks to JGH for an intelligent,
comprehensive, and original essay on
the search for perfect artificial audio in
the September issue of Stereopbile (Vol.
7No. 5). His ideas were both refreshingly honest and well-expressed.
On one point, however, Ithink he erred. Future audio will likely be under the
listener's control to an astonishing
degree; digitization assures that.
Some background: I'm the editor of
Compute Magazine, and have been an
audiophile for about fifteen years. I
should confess that I've never been able
to hear ameaningful difference between
different amps or speaker wires or
preamps. In A/B tests, I've heard differences, to be sure, but Icannot say that
those differences were clearly qualitative
and thus meaningful. That is, Ican hear
variety, but cannot decide, finally, that
one component is, in fact, better than
another component in away that Icould
describe.
In truth, Ican't remember the quality
of asonic experience for more than a
few minutes. Iknow annoying sound; I
know honking, etc. But between good
Stereophile

acoustical experiences, differences are
not registered in my mind as definable
(and therefore comparable) experiences.
So, Iwas especially impressed but not
too surprised at your suggestion that
reaching sonic perfection in the home
was—considering the many variables
involved—highly unlikely.
I'll continue to pursue perfection. We
all will, for we love music. But it strikes
me that the only perfect sonic experience will perforce demand total
control over the sound.
That means computers, digitization,
programming, and the listener's willingness to actively manipulate the
sound. In aword, synthesizers. Think of
one of these as an equalizer taken to the
tenth power. A combination stereo/
music synthesizer is not far off. Perhaps
five years. I expect that the sonic
variables that you outlined in your essay
will multiply, but with the advent of the
home stereo/synthesizer—any complaint about musicality that the listener
might wish to make cannot be directed
at the audio engineers, record companies, or component manufacturers.
Instead, complaints will have to be
directed at the listener himself. It will be
his understanding of his system, his programming abilities, his sensitivity and
talent, that will determine what he hears
from his home synthesizer. And that is
why Ido not share your view that the
digitizing of music, the CD, leads to "No
diddlies. No fun." It's just the opposite.
My Sony CD player has acomputer interface, whose implications Sony has so
far remained mum about. But that's the
path. That's the door behind which
unimaginable sonic variety, power, and
control lies. Digital music will ultimately make composers and conductors of us
all.
Richard Mansfield

l)

What then of the old-fashioned idea
that live acoustical instruments sound
nice and deserve to be REproduced accurately? To paraphrase somebody's
observation about art: "It may be
music; but it ain't high fidelity." JGH
Mr Mansfield's letter may be one of the
reasons why anti-digital folk are so
scared. Igot a similar impression on
my trip to japan when introduced to an
NEC computer which had ports and
software to book up to and control a
buge variety of Technics hi-fi gear For
instance, you could program individual equalizer settings for deferent
kinds of sources (CD, LP cassette)—and
Isuppose for individual selections. The
computer would both start up the CD
player and adjust the equalizer to
match. And give you a CRT display of
what was going on.
Iwas horrified! Nothing could be further from the pursuit of the live music
experience or closer to fanatic gadgeteering. My own point of view is that the
people who get off on such stuff won't
be banging around high end audio very
long since there are so many more interesting gadgets to explore elsewhere.
Now if such manipulation ever made
home music reproduction actually
sound more musical, I'd begin to worry.
LA

two FD-1000s, one FD-1010, and one
FD-3030. The first lasted nearly ayear
before requiring service for a progressively worsening tracking problem.
It would mute at track index points,
where the music was supposed to continue into the next movement. In some
cases it would get so confused it just
stopped.
The player had to be shipped to Compton, California, to be repaired. (This
was one of the only two places in this
country that could service the Magnavox
CD player). UPS demolished that player
in transit. To replace it, another
Magnavox was ordered. No stores in the
Northwest carried them, so Iplaced my
order through a Magnavox sales
representative. Ilvo months later an
FD-3030 arrived. It took but 6 days to
find that it had trouble tracking discs
that aYamaha player would sail through!
The worst case was adisc entitled Philip
Glass, The Photographer. It muted for
about 3seconds partway through the second piece. Back it went. The second
FD-1000 had the same trouble as the
others and it was exchanged for an FD
1010, which works very well if you play
the disc through from the start. But if
you program it to play the same sequence of movements, it will mute.
Every time.

All of the discs have been replaced,
some of them more than once. The local
service technicians are of no help, as
Editor:
After spending a long and very
these were the first players they had ever
frustrating summer trying to deal with
worked on. They insist that it is asoftNorth American Philips, Ifeel that I ware problem, even though the discs
should warn you and others about the
will play on other machines with no
Philips/Magnavox CD players. Their
noticeable problem. Philips has been no
ability to track is erratic and declines as
help whatsoever to me either. If one has
the player ages.
a Philips/Magnavox CD player and it
We bought one in June of 1983. It is
needs work, it must be shipped to Magthe best sounding player we have heard
navox, where you'll take your chance as
so far (haven't listened to the Revox yet,
to whether or not they can fix it.
Ifind it apalling that Philips/Magnavox
but have listened to virtually all others).
is selling their product with so little
But there seems to be a real problem
with quality control and maybe even the
backup support if there is aproblem.
tracking,/error-correction system. So far
The players do sound very nice, very
we have had four Magnavox players—
smooth,
but
the
manufacturer's

PHRUSTRATING PHILIPS
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Now that you've taken it home
... does your moving coil
cartridge sound better than
the sales pitch that convinced you?

Ours will!

22TEUIT

mV2.5

MC cartridge
Titanium cantilever
Air-core armature
OFC coil winding
Super elliptical stylus
Anti-resonant sandwich body
0.25 mV output

High output mc cartridge
Sapphire cantilever
Parabolic stylus
OFC coil winding
2.5 mV output

II

Saphic

MC cartridge
Boron or Sapphire cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut Almg body
ImV output (Boron)
0.2 mV output (Sapphire)

MC cartridge
Laser cut sapphire cantilever
Line-contact stylus
0.25 mV output

For more information contact your local dealer or write

r.

SIIINON Inc.
Yonge Street
Toronto, CANADA
NUB 155

The ONKYO "Real Phase"
Amplifier Story
Overview
In conventional amplifiers, the power
supply and amplifier stage have been
designed with asimple resistive load
of fixed impedance. quite unlike the
reactive load actually provided by high
fidelity loudspeakers
Recently, some amplifiers have been
designed to operate into awider range
of load impedances, as the actual
impedance of aloudspeaker varies with
frequency However, the power supply
design of these amplifiers still treats the
loudspeaker load in asimple resistive
fashion
The IHF A-202 reactive loudspeaker
load model, shown in Fig 1. consists
of acircuit configuration designed to
simulate the reactive load normally
found in today's loudspeakers. The
graph in Fig 1shows the impedance
variation with frequency caused the IHF
A-202 reactive loudspeaker load, with an
impedance peak of 23 7ohms at
50.3 Hz.

Impedance Characterist cs for IHF Reactive Speaker Test Load
lob ni
30

10 SMH

Impedance Resonance Peak
23 7ohm

Cffleto ,
800meo

20

ileusio,
54ohrn
#
1,-0

IFIF A202
Reactive Speaker
Test Load

10

0

Inductor

Rouge
18 3011m

50 3Hz "Resonance Frequency"
20

100

200

Figure I

"Conventional Rowel Supply Design"

Figure 2

Conventional Power
Supply Design
Fig 2shows aconventional power supply design The 120 Volt AC
home supply is reduced by the main transformer to alower level The
AC to DC rectifiers convert the AC pulses to DC pulses, and the filter
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supply storage capacitors smooth the ripples into asteady DC supply
This DC source feeds the amplifiers output stage with the energy
required to drive the speaker load
Unfortunately. if the speaker load connected to the amplifier output
stage is reactive in nature, and not asimple resistive impedance, a
phase shift between the amplifier output voltage and the loudspeaker
drive current will occur Fig 3shows the amount of phase shift
between the amplifier output voltage and the loudspeaker drive current
caused by the reactive loudspeaker load model
Fig 4shows the fluctuations between the charging current values at
the positive and negative sides of the conventional power supply The
peaks and troughs of the " "and "
sides are 180 degrees out of
phase with each other This charging current fluctuation prevents the
power supply from delivering asteady DC source to the amplifier
output stage and loudspeaker load

"Real Phase Power Supply Design"

Figure 5

Onkyo Real Phase
Power Supply Design
Fig 5shows the Onkyo Real Phase solution. Asecond power
transformer, called the "In-Phase Transformer - is connected between
the" *"and "-"sides of the main transformer's outputs Any
potential between the" "and " "charging current is cancelled out
by the In-Phase transformer. and arock-steady DC supply current is
supplied to the amplifier output stage. regardless of the actual
loudspeaker load Fig 6shows the constant, non-fluctuating charging
current of the Onkyo Real Phase power supply
The Real Phase power supply design ensures that the amplifier's
output stage has acontinuous DC supply, free of the fluctuations
caused by phase shift between the amplifier output voltage and
loudspeaker drive Current Considerably increased power output into
any loudspeaker load assures maximum dynamic range and impact
Transient details are not blurred by power supply fluctuations, and full
power reserve is provided for the wide dynamic range of today's high
technology musical sources, like Digital Compact Discs and Video Hi -Fi
tape and disc soundtracks
The Onkyo Real Phase M-510 Power Amplifier is the first amplifier to
incorporate this unique technology, with other Real Phase Onkyo
components soon to follow

Figure 6

The Onkyo Real Phase Amplifier
Technology will soon be available in two new
integrated amplifiers, the A-8057 and A-8067
Rated at 65 and 80 watts per channel
respectively, these models feature the ability
to drive difficult loudspeaker loads with ease.
both models feature substantially increased
power output into loads as low as 2ohms

The Onkyo M-510 represents the state of the art for solid-state
amplification, conservatively rated at 300 Watts per channel. minimum
RMS at 8ohms, both channels driven from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with no
more than 005% THD However, this specification is derived with a
simple resistive load, using sine wave signals of fixed intensity
The IHF Dynamic power test, using low and high level signals, more
closely simulates the actual performance obtainable with actual
loudspeaker loads and music signals, and the Onkyo Real Phase
design contributes to the exemplary performance

Load Impedance

Power Output (ch)

8ohms RIM

8ohms IHF

4ohms IHF

Continuous

Dynamic

Dynan(

300W

400W

750W

2ohms 1HF

RIF
:Iviarnr

1ohm

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, NJ 07446

(201) 825-7950

organization makes it difficult for me to
recommend their players
Bob Iyall
Tumwater, WA

AR AND RAUNA
Editor:
Mr. Tellig's comments about the AR
turntable and arm Shure V-15MR cartridge were right on! They have done
more to improve the musical accuracy of
my system than any purchases Ihave
made in the last ten years. Through discounters, Ipaid about $330 for the table
and less than half that price for the cartridge. Cost effective? You betcha!
Ialso took JGH's advice and replaced
my old loudspeakers with the Rauna
Tyrs that he favorably reviewed in the
issue before last. For the first time in my
36 years on this planet Iam critiquing
recordings rather than my playback
system! That may not impress you elitists
who take for granted such products as
2+2s, Thresholds, and Gokimunds, but
Iam absolutely astounded at the difference Ihave effected by simply learning how to read areview of the WAMMs,
then the Thiels, and finally the Tyrs. In
other words, Ibelieve Ihave uncovered
the secret of intelligent armchair reviewing: coming to know your ears, and learning to interpolate your reactions. I
know the Rauna Tyrs aren't perfect, but
neither are the Watkinses, as evidenced
in this most recent issue. Tradeoffs in this
obsession are inevitable regardless of income, but applied intelligence will
minimize them. Now that Isee the light,
Icongratulate both of us.
Have any of you had any exposure to
the home built JBL subwoofer described
in the Audio of 8-83? The authors claim
an equalized f3 of 26 Hz in an 8Cu. ft.
box. Ihave recently purchased London's
digital analog disc of Ashkenazy's interpretation of Pictures at an Exhibition,
and the cleanness and rapid LF rolloff of
the Tyrs make me aware of alot of LF
material that ain't being reproduced.
14

Needless to say, asubwoofer is high on
my want list. Once again, cost is the
limiting factor.
Ian also considering the B&K 140. I
am currently using apreamp which is on
its way out the door too. Continued
great successes!!!
R. H. Harlan
Jacksonville, FL
No, we haven't beard the borne-brew
JBL subwoofer system, but we invite
critical comment from those who have.

THE P-MOUNT

Editor:
JGH in Vol. 7 No. 5("As We See It")
writes, "..The P-mount cartridge has
given integrated phono units some
respectability among casual audiophiles,
but no self-respecting perfectionist will
even look at one, let alone buy it."
Iwould like to know if JGH was referring to "packaged" front ends alone, including the P-mount cartridge, or just to
the "packaged" front ends without any
reference to the P-mount cartridge. In
other words, in the view of an expert
like JGH, is there such athing as agood
P-mount cartridge?
Willard L. Conradson
Salem, AL
The reason most perfectionists eschew
P-mount cartridges is because few of
them are moving-coil types, most of the
tonearms which accept them are mediocre to terriblg and because the P-mount
cannot couple the cartridge as rigidly
to the arm as can conventional fussbudget mounting. Spreading a dense,
sticky mastic between the upper surface
of a conventional cartridge and its
headsbell will ensure that the entire
cartridge body is immobilized and that
all of its resonances are passed on to the
tone arm. The P-mount prevents such
an intimate cartridge/arm coupling.
Stereophile

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE
CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET
by Sam Tellig

THE PS AUDIO SOURCE
The new and inexpensive Source
preamp from PS Audio ($329 kit; $419
assembled) arrived dead out of the
box—no sound. One of the boards had
apparently jarred loose in shipment so I
sent it back. A week later the unit arrived again dead out of the box, this time
with no sound and a broken volume
control. Finally, Federal Expressed rather
than UPSed, the unit arrived in working
order. If you buy one, Ihope yours does
too.
Actually, Isuspect that few people will
buy the assembled version of the
Source. The kit looks transparently easy
to put together—even Icould tackle it
(although Ididn't)—and it represents a
clearly excellent value at $329. Besides,
the kit won't come apart in shipment.
Shipping problems aside, the Source is
among the best-sounding inexpensive
preamps Ihave heard, reminding me
somewhat of the preamp section in the
Advent receiver (that's a compliment,
PS!). The sound is rather soft, mellow
and tubelike, with good depth, though
only fair detail. It also includes amoving
coil section which, if you're aCheapskate that uses moving coils, makes it a
bargain. The sound of the moving coil
section is not the best, but it's consistent
with the rest of the preamp. The Source
is not the ideal preamp for an expensive
system, one using Quad ESL-63s, for
instance—but then, who would put a
$329 preamp with Quads (except the
Stereophile

Cheapskate)? But in a less expensive
system, using speakers like the Spectrum
108As, this preamp does very well. It
errs in ways that tend to make inexpensive associated equipment sound better,
which is obviously the way you want to
go. The key attribute of the Source is that
it does very little actually wrong; at the
price, that's saying alot.
However, it isn't the only inexpensive
preamp Ican recommend. There's anew
preamp from B&K, which if it's as good
as their ST-140 power amp, should be
very good indeed. The B&K preamp
sells for $440 in the basic version, and
$550 in the version with abuilt-in moving coil section. There's also. ..

THE SUPERPHON REVELATION BASIC
The Revelation Basic is made by Stan
Warren, formerly the "S" of PS Audio, so
it should come as no surprise that the
Revelation Basic and the Source sound
much alike The Revelation Basic sells for
$399, assembled (no kit available).
Like the Source, the Revelation has an
outboard transformer to minimize hum
problems. But unlike the Source, the
Revelation has dual volume controls (a
pain) and lacks moving coil capability.
So go with the Source, right? Well, not
so fast. The Revelation seems to offer
slightly greater depth and detail than the
Source, although it is not quite so
mellow sounding. It's also an extraordinarily good preamp for $399. Unfor15

tunately, Idid not have the Revelation
and the Source in for auditioning at the
same time, so Ican't quite choose between them. You won't go wrong with
either one—maybe you should make
your choice based on the moving coil
section of the Source, unless you already
have a good step-up device or prefer
moving magnets. Or maybe your system
needs more or less mellowness.
And there's yet another inexpensive
preamp well worth auditioning ...

THE SUMO ELECTRA
At $449, this, too, is one of the best
preamp buys around. The Sumo Electra
sounds better, to my ears, than preamps
from Yamaha, Tandberg, conrad-johnson, and others that sell for nearly twice
the price. It also sounds better than a
Haller DH-110, which Iborrowed briefly
and thought was just okay (though admittedly it's half the price).
The Sumo sounds more like the
Superphon than the Source. You get
good depth (not as much as with the
Superphon) and excellent detail (better
than either the Superphon or the
Source). The sound tends to be lean and
clean, but not in the least shrill; it's one
of the most neutral-sounding preamps
I've heard. And the moving coil section
(entirely separate from the moving
magnet section) is one of the best builtin moving coil sections I've encountered. It even has enough gain to
handle low-output moving coils like the
Ortofon MC100U.
The Sumo is clearly your cheapo
choice if you want tone controls, which
aren't available on the Superphon and
the Source. The tone controls, which are
non-defeatable, are quite good—the turnover frequencies are well-judged. And
the Sumo doesn't turn on or off with a
thump. (The Source and the Superphon
are normally kept on all the time, but if
power is interrupted you will get aloud
transient. Of course, if your power amp
has arelay protection circuit, this will
pose no problem.)
Which of these three preamps would
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Ipick? Well, Ithink I'll wait for John
Beyer to send me aB&K before deciding
(hurry up, John). Actually, Ithink you
should choose. All these preamps are excellent, but their tonal balance and other
qualities are different. If you want a
tubelike sound, go with the Source. If
you want to use moving coils, you might
choose the Source over the Sumo, good
as the latter's MC section is. If you want
depth, it's the Superphon. Detail, the
Sumo.
One preamplifier Iwould not choose,
however, is. ..

THE YAMAHA C80 PREAMP
The C80 lists for $750. The Sumo
sounds better for $300 less, but that
doesn't say it all. The C80 looks wellmade and feels solid, but is it well
thought out? How does it sound?
There are some nice features: built-in
moving coil section, adjustable moving
coil impedance, adjustable capacitance
for moving magnets, good tape dubbing
facilities, separate CD and AUX inputs.
Less fortunately, there's also Yamaha's
new "continuously variable loudness
control" and a "two-band parametric
equalizer." H-m-m-m.
Iheard several different versions of
how to use the loudness control—it's
very confusing. And no matter how Iused the control, it only made the sound
worse; Igave up after ten minutes. Obviously, the loudness control "feature" is
unrecommended.
Then there are the parametric
equalizer controls, which look good on
paper. They have turnover frequencies
which are continuously adjustable from
31.5 Hz to 800 Hz for the bass, and 800
Hz to 20 kHz for the treble The problem
is that you get the disadvantages of an
equalizer, including the constant temptation to twiddle, without some of the advantages, such as the ability to boost low
bass while cutting mid-to-upper bass.'
1 For athorough discussion of the problems with
both equalizers and tone controls, see Bill Sommerwerck's discussion in Vol. 6, Na 5. In our view,
—.
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"(Nitty Gritty) yielded massive improvements in noise and musical
detail over the best hand brushes Ihave tested."
AUDIO MAGAZINE
"The effect of the Model 3.5 is quite extraordinary. Many ticks
and pops magically disappear ...this cleaner in either of its
versions is highly recommended."
STEREOPHILE
"I was delighted to discover that many discs with what had appeared to be obvious pressing defects sounded inestimably better
after a Nitty Gritty bath - proof, for the first time, that other
cleaning methods were unable to remove the grunge from my
recordings."
FANFARE
"This is the first time Ihave felt that Ihave record care under
control. My only regret is that Iwaited so long to buy the Nitty
Gritty."
AUDIO AMATEUR
"( Nitty Gritty) made previously dirty records sound like heaven
on earth, and there is nothing at anywhere near the price that
will do as much for your dirty records."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW
"Thanks to Nitty Gritty, there is now no reason for any music
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lover to deprive themselves of the best possible sound their
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•
record collection can provide."
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"The Nitty Gritty is, in conclusion, the best audio
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The Yamaha C80 is alittle soft-sounding, lacking somewhat in depth, detail,
imaging, and dynamics. It doesn't really
fall down in any one area; it just doesn't
excel anywhere. Sonically, the $750
Yamaha C80 is in aleague with Hitachi
HCA 8500, which lists for 8370 and sells
at Crazy Eddie for as little as 8250 if you
bargain hard. And the Sumo, the Superphon, and Source are all better-sounding preamps—though you'll have to
forego
the
continuously
variable
loudness control and the two-band
parametric equalizer!

THE YAMAHA M60 POWER
AMP
This is not Yamaha's day. Or maybe
Yamaha's year, for that matter. The M60
power amp, in the middle of Yamaha's
new line, is another product that just
doesn't offer great value for the full-list
buck. It's rated at 160 watts/ch and retails
for $650. (Discounts on Yamaha are not
easy to come by.)
I'll try to say something nice about
Yamaha. The M60 has one of the
sweetest high ends Ihave heard from a
solid state amp, perhaps because it
operates in Class A up to 20 watts ouput.
Unfortunately, 1can't say much for the
amp otherwise. It simply lacks the
authority, punch (and most likely the
power supply) of the such amps as the
B&K ST-140, the Technics SE-A5 MkII,
and the Denon POA-1500. The B&K is a
steal at $440, and the Denon asuper buy
at $695 (though you can probably buy
the Denon for far less—the product is a
real sleeper; it's literally sleeping on
dealer's shelves).
Do you want to know more about the
Yamaha amp? No, you don't.

THE YAMAHA T80 TUNER
Then there's Yamaha's T80 tuner.
Yamaha once had agood reputation for
tuners—the T-2 for instance was (and is)
no one has come up with equalizing controls to
match the Quad 34 preamp.
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one of the best around. Now the T80
tuner is the top of their line and it's a
giant leap backwards.
Performance-wise, the T80 is okay,
but like the rest of the Yamaha equipment here, nothing special. My Hitachi
FT-5000U is better at receiving weak stations with reasonable sound quality. Using the Yamaha, Ihad to resort to its "FM
noise reduction" switch, which rolls off
the high frequencies sharply above 6
kHz. You might as well be listening to
AM.
Ergonomically, this tuner is a mess.
Controls are needlessly complicated—
you have to optimize the tuning
parameters for each station. The Hitachi,
by contrast, sets bandwidth, blend, and
other parameters automatically (and very
effectively). And the Yamaha comes with
a nonstandard 75-ohm connector
plug—I challenge you to install it
without having the coaxial cable pop
out anytime you move equipment.
There are other atrocities, too—the
mono/stereo function, mute function,
and the auto tuning scan are combined
in one button! Istopped feuding with
this tuner after two hours and put it back
in its box.

THE TECHNICS SU -A6 MkII
For relief from my tirade, turn to
Technics. The Japanese, as you may have
gathered from reading past columns, are
now producing some rather good power
amps. Unfortunately, the preamps from
Harman/Kardon, Hitachi, and Denon
that I've tested have been less than exciting. 2 The Technics SU -A6 MkII at
$600 is easily, along with the Sumo, the
best-sounding,
moderately
priced
Japanese preamp Ihave heard to date.
Ican't describe the control flexibility
of the Technics—it would take the
whole column! Suffice it to say, you can

2 ST never got to try the Denon P0A-2000, which
was one of the most exciting preamps Stereopblle
auditioned in the pre-conrad Johnson PV-5 days. It
was discontinued acouple of years ago, but is being
reintroduced, I'm told.
LA
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connect anything and everything —
phono, CD, TV, VCR, LaserDisc player,
cassette deck, open reel. All the controls
are neatly laid out and all function
flawlessly.
The tone controls are unusual and excellent. You have two bass and two treble controls. You can cut the mid-bass
and boost the low bass, if you want (see
my complaint about the Yamaha "parametric" approach, above). Or you can
cut the high treble more than the midtreble. The controls are simple, flexible,
and they make musical sense. If you hate
tone controls, they're even defeatable.
Bravo!
And here's the icing on the cake. It
would have been easy for Technics to
pack in all these features and give you a
mediocre phono section, but they
didn't. The phono section is very
good—even comparable to the Sumo
Electra. Like the Sumo, the Technics is
very neutral sounding with good imaging and depth. The Sumo does seem to
present more detail, so it's abit better
sonically, and costs less. However, if you
want a preamp with connections for
everything, and very useful tone controls for great performances on DGG et
al (or harsh CDs), the Technics is one
helluva buy. You get an awful lot for
$600 list. And does anyone pay list for
Technics?

TECHNICS SA-E5 Mk II
The Technics amp is nice, too. Not
quite as powerful-sounding as the
Denon, which is probably one of the
best amps around at any price, but quite
good nonetheless. The Denon, with its
hideous fake wood-grain side panels,
does not look great next to the Technics
preamp —or anything else, for that matter. So if you opt for the Technics
preamp, you may, on aesthetic grounds,
go for the power amp, too. The list price
is alittle steep at $800, but the real world
selling price is more likely to be around
$600.
Sonically, the SA-E5 Mk II is lean and

clean. It tends slightly to shallowness
and brightness, but not objectionably.
The high end is extended and clean, but
not as sweet as the Yamaha M60. Bass is
tight and controlled, but not overwhelming. Iguess what I'm saying is that
this amp is not for those who revel in
lushness, richness, or sweetness. It's alittle cold sounding (whereas the Denon
isn't), but it's always under control.
Sonically, Iactually prefer the Denon,
but it's aclose call. The SA-E5 Mk II is
recommended, subject to areasonable
discount and an audition.
ST
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WINTER CES
by Steve Watkins and Dick Olsher

THE WATKINS REPORT
The high-end audio portion of the 1985
International Winter Consumer Electronics Show (the "Vegas CES") proved
somewhat disappointing to me. There
were few interesting new products, and
dealer attendance (particularly the larger,
more
important
dealers)
seemed
distressingly poor. The sparse attendance at the Riviera ("high-end hall")
was not, however, reflected elsewhere at
the show. In fact, the newspapers were
filled with the usual glowing reports of
new attendance records. (I wonder what
will happen when aCES comes along
with less attendance than the year
before. Will this be reported at all?)
Nonetheless, there were a number of
audio products at the show that should
be of interest to many readers.
The sound in many Riviera exhibits
was not as good this year as Iheard in
those manufacturers' rooms last year,
and while Iam aware of how effectively
abad room can sabotage agood system,
Iwas alittle disturbed that so many firms
whose demos sounded great last Winter
were not up to par this time.

PS Audio and Kinergetics also introduced new tuners, both with digital
tuning, and both incorporating the
Canadian-made Magnum front end. The
Kinergetics model KBT-1 features an adjustable dynamic processor and lists for
$649. PS Audio's tuner retails for $389.
PS
also
unveiled
a
new
200-watt/channel power amp: the 200C,
incorporating some very ingenious component mounting techniques which
allow the cost to be kept down to avery
reasonable $1260. PS has promised us a
review sample shortly, so watch for
more on this product.
Other new amplifiers at the show included the Classe Audio DR3 (25
watt/channel) at $2895, the Rowland
300-watt mono amp (at $6000/pair), and
the new Electron Kinetics Eagle 2(120
watts/channel, $850).
Superphon, anew company formed
by Stan Warren (formerly of PS Audio),
introduced its new preamp —the Revelation Basic—retailing at $400. This may
set the budget preamp market on its ear
if dealer reaction at the show is any
indication—the RB certainly sounded
ELECTRONICS
great! Moving coil capability costs an extra $100.
There were suprisingly few new audio
The long awaited Robertson preamps
electronics products (amps, preamps,
finally appeared. The 2020MC retails for
headamps, etc.), but many of those in$1495 and offers selectable loading for
troduced were noteworthy.
the MC input, aseparate power supply,
Audio Research (always noteworthy)
unveiled their M-100 amplifier, a and trimpots for channel balance. The
2020MM
($995)
offers
selectable
100-watt mono tube unit priced at
capacitive cartridge loading and has no
$2495 (or $4990 /pair). Also new from
moving coil step-up. Both units have
ARC is the MCP33 tube head amp, at
$1395. Needless to say, our staff high overload capabilities on the line
level inputs, for optimum use with CD
members are already lining up in Santa
players.
Fe for the opportunity to review these
Dayton Wright displayed its new
products.
Model 999 head amp, which retails at
Apt was one of several American com$1395. The 999 is a true dual-mono
panies to introduce a new tuner (the
design having separate power supplies
iliner 1), priced at $500. It features
digital tuning, an image control, a and separate grounding systems for each
channel. Ihave already used the 999 in
balance control, and, to offset the inflexmy own system for afew days, and can
ibility of digital tuning, afine tuning control. Also added to the Apt line is aRIAA say that I've never heard my system
sound so good. Inner detail and imaging
broadcast preamp, at $500.
Stereophile
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are exceptional and the overall sound is
extraordinarily natural.

SPEAKERS
The best new one Iheard at Vegas was
the
Magnepan
Tympani
IV.
At
$3600/pair, aspeaker system should be
good, but these had amidrange clarity
and dynamic impact that are about as
good as Ihave heard.
Acoustic Research was showing aprototype of its new $3500/pair speakers,
code-named "Magic." Each speaker includes aconventional three-way driver
array aimed toward the listener, as well as
aseparate two-way array that fires outwards at a45 °angle. These side-firing
speakers are powered by aseparate amp
contained in acontrol box that allows
for signal processing, to enhance the
retrieval of hall acoustics and ambience.
Much to my surprise, it all worked rather
well, but the sound of the speakers was
rather too warm and heavy for my taste.
New subwoofers were in abundance.
Dayton Wright introduced apair of them
with the appelation ICBM (reviewed
elsewhere in this issue), intended to
work with DW's LCM-1 speakers. These
suckers go very, very low, with a-3 dBpoint of 14 Hz!
RH Labs was showing its new SB-3A
subwoofer ($695/pr, 24-Hz half-power
point), which comes with aservo amp.
Epik has two new subwoofers, both
transmission-line designs. The Model
210 uses a 10" driver and retails for
$990/pair. The Model 208 uses 8"
drivers and lists for $890/pair. The Mod
Squad, which seems to keep on top of
every trend, also has anew subwoofer,
priced from $1000 to $2500 depending
on how they are finished. Spica finally
unveiled their new servo-controlled subwoofer for use with their TC-50s. Its
half-power point is 25 Hz, and the price
is $695.
SOTA was displaying its new minimonitor, aWest German product priced
at $550/pair in the US ($650 with
stands). Although they imaged very well,
had excellent air, and were polite and
22

well balanced, they didn't do much for
me. They seemed to lack guts, both in
terms of dynamics and bass.
Showing for the first time in the U.S.
was Castle Acoustics' new Castle Trent,
the smallest speaker in their "River" line.
Price, at 90/pair ($120) in Great Britain,
these are agenuine bargain; at $250/pair
in the U.S., they are less so. They may
still offer good value where space is at a
premium and the budget is tight.
Fried's new Betas were impressive at
$290/pair, as was their $295 subwoofer.
At just under $600, this is agreat sounding speaker system, and aseparate amp
isn't required for the subwoofer. It
doesn't produce prodigious output at 16
Hz, but it should go low enough to
satisfy most listeners.

PHONO EQUIPMENT
Perhaps spurred on by competition
from CD, analog front ends keep getting
better and better. Entec was showing
their $5000, 180-lb Granite turntable in
conjunction with William Firebaugh's
new and truly revolutionary Well
Tempered Arm (reviewed in Vol. 7, No.
8). In the same room, Mr. Firebaugh was
also showing aprototype of aturntable
he is planning to manufacture, with price
and availability date still to be
announced.
The new Michell Syncrodec turntable
($650 without tonearm) was making
wonderful sounds. It uses aglass platter,
and offers very attractive modernistic
styling.
A number of other new, moderately
priced British turntables made their appearances, courtesy of various importers. There were units from QED,
Mission and Walker, to name but afew.
And, of course, there was the usual biannual crop of two dozen-odd new cartridges from almost everyboy.

CD PLAYERS
The increasing acceptance of CD by
the high-end audio community was
clearly evidenced by the number of exStereophile

The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel M LP-202 II

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years. Now, with the U.S.
introduction of the model MLP-202,
Morel is prepared to offer the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare.
Please write for details

morel acoustic ltd
industrial area b, po.b 140, ness ziona
70 451 Israel. tel 084-70796. telex 31951

morel

morel acoustic usa
414 harvard street, brookline, mass. 02146
u.s.a. tel. (617) 277-6663

hibitors using this new medium as a
sound source. Though most set-ups offered an analog alternative for those
preferring the black disc, several exhibitors had only digital sources.
The hot new CD player at the show
was the Mission, and it was making
beautiful music in several exhibitors'
rooms, including the Reference Recording/Spectral/Entec
suite
where
Reference Recordings was introducing
their first CDs: Dafos and Tafelmusik.
These were of course made from analog
masters, but the company's plans call for
CDs made from digital master tapes
recorded simultaneously with their
analog tapes. Thus, their analog LPs will
be pure analog, and their CDs will be
pure digital.'
Although Sony was aco-inventor of
the CD system, the sound quality of
their players has not been well received
in the subjective audio press. Sony is out
to change this, and is offering four new
players. These range in price from the
$450 basic CDP-102 through the $1000
full-featured CDP-650. The 650 has an
optional direct digital output port that
bypasses the player's DIA chip, so that it
can be used with Sony's DAS-702ES
"outboard" DIA converter and similar
devices. The 650 is a true dual-mono
design with individual power supplies
for each channel and special high grade
components. The 702ES also features
dual mono design, and uses discrete,
"ladder-type" DIA converters and
discrete analog circuitry to amplify the
signal to line level. The 702 can be used
with PCM processors, PCM digital tape
recorders, and (in the future) for
decoding digital satellite broadcasts. It is
equipped to handle sampling frequencies of 32, 44.056, 44.1, and 48 kHz.
Estimated price is $1500, with availabili-

1 Or, 25 RR's J. Tam Henderson put it during apress
conference with Keith Johnson and Micky Hart,
"those who want it can have their analog pure and
sweet; and those who want digital can have it unadulterated." JTH claims the non-parallelism of
description was unintended—and Ibelieve him.LA
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ty in late Spring. All of the new Sony
players incorporate linear tracking
(which allows for much faster access and
searches), new and purportedly superior
DIA converter chips, and other improvements which are spinoffs from
Sony research in the area of car and portable CD players.

We've been hearing a lot about the
Mission and Meridian CD players from
England, but there is athird which hasn't
attracted as much attention yet as it
should. Cambridge Audio (imported by
Nitty Gritty) was showing aprototype of
their new CD player which, like the
Sony CDP-650, will have direct digital
output. But unlike the Sony, Cambridge's
player unit will not have optional analog
outputs, and must be used with their (or
another compatible) DIA converter. The
Cambridge DIA converter will also incorporate discrete analog circuitry. The
price has not yet been set, but the
system is scheduled for sale in late
Spring. Accessories
Hitachi and Vecteur (a French company) were both displaying the new
LC/OFC (liner crystal /oxygen free copper) cables. Hitachi was offering both
audio (shielded twin-ax) and video
(RG-59 type) interconnects, as well as
speaker cable. Vecteur had only audio interconnects and speaker cable.
Sound Connectors (Vampire Wire, Tiffany Connectors) also announced the introduction in the U.S. of anew van den
Hul cable called MC/OFC, for monocrystal/oxygen free copper. MC/OFC appears to be similar in principal to
Stereophile

"The Holy Gale!"
— Hi -Fi For Pleasure, England

Gale GS402
"Gale loudspeakers have been to the hi-fi world what Leica cameras are
to the world of photography. .7
— New Hi -Fi Sound, England
The new Gale is the ultimate handcrafted loudspeaker. As New Hi-Fi
Sound stated: "You are magically transported across the sound
stage. ..the Gale GS402 is avery powerful and very, very smooth
loudspeaker, capable of an astonishingly effortless performance at
frighteningly high output levels."
England now brings its finest to the United States.

GALE LOUDSPEAKERS

875 Merrick Avenue

Westbury, New York 11590

(505) 683-3000

WHAT'S AGUITARIST FROM NEW JERSEY DOING
WITH AN AMPLIFIER FROM NEW ZEALAND
He's listening to the sweetness of his own pure sound
on Perreaux
World renowned jazz guitarist Al Di Meola. who spends
much of his time at his home in New Jersey wanted to buy
new audio components for his system He chose Perreaux
of New Zealand
Although the country of origin may seem ludicrous, given
the Kiwi, would you believe that Perreaux of New Zealand
is the only facility in the world that completely handcrafts its
audio components Each Perreaux is Custom crafted under
the supervision of Peter Perreaux, as it has been for over
ten years
Al Di Meola, who has earned asublime reputation for his

mercurial dexterity and finesse playing jazz guitar. appreciates the work done by craftsmen at the Perreaux factory
Handcrafting is necessary for the attention to detail demanded by the Perreaux design From the cutting, drilling
and anodizing of the rigid aluminum chassis, to the testing.
matching and soldering of the transistors, Perreaux's sonic
quality is unattainable by mass production
Al Di Meola's obsession with the highest quality of music
reproduction will be evident on his new album 21st Century
Guitar due to be released in January 1985 on Manhattan/
EMI and pressed on the finest virgin vinyl If you don't own
aPerreaux audio component, you probably won't hear
every nuance Al Di Meola has intended for you to hear
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Perreaux International
975

Mernck Ave

Westbury NY

11590 516 -683 -3000

Going Against
the Grain

Yamaha
SONY
Sansui
Robertson
NAD
Nakamichi
Mitsubishi
Kyocera

Harman/Kardon
Denon
Fisher
etc.

Belles Research
How can Belles Research, an
American manufacturer, compete
against all these products from the
Orient? Quite easily.
Belles Research audio components are
all handcrafted. Each transistor is tested,
calibrated, and matched by Belles. No
cost cutting integrated chips are used in
the signal path or power supply. Costly
polyester and polypropylene capacitors
are used throughout. All resistors
are metal film with
I% tolerances. Connectors are machined
nickel cadmium,
knobs are machined

from solid aluminum. Belles power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever and can therefore deliver
high current into any speaker load. Belles
preamplifiers accept low output moving
coils straight through with asingle
gain stage.
Which of these competitors from the
Orient offer you all of this?
None, not asingle one. Some are even
more expensive than Belles, considerably more.
What's accomplished quite easily by
us, must be difficult
for them.

Belles Research is proudly presented by:
GALA SOUND, 650 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, NY 14607

(716) 461-3000

BELLES RESEARCH CORP. 875 Merrick Ave., Westbury. NY 11590 (516) 683- 3000

LC/OFC.
Prices for these new cables are high,
but competitive with many of the exotic
"conventional" audiophile cables on the
market. I obtained samples of the
Hitachi and Vecteur cables, and abrief
listen in my home system indicates that
both are excellent. The Vecteur seems to
have avery slight (sonic) grain which I
haven't noticed in the Hitachi, but more
extensive listening is in order before I
reach any firm conclusions.
Nitty Gritty was exhibiting two new
and improved versions of their record
cleaning machine: the 2.5 FI ($400) and
the 3.5 FI ($750). With one push of a
button, these apply the cleaning solution
and then automatically clean and suction
dry the record. The 3.5 FI cleans both
sides at once; the 2.5 FI cleans one side
at atime.
Monster Cable introduced anew line
of
interconnect
cables
designed
specifically for use with CD players. I
have no idea why CD players should
need special cables, and Monster's explanation wasn't very convincing.
Judging by the new turntable accessories introduced at the Vegas show,
the analog medium is showing no signs
of drying up and blowing away. SOTA introduced anew series of turntable mats,
intended as replacement mats for both
its Sapphire non-vacuum turntables and
other makes of turntables. The Brown
Mat (440) incorporates a "Herman
Curve," which is actually acontouring of
the mat to fit the curve of the record, according to SOTA. The Brown Mat is intended for use with better than average
systems, and is claimed to offer improved high frequency resolution, dynamics,
soundstage, and bass reproduction—
improved over SOTA's standard black
mat, that is.
SOTA's new acrylic mat/intermat combination ($135) is intended for use with
aspecial clamp on high quality systems.
It consists of asticky mat (as sticky as
Audioquest's) bonded to a hard mat,
somewhat like Goldmund's; the sticky
side faces the turntable platter. SOTA
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claims the acrylic mat/intermat combination dramatically increases clarity
and improves dynamics, while furthering the improvements made by the
Brown Mat. Ihad achance to try the
SOTA mat/intermat on my home system
and noted aclear improvement in virtually all areas, particularly detail and
dynamics. SOTA also displayed a new
"Electronic Flywheel" power supply for
its turntables ($200), and aline of very
expensive interconnects labeled "Musicables." A mat/intermat for SOTA's
vacuum table (the Star Sapphire) is expected shortly.
Chicago Speaker Stand was showing
an attractive-looking line of audio and
video furniture and an interesting new
turntable stand ($200). The stand allows
for variable mass loading, which the
manufacturer claims can be used to correct tonal imbalances in the turntablearm-cartridge combination. The stand
also is said to provide excellent isolation
from
acoustical
and
mechanical
vibration.
Monster Cable added to its line of
acoustic damping materials with The
Corner Poles—two tall, cloth-covered
cylinders intended for placement in corners of the listening room to break up
standing bass waves. The price ($450/
pair) seems abit high for such asimple
looking device, but if you have asystem
capable of producing bass low enough
and at sufficiently high levels to need
this product, $450 will represent a
relatively small part of your total system
cost. A number of exhibitors were using
the "poles" in their rooms, and the consensus among them was that they really
worked.
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THE OLSHER REPORT
ELECTRONICS
Nelson Pass of Threshold is finally getting the recognition from other manufacturers that he deserves. His designs
are being licensed by companies like
Nalcamichi
and
Soundstream
Technologies.
Nalcamichi, aspiring to become afullline home audio manufacturer, turned to
Nelson for assistance in designing their
two new Stasis power amps and preamp.
Apparently alone among Japanese electronics manufacturers (several of whom
have earned areputation for pirating US
designs, with just enough minor changes
to escape patent infringement), Nalcamichi purchased the rights to use
Nelson's designs rather than ripping
them off, as was the case with Threshold's Dynamic Class-A design (it
became "sliding class g" in the Japanese
products). Nelson has also cranked out
three automotive amplifier designs for
Soundstream Technologies, 2 a new
name in car audio. This Soundstream, by
the way, is run by Lee Adams, formerly
with Nakamichi.
Closer to home, Nelson's new
Threshold SA/1 amplifier was on display
in the Threshold suite. This is amono
class-A unit rated at 150 watts into 8
ohms. It is assembled in the conservative
Threshold tradition, and sports an
unbelieveable 40 output transistors per
amp! The price: a modest $8000 per
stereo pair.
There's also a Threshold PCX-One
"Phase-Coherent Digital" electronic
crossover due out in April. The (up to)
24 dB/octave low pass filtering is digital¡y synthesized. Filter slopes of 6, 12, or
18-dB/octave are selectable, and the
crossover frequency may be varied from
50 to 5000 Hz. The "phase coherence"
refers to the fact that summing the input
2 Not to be confused with the now-defunct
manufacturer of a professional digital recording
system, which was bought out by RCA some
months ago.
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and output gives a phase-coherent
result: no cancellation results. Projected
retail price is acool $1200.
Electrocompaniet has upgraded their
amplifier line, the most significant
change being the use of beefier output
transistors; circuit topology remains
essentially unchanged. The Ampliwire
IIA replaces the II, and is rated at 60
watts/ch into 8ohms. While this looks
like amodest figure, those who saw our
report on the Ampliwire II may recall
that it could deliver 45 amps into lowimpedance loads! Electrocompaniet has
also lowered the price of the IIA to
$1295, which will make it affordable by
more music lovers. Updates are available
at acost of $300, but are only recommended if problems have been experienced with the Il version. A limited
edition of 300 designer-signature IIM is
now being offered, of which 150 are
slated for the U.S. market. These are
signed by designer Per Abrahamsen and
are individually spec'd out. Retail cost is
$1495.
John Iverson of Electron Kinetics was
showing anew amplifier, the Eagle 2.
This is a scaled-down version of the
awesome Eagle 7A, but still possesses
plenty of muscle: 120 watts/ch into 8
ohms, 200 watts into 4 ohms, and 50ampere peak output current into loads
below 1ohm (compared to the 7A's 66
amps). Retail price is surprisingly low at
$850.
Rowland Research's new Model 7
mono power amps were being used in
Dave Wilson's WAMM demo, replacing
the Krells Dave has favored for the past
couple of years. That should tell you
something about the Rowlands' sound
quality. This is apowerful amp with a
rated power output of 350 W into 8
ohms, 700 W into 4, and 1200 W into 2,
over its power bandwidth of 5Hz to 80
kHz. There's minimal negative feedback
in all circuit locations, and FElb are used
in all voltage amplification stages.
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Rowland Research is located in Colorado
Springs (not far from our home ground),
and we hope to audition these soon
under more familiar conditions.
The world's most expensive home CD
player to date was unveiled by Cambridge Audio. Slated to retail at around
$2000, their Model 1is (like the Mission
and Meridian) aPhilips deck customized
to meet perfectionist standards. One of
the many interesting features of this
player is the provision of direct digital
outputs, so that the buffered data
streams of corrected off-disc data and
the necessary clock signal 3 can be fed
down long unshielded cables to power
amplifiers or active loudspeakers. (The
advantages of this should be obvious to
anyone who has observed how much
audio interconnects affect the sound of
analog signals. This will not happen with
digital signal transmissions.)
Cambridge will be offering as separate
modules the complete D/A and analog
sections of the CD-1, to make the D/A
conversions right at the amp or
loudspeaker. Unfortunately, the demo
player was damaged in transit, so I
couldn't take alisten to the results of this
arrangement. The Cambridge Audio line,
by the way, will be distributed in the U.S.
by Nitty Gritty.
The Princeton Design Group was
demonstrating their active cartridge
stabilizer. The device senses the amount
of work done by the phono cartridge
and applies a damping back-EMF in
direct proportion to the signal from the
cartridge. Their demo with aGrado cartridge showed adramatic improvement
in the focus and resolution of the soundstage when the stabilizer was in circuit.
The company claims their device works
3 The "clock" in adigital system supplies asynchronizing signal used to inform the D/A converter
as to which data bit is the start of adigital word. For
those who have resolutely resisted learning anything
about computers, a"bit" is essentially an electrical
switch used to select between two numerical values:
Off represents a zero, On represents a one. A
"word" is astring of bits (16 of them, in this instance) representing an instantaneous numerical
value.
JGH
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just as well with MCs, but I'm skeptical
about that, and my doubts were not
allayed by PDG's refusal to demo their
device with a moving coil cartridge.
Anyway, Iunderstand one of our staffers
has aPDG Stabilizer (Bill Sommerwerck)
and will be reporting on it eventually.
PDG was also showing their new
mono power amp called the Power
Twin. It is claimed to be completely
stable into any conceivable speaker load,
including virtual short circuits such as
full range ribbons. 220 watts can be delivered into 1ohm! It should be available
in April, at aretail cost of $2295 /pair.
Quicksilver audio announced amoving coil stepup transformer for $250,
and featuring abandwidth of 1Hz to 175
kHz for a3ohm source, 23 dB of gain,
and a fixed input impedance of 250
ohms.
Larry Schotz, who gained recognition
(if not notoriety) for the NAD tuners
bearing his name, has now designed
tuner noise-reduction circuits for Proton, and complete tuners for Crown and
Nalcamichi. This is avariant on the well
known treble-blend circuit, but differs
in that the L&R treble-blend ratio varies
not only with RF signal strength (an indirect measure of the noise level), but
also with the high frequency content of
the program. When the program contains sufficient treble energy to mask
noise, channel separation widens to
create a more accurate stereo image.
When the program has insufficient treble energy to mask the noise, the channels are partially blended to reduce it.
Proton's model P450 tuner is priced at
$300 while the ST-7 from Nakamichi is
$550.
Without wishing to impugn NAD,
Schotz expressed his feeling that the
problems with NAD's early tuners bearing his name had more to do with
manufacturing execution than with the
circuit design. Now, when a tuner
manufacturer wants to buy his NR chips,
his company, A&S Labs, scrutinizes the
tuner's design to make sure it's of appropriate quality before approving the
Stereophile

it! But then Iwouldn't have parted with
it either.
An outfit entitled the Hi -Fi Club is
LOUDSPEAKERS
now importing QLN loudspeakers from
Sweden. (These were originally imIfinally got to listen to the WAMMs,
ported by Scandinavian Sounds, who
Dave Wilson's awesomely expensive
now import the Raunas). OLN's Model
speaker system. And am Iglad Idid! The
One two-way, together with its "subsound in the Wilson Audio suite was inwoofer," was referred to by the HiFi Club
credibly natural and lifelike. Earlier in
folks as their "superior system." It did
the show, both LA and Enid Lumley had
manage to sound quite clean and refined
voiced complaints about the sound
quality in the Wilson Audio room, so I even under show conditions. Tonal
balance was fairly neutral—in fact,
wasn't quite sure what to expect. Dave
darned good for $1350/pair. The Swedes
told me that he took the criticism to
are rapidly establishing afine reputation
heart and actually sat down and listened
in the field of speaker design.
seriously, something he can rarely take
ibbed speakers were very much in
the time to do at these shows. He puts
evidence, of all things! Not the glowing
on quite ademonstration, for about 30
vacuum tube variety, but rather the PVCminutes of each hour, and it's necessary
pipe and paper-tube (similar to
to sign up in advance. By the time Igot
concrete-forming tubes) variety. Dantax
to his room, Dave had apparently
of Denmark, a division of Seanspeak,
managed to eliminate the problems LA
featured a whole line of PVC-pipe
nd EL heard, because the sound there
speakers—Models 'Dille 1, ibbe 2, and
was undoubtedly the best at the show.
Tube 3- --ranging in price from $200 to
Iwas very much impressed with the
$500/pair. The accent here is on beauty
Swedish "Respons" speaker system beand placement flexibility. That may in
ing demonstrated in Electrocompaniet's
fact be all they have to offer, as none of
room. Iliked the tonal balance of these
the Danes showed any interest in augspeakers, which favor the warm and
menting my look with a listen. These
natural, and Isuspect they'll give JGH's
were on visual show only.
beloved Watkins WE-1—not to mention
Another tubed speaker line, from Alta
alot of other pricey speakers—a run for
of Goleta (CA), uses resin-impregnated
the money. Projected U.S. retail is
paper tubes. Their top-of-the-line
$3500 /pair.
Model .5 is a14-inch diameter cylinder
Another very clean and cohesivethat towers an impressive 71
/ feet high
2
sounding three-way design is the SAFtAS
and is finished, as are all the Alta models,
ST- 200; at 11500/pair they promise to
in black cloth. The economic advantage
be agreat value. SARAS, in business since
of this sort of enclosure is obvious: get1972, was exhibiting at CES for the first
ting away from veneers and carpentry
time ever. Rudy Stoldos, the firm's presireduces cost. According to Alta, though,
dent and designer, took pains to demonthe real payoff is an enclosure that is instrate his product and made abeliever of
me. Source material was from a herently rigid and inert, and eliminates
standing waves and resonances. The
Nakamichi OMS -7 CD player and
claim
that
a tubular
enclosure
Kinergetics electronics. Iwas surprised
automatically eliminates standing waves
to see he had aCD of Proprius' Cantate
and resonances is nonsense, as anyone
Domino, as Idid not even know Profamiliar with pipe organs or brass inprius was releasing on CD. (Wilson
struments can tell you. (But the fact that
Audio is now the only perfectionist
a paper tube can make an excellent
audiophile recording company that has
not yet released on CD.) Try as Imight, I enclosure has been proven by Spica,
whose older SC-50s earned good
just couldn't convince him to part with

license and designing the chip for it.
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MOSCODETM TUBE CIRCUITRY
A Rose Is A Rose
Gertrude Stein and Julius Futterman were in complete agreement about the design of audio
circuits. When she said that arose is arose. Julius completed that statement by saying "A
bipolar transistor is abipolar transistor, and atube is atube." No matter how brilliant the
design effort, no matter how technically sophisticated the research facility, no matter how
impassioned the love of music, any company that produces audio gear with conventional bipolar
transistors is up against the wall aesethetically. And that wall has written on it, in very large
letters, ONLY TUBES ARE ABLE TO REPRODUCE THE NATURAL HARMONICS Tm
OF LIVE MUSIC. This is the most elementary explanation of a unique technological
phenomenon—these ancient gizmos that glow in the dark are eminent in audio circuits. If
any company en flagrante claims that they have created the natural harmonics of tube circuitry
ask them where the tubes are ...
Before we describe some of MOSCODE TM TUBE CIRCUITRY let met describe aunique
state of being—AUDIO NERD BLISS. This state of being is rare and is only achieved when
every single minute question about an audio circuit is answered. How do you achieve this
nirvana-like state ...read UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS, our 120-page book
which deals with music, technology, and tube circuitry. UNDERSTANDING TUBE ELECTRONICS is the only way (at this moment) to achieve AUDIO NERD BLISS, and is abargain
at $4 domestic and $6 foreign. Won't you join me in audio nerd heaven?
There are 12 different MOSCODE TTM TUBE PRODUCTS (including amplifiers, preamps.
FM tuners, and kits galore). Pictured below is the MOSCODE TM 300 TUBE AMPLIFIER
which will deliver 150 watts of liquid power into 8ohms and 225 watts into 4ohms. Priced
at $899 ($799 kit) it is appropriate to compare its sound quality and construction quality to
Futterman amplifiers. If you have ever wanted to own ahigh powered tube amplifier where
there would be no worry about reliability, replacing output tubes, making bias and balance
adjustments, and the ability to drive low impedance speakers, you may now do back flips;
because MOSCODE TM TUBE PRODUCTS are affordable, high quality tube products that
eliminate the tube tremors.

NEW YORK AUDIO LABORATORIES
33 N. Riverside Avenue •Croton-on-Hudson, NY 10520 •(914) 271-5146
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reviews in the underground press.)
Soundstage presentation from the model
.5 was very good, but Ifelt they were a
little short on focus and resolution.
Audire showed off yet another iteration of the full-range ribbon speaker
genre. Dubbed the Image 1, this dipole
radiator system retails at a hefty
811,250/pair. So, what justifies the cost?
There's 90 linear feet of 5-micron- thick
ribbon in each Image 1, and the resulting
impedance from all that ribbon is 3
ohms, so no input matching transformer
is necessary. A frequency response of 30
to 20,000 Hz is claimed, but border to
accomplish this, the system's low end is
equalized to offset the low-frequency
front-to-back cancellation common to
all dipoles. Unfortunately, the sound did
not keep pace with this high-tech
engineering: the system was muddysounding and highly colored.
Jon Dahlquist was showing off his
new DQ-20 to advantage in aspacious
demo room and with impressive (spelled Audio Research) electronics. The
DQ-20 is the successor to the venerable
DQ-10, and this was its third "introduction" at ashow. It is athree-way design
with a 10-inch woofer in a sealed
enclosure. The 41
/ -inch midrange
2
driver and 3
/ -inch dome tweeter are ar4
ranged vertically in what Dahlquist calls
a"vertical phase array," using critically
sized and staggered baffles. They'll be
available in April at a retail cost of
81800/pair. Ican't say much about these
new Dahlquists, except that Iwas not
too impressed by what Iheard. They image well and are quite engaging, but to
my ears they did not sound all that
realistic.
Apax marketing has taken on anew
speaker line, Rohrer Acoustic Design. A
three-way bass-vented system with the
wonderfully nonsensical name of
"Equis" was on demo, producing clean,
refined sound. At aprojected retail price
of 81295/pair, the Equis merits acareful
audition.
Rigid Polymer Foam (RPF tm) is what
Phase Technology calls their expanded
Stereophile

polystyrene cone material (see our
review of the Phase Tech PC-60 in Vol. 7,
No. 4). There's now amidrange driver of
the same material, that is featured in the
company's new model PC-70 Mk II
($800/pair, list). Thus, except for the soft
dome tweeter (also developed and
patented by designer Bill Hecht, way
back in 1967), the driver complement is
entirely of the expanded-foam type. To
my knowledge, KEF is the only other
manufacturer producing this sort of
driver, and they're thinking of quitting
because of the production difficulties
involved. The folks at MCM Systems would
seem to have awinner on their hands
with the .7 High Definition Monitor.
This is atwo-way design in awell braced cabinet made of epoxy pulp, and the
sound Iheard was clean, focused, and
nicely balanced.
The Nelson-Reed Pro loudspeaker
was winning many new friends—although not among their exhibitor neighbots, who had to put up with the persistent shudders from NR's new subwoofers. The Pro is afull-range speaker
capable of cleanly reproducing 110 dB
program peaks! The midrange driver is
something to behold: a 3-inch dome
driven by a 160 oz. magnet assembly.
That's 10 lbs, folks! Apparently this
driver is being imported from England,
but neither Ron Nelson nor Bill Reed
wished to divulge further details about
the source of this remarkable unit. The
±3 dB point for the Pros on their own is
a respectable 32 Hz, but this was apparently not low enough for Ron and
Bill—at least, not at CES. They had them
paired with the new subwoofers (with
an active crossover), extending the low
end down to asubterranean 16 Hz! The
subwoofers were impressive, but not
well suited to the small exhibition room,
which was continually buzzing and rattling in protest. Listening to a chorus
from one of Bill Reed's PCM digital
master tapes, however, managed to convey asense of what the Pro speakers are
all about: musical peaks were so cleanly
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•No artificial sweeteners.
artificial flavors or
colorants added.
•The First Minimum
Periodicity Loudspeaker
System.
•Minimum Periodicity is
anew measurement and
design technique from
Dayton Wright Research.
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THE DAYTON WRIGHT GROUP LIMITED
97 NewKirk Road North, Richmond Hill, Ont M4C 3G4 (416) 884-8586

SOUTHER ENGINEERING ANNOUNCES,
by special arrangement, the
import/distribution of the
renowned Clearaudio M/C
cartridge from West Germany.
This standard 1/2" mount version
of the VERITAS cartridge,
and new symmetry interconnect cables are available
NOW for audition by discerning

audiophiles.

SPECS/REVIEW AVAILABLE

In June, the world's best tonearrn gets even better!
Look for the new Tri-Beam 12 and 16 Linear Tracking Souther.
SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
429 S, YORK STREET, CANTON, MA 02021

Dealer inquiries invited.

617-828-5050

reproduced, without audible compression, that Iwas over and over again
startled by the impact. The Pros list for
$2800, and the whole system with subwoofers for over $4000—a far cry from
Bill Reed's original $250/pair 6-02 kit.
(See JGH's review in Vol. 5, No. 3, of
what is still one of our favorite lowpriced speakers).
A brief listen to Magnepan's dipole
Tympani IV speakers was enough to convince me that these are their best
speakers yet and, as Steve pointed out,
were probably the best-sounding new
speakers at the show.
From Canada comes acontribution to
the strategic (audio) arms race: the
ICBM-1. The acronym stands for Intermediate Cost Bass Module, and at
$499 each, it is just that. The man
behind all this? None other than Mike
Wright of Dayton Wright. The ICBMs are
intended for use with the already excellent LCM-1 speaker system (reviewed
in Vol. 7No. 3). The LCM-1 (warhead?)
may actually be attached to the front baffle of the ICBM. A 60-Hz passive
crossover is built in to the Module.
The world's most expensive cigarette
lighter was on display in the Magnat
suite. The engineer on hand delighted
visitors by lighting his cigarette on the
surface of the tweeter's corona
discharge. Iwas impressed but not sympathetic; Idon't smoke, and Iwondered
how this prodigious feat related to audio
performance. (Nelson-Reed could as
well have demonstrated how their new
midrange driver could drive home aten'
penny nail in two blows!) Below the 4.5
kHz where the Magnat tweeters cut in,
the sound of these systems was really
pretty mediocre, an impression I've gotten at all but one of the Consumer Electronics Shows at which Magnat has
exhibited.
Good news for speaker builders. The
Scanspeak line of naked drivers from
Denmark and the Focal line from France
are now being distributed by Just
Speakers in San Francisco. The Focal line
is also available from Madisound in
Stereophile

Wisconsin. Both of these companies
make some excellent drivers; they're
more expensive than most but well
worth it for the do-it-yourselfer or
serious speaker system developer.

PHONO EQUIPMENT
Bruce Thigpen's Eminent Technology
air bearing arm was sporting a new
hydraulic cueing mechanism. Readers
will remember that our major objection
to the ET was its cueing mechanism,
which had a tendency to drop your
favorite cartridge right on its (no doubt
delicate) stylus. The new hydraulic
mechanism appeared to work well and
will be retrofittable to existing arms at a
modest cost. The ET was probably the
most ubiquitous arm at the show, with a
number of exhibitors learning how to
use the old cueing mechanism (the new
one wasn't widely available) at their own
risk. Caveat exhibitor!
One of the most talked about designs
in many years, Bill Firebaugh's Well
Tempered Arm, generated alot of excitement at the Riviera Hotel. The design is
brilliantly innovative, and Ipersonally
consider it awork of genius. JGH has
had asample on hand for several weeks
and he reports that it's the best arm he's
found for many MC cartridges. At $500,
this looks like an excellent value for the
money.

Accessories
The new audio buzzword is LC-OFC,
which stands for linear-crystal oxygenfree copper, and it being heavily promoted as a sonic breakthrough by
Hitachi Cable Ltd.--a branch of Hitachi
totally separate from the home electronics division we normally see at CES.
Oxygen-free copper wire for audio is
nothing new. What is new here is the
tremendously elongated copper crystals
that Hitachi's new wire contains. These
drastically reduce the number of crystal
interfaces in the wire and, in theory at
least, should effect asignificant improvement in sound quality.
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The Swiss-made Jecklin Float line of
headphones are now being distributed
in the U.S. by Electrocompaniet. The
Float is aU-shaped frame that sits on top
of the head and suspends the drivers
next to the ears. The drivers never compress or even touch the ears, and they do
have a furturistic Buck Rogers look
about them. The models Iand II use
dynamic drivers, while the model HI
uses electrostatic elements. A quick
listen to the Ills impressed me with their
exceptional clarity, but the imaging is
rather strange (as with all headphones)
and there is no isolation from ambient
noise. 4
DO

d
As Hitachi Cable points out, LC-OFC
can be used anywhere ordinary copper
wire is used: transformer windings,
chokes (inductors), voice coils, circuit
board foil, speaker cable, and of course,
audio interconnects and internal component wiring. Initial reviews of LC-OFC
interconnect cable in England have been
very favorable.
(The French may have actually have
beaten Hitachi to the punch in their introduction of LC cable: Famco has been
marketing the Vecteur line of cable in
Europe for the past 2years. Famco also
had on display what they claimed to be
the world's first all LC-OFC audio
device: aMC stepup transformer wound
with the new wire.)
The Swiss-made Jecklin Float line of
headphones are now being distributed
in the U.S. by Electrocompaniet.
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4 I tested a pair of these many years ago and,
although Iliked the sound, Ifound the phones impossibly awkward to wear. Their width is not adjustable, and my (relatively) small head caused them
to fall off every time Ibent over to contemplate my
navel.
JGH
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Experts agree...
we've made "the world's
best cartridge
even better:

We viere hardly surprised to find that the VIS
Type-MR is asterling performer. with
unsurpassed clarity and freedom from distortion
...Shure has made one of the worlds best
cartridges even better:
High Fleklit, Magazine
-Shure's new VIS Type-MR act nails pro, ides
asubstantial improvement in the tracking ability
of what was already the hest tracking cartridge
use know or
Seer. Review Magazine

Shure's
V15 Typez
with new or
MR Tip.

'This time Shure has really come through...
What you get is...detail, especially at high
frequencies. There's awonderful bloom around
the music, and it's natural, not hypedr
Seen:0040e Magazine

The Shure VIS Type Y-MR —no other component can bring so much sound out of
your system for so little money. A combination of the revolutionary Micro-Ridge
Tip and Shure's extraordinary Beryllium
Stylus Shank, this cartridge has redefined the
upper limits of high-frequency trackabifity.

You'll hear more from us.

KINERGETICS' SUPERIORITY
Quality and Value
Quality in Design
"unique distortion cancelling circuitry "

Quality in Construction
"greater resistance to overload"

Quality in Sound
"compares to reference equipment

KBA-200
200 Watts Per Channel High Power Amplifier $1495.00

For Information —

""A SR

MENU

IT

KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 Reseda Blvd. •Tarzana, CA 91356 -(818) 345-2851

PURE GOLD
by Alvin Gold

The British high fidelity industry was
Anyway, our overground underlargely decimated in the maelstrom of
ground press really did its level best to
the consumer electronics revolution that
scupper the best efforts of the Japanese
got under way about 15 to 20 years ago.
marketing men. Ican't remember for
What happened 15-20 ago? The
sure, but I seem to recall that Paul
Japanese showed the rest of the world
Benson ran astory that all but invited
how to make products that people actupeople to deface JVC posters by adding
ally wanted to buy, how to make them
the words "this advertisement degrades
reliably and at the right price, and finally
hi fi" —this on a page facing a JVC
how to market them. The "real" high
advertisement! Issue after issue, Hi Fi
fidelity industry regrouped, reorganized,
Answers was making magazines like TAS
and proceeded to carve itself out aniche
look retiring and indecisive, and it was
where it was less vulnerable to the attremendously influential—it still is, but
tentions of the Sonys and Matsushitas of
in adifferent way—especially at making
the world—making short run, high
enemies and generally stirring things up.
value equipment to do the job better. On
And so it came to pass that ... as time
agood day and with afollowing wind .. went
by
and
new
consumer
You'll recognize this, of course, as
technologies like video and computers
what happened at your end of the globe
came and flourished, the big names
too. But for awhole variety of reasons,
gradually withdrew from any pretense of
we Britons have adapted in atypically
selling real high fidelity. To give just one
idiosyncratic fashion to living with the
example, Pioneer not long ago stopped
situation we find ourselves in.
selling any audio separates in the UK.
Being so heavily involved in the
Most others maintained at least a
specialist press, Ilike to tell the story
nominal range of high fidelity products,
from the hi-fi press point of view by
but the mass market for big monolithic
pointing out first that we've never
Japanese receivers and amplifiers, upneeded underground magazines—not
market direct drive turntables, and so on
since the tempestuous days of Paul
failed to survive a short period of
Benson as editor of Hi Fi Answers—
prominence in the boom days of the
because the overground press actually
early '70s. At least as far as mainstream
does the job that your underground
high fidelity was concerned, Britain
press seeks to accomplish. True there are
came to be seen by most importers as
pillars of the establishment like The
the most difficult and obtuse of all EuroGramophone (aka The Polygram
pean markets, and perhaps of world
Newsletter) to prove I'm wrong, and it
markets.
took apalace revolution at Hi Fi News
What has happened in the last year or
(led by John Atkinson, who is now
two, though, has been quite unexpected.
editor) before they entered the Age of
Up until acouple of years ago, the flag of
True Enlightenment, protesting and
affordable high fidelity was being waved
screaming at every step.
in this country only by NAD and afew
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THE TONEARNI OF CHOICE AMONG JAPANESE AUDIOPHILES

SAEC WE 407/23
Announcing superb engineering, quality construction and precision manufacturing In the U. S we offer eight different tonearms. priced from $250 to $850. Each uses the SAEC patented Double Knife Edge Bearing for excellent sound reproduction Recently voted the #1Japanese tonearm in Stereo Sound Quarterly. Japan's most prestigious audio magazine These high rigidity, high mass arms are known for their inherent strength and ease of use
Tracking error is zero at innermost groove. Two transcription length arms available, along with awide selection of
headshells. cables, and accessories
EVERY TONE ARM IS INDIVIDUALLY BALANCED IN EACH OF THE X Y AND Z PLANES
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HIGHPHONIC MC CARTRIDGES
CREATED BY AUDIO ENGINEERS FOR AUDIOPHILES
hfighphune_ pure moving-coil cartridges will track even the must difficult passages at
lust 1gram — or lessi These cartridges have design features that no other manufacturer offers, and each is made with a care and precision that larger firms can't equal
Illustrated the MC-R5 Specifications Especially narrow line contact stylus (0 1x1 2
mil) Cantilever Ruby Response 10-75.000 Hz with no high-end 20kHz rise Channel
separation greater than 32dB Channel Output Balance within 2 1000ths mV (within
0 25dB) for superb imaging U S list $350 Highphonic cartridges are known for their
exceptionally clear, balanced, and un, olored sound reeroductIon
FOR OUR FULL UNE BROCHURE AND DEALERS INQUIRIES, WRITE
ANALOG EXCELLENCE. P.O. BOX 69A97, LOS ANGELES,

CA 90069

A LANS 3ASS SYSILV
FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER DERFORMANCE
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ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE
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THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

VAROVSKIS à,D10 SYSTFVS, NC

2889 Rcebling Avenue, Bronx, New i',Drk 10461 (212) 8927419

others. Then Rotel, one of the smaller
Japanese companies (whose major
manufucturing is in Taiwan) suddenly
decided to switch hats. Until then, Rotel
had been servicing mainly the large
chains (whose clout is much greater here
than in the U.S.) with low cost systems
and other such lowest-commondenominator products. But led by a
small group of keen enthusiasts at their
UK distribution base, Rotel came up
with an amplifier called the RA-820, a
well-considered but conventional product designed to compete with the NAD.
It was quickly followed by the 820B, a
slightly higher cost and better sorted
model with Japanese styling and
finish—but no tone controls, no
loudness switch, no electronic output
protection; no superfluous gadgetry at
all, in fact. It was the first inexpensive
minimal-facilities amplifier on the
market,
and
its
impact
was
extraordinary.
The latest in Rotel's line is the 820B-X,
a reworking of the 820B using better
quality components (some of European
origin) throughout. It costs just slightly
more than the seminal NAD but leaves it
well behind sonically. Where the NAD
sounds euphonically warm and alittle
smeared, the Rotel sounds very slightly
dry but is extraordinarily smooth, fast,
and articulate, and drives any suitably efficient loudspeaker with genuine authority and control. It is real beer-budget
esoterica and it works. It will be on sale
in the U.S. sometime over the next few
months via its distributor, Rotel Audio of
America, Scarborough, Ontario, and will
undoubtedly make areal mark.
There are other products too from
Rotel, including a moderately priced
pre/power amp combination (the RC and
RB-870), and a couple of well
engineered belt drive turntables, the
RP-830 and 850. The latter have such
features as speed change by manually
moving the belt from one section of the
pulley to the next, and arms with tight,
well engineered bearings, wide diameter
arm tubes and diecast headshells that at40

tach to the arm tubes using an Allenhead bolt clamp arrangement. Such
things were previously unheard of outside the indigenous hi-fi industry, and to
give you an idea, the more expensive
model sells for around
150.
Rotel may have been the first to break
the mold of the archetypal Far Eastern
producer, but they are no longer alone.
In addition to comparable products
from specialist British companies (I'll
have some news on this score in the next
issue), Yamaha now have their own nofrills low cost model, the A320 (90),
whilst others including Sansui are
known to be working along similar lines.
I've yet to hear the Yamaha or, of course,
the Sansui, but the Rotel and equivalent
British amplifiers from Mission, A&R,
and QED are setting standards which
have been met up till now only for at
least twice the price. And they are being
bought.
Does all this mark the beginnings of a
stampede by the mass market manufacturers back into "real" hi fi? Probably
not. The larger companies will undoubtedly continue to figure that the
purist is in too much of aminority to be
worth bothering with. But aslow, steady
drift in the direction of greater product
integrity and longer model lifetimes is
probably on the cards both in the UK
and the USA if the pressure is kept up.
Remember that only the truly large companies
can
preach
good sound
reproduction to the public at large—the
ones who wouldn't know what hi-fi was
if it came up and bit them in the arse!

THIN CABLES
On to a more thought-provoking
topic. One of the most original and interesting of UK writers is James Michael
Hughes. He lives in aspacious modern
flat and has the largest collection of
records you or Ihave ever seen. His
main listening room is along, twin level
affair whose walls are almost completely taken up by records. Most of the floor
Stereophile
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Electronics for the audio purist from Tiffany Connectors
and conrad-johnson design
M. Berns Industries creator of Tiffany Connectors is proud
to announce a new line of transistor electronics for the discriminating audio purist. Designed by William Conrad and
Lewis Johnson and manufactured by conrad-johnson design,
inc., these products achieve the long awaited union of musical accuracy and solid-state technology. World-wide distribution will be through M. Berns Industries. Motif products will
be available soon from selected audio salons.

M. Berns Industries, Inc.
145 West 45th Street—Penthouse New York. New York 10036

ELECTROCOMPANIET

Ahead of its time for over a decade.
Affordable and reliable amplification designed to reveal
every musical subtlety and the full range of dynamic impact
found on the best source material.

Call or write for more information

Electrocompaniet, Inc.

area is also covered with records, and to
cap it all, he also has arespectable collection of Compact Discs. The amazing
thing is that they all get listened to, and
he knows where to find anything you
want in moments. Cover an LP label and
chances are he'll be able to tell you the
work, the label, and the catalogue
number. As you've probably already
guessed, he isn't married.
Whilst everyone else has been getting
heated up about linear crystal cable and
other exotic interconnects and loudspeaker calbes, JMH, always his own
man, has been the first to advocate
publicly the use of very thin, single
strand cable for both these purposes.
Those who thought him a tweak saw
this as good reason to ignore his findings; Iknow better, but still it took me
several months to get around to trying
even the loudspeaker cable, and I've yet
to try the interconnect.
That'll give me something to talk
about in the next issue. For now let me
tell you that with certain caveats I'll
come to in a moment, single strand
cables appear to work amazingly well.
My own first experiences centered on
a pair of Maggie MG- lBs driven by a
Krell amplifier, which try as Imight I
could not get quite right after reorganizing my listening room recently. In a
relatively limited amount of space, the
sound was tantalizingly good, but
obscured by akind of pushy, hectoring
quality. It was this that the single strand
cable cured, and in suitably dramatic
fashion. Not only did this layer of artificiality lift almost totally, spatial
reproduction improved significantly and
low level resolution was greatly
increased.
Even more important, perhaps, was
that those subtle timing cues that are an
essential element of rock music (I listen
to both kinds) became more forceful and
the whole system became subtly faster,
more transparent and easier to listen to.
But thin cables are no panacea. Experience with other systems tentatively
suggests that where box loudspeakers
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(with strong, frequency-dependent impedance variations) and long cable runs
are involved, thin cable tends to squash
low frequency dynamics and the sense
of space around the players. But it worked magnificently with the short runs involved with my Krell/Maggie system.
Maggies have avery flat impedance characteristic, and any resistive losses in the
cable (which must be pretty negligible
anyway) affect all frequencies more or
less equally.'
Furthermore, I would suggest that
with very high resolution systems of this
kind, the use of thin, single core cable (I
used about 1.1 mm diameter) is next to
being mandatory. I've got a lot more
work to do with these cables so I'll
return to the subject in the near future.
AG
l It is true that resistive losses are pretty low on an
absolute basis, but the flat impedance curve is a
must for the positive observation noted here. In a
speaker with alot of impedance variation the frequency response variations introduced by athin
cable are dramatically obyiouç
LA

STRA1I3I-ff WIRE
THE MUSIC CONDUf

PREMIUM LSI INTERCONNECT
LINEAR SERIES IMPEDANCE is an important development that advances the
state of the art in music reproduction.
Other audio cables add tonal colorations and mask musical information
due to non-linear series impedance.
This problem, caused by inductance
and "skin effect", begins at mid-range
frequencies PREMIUM LSI INTERCONNECT is the ONLY cable with "wideband" impedance linearity (±.001
ohm from 100 to 20,000 Hz for a
two meter length). Special copper
conductors, an air-space dielectric,
and custom teflon-insulated plugs are
essential
features
that
enable
STRAIGHT WIRE PREMIUM LSI INTERCONNECT to achieve incomparable
sonic accuracy.

Po.

Box 78, Hollywood, FL 33022
(305) 925-2470
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
HIGH PRICED RECORD CLEANERS:
THE VPI HW-17,
THE NITTY GRITTY PROFESSIONAL II,
AND THE NITTY GRITTY 2.5 FI
by Anthony H. Cordesman
properly made sample and spend alittle
time on adjustment. They all use acleaning liquid and brush to loosen the dirt
and lift it out of the bottom of the
groove, and then use apowerful vacuum
to remove the fluid. In the process, they
lift off dirt, groove contaminants, and
microdust that hand-held brushes only
stir around in the groove. Record
cleaners can even remove fingerprints,
mildew, accumulated tobacco tar,
embedded dandruff, and dried-on
peanut-butter-and-jelly blotches. With
sufficient alcohol, they can even remove
most of that wonderful record preservative you applied five years ago, that
WHAT YOU GET REGARDLESS doesn't seem so wonderful now.
As for differences in sonic quality acOF PRICE
cording
to brand name, forget it. I've run
The Nitty Gritty line begins with the
hundreds of listening tests comparing
Model 1.0 at $239, and goes up through
the Keith Monks, VPIs, and Nitty Grittys.
six different model and price levels to
Once the different machines are in prothe Pro II, at $699. What you get for the
per working order, and tweaked for pro$400 difference is motor drive of the
per brush and vacuum contact, the key
record as it cleans, better woodwork,
issues
affecting sound quality are how
less noise, automatic injection of the
well the drive functions on a given
record cleaning fluid, and the ability to
record, how evenly the player applies
both record sides at once.
cleaning fluid (if it does so), and your
▪
The VPI line begins with the much
choice of such fluids.
improved HW-16 at $355, now far more
Ihave tried various ways to measure
reliable and alittle quieter than it used to
or
hear the differences between properbe, and ends with the HW-17 at $650,
ly adjusted cleaning machines. These
• which provides pushbutton application
methods have ranged from amarvelous
of the record cleaning fluid and much
and brilliantly innovative computer
greater ease in vacuuming it clean.
model Iinvented myself (which didn't
All of these record cleaners, including
happen
to work) to the technique of usthe much higher-priced Keith Monks,
do their job splendidly—if you get a ing one machine to clean arecord which
I've been a poor audiophile and I've
been arich audiophile, and believe me,
rich is better! This is never more true
than when extra money buys nothing
but convenience. And frankly, that's
what this review is all about.
If you buy the cheapest Nitty Gritty or
VPI record cleaners on the market,
select your record cleaning fluid properly, and show reasonable manual dexterity, you will get arecord just as clean as if
you had paid over $600 for the top
machines under review (or several thousand for the latest Keith Monks double
whammy).
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was first cleaned on another brand—to
hear if the record got cleaner or dirtier.
In each case where Icould find adifference, close inspection showed that
the differences stemmed from slight
misalignments of the vacuum tube. Except in cases of gross misalignment, the
differences were minor. They involved
slight differences in the type of residual
noise, but not in its absolute level.
My point is that all of these record
cleaners effect amajor sonic improvement, even on new records or ones that
have been wet-cleaned only afew playings ago. Even in those situations where
limited improvement might be expected,
they literally clean up the highs, improve
tracking, yield better air and imaging,
and extend record life. You will be amazed at the life that comes back to what appears to be aclean record—or one that
has just been cleaned with adevice like
the Discwasher —when that record is
cleaned with one of these machines.
When used in situations normally
associated with record cleaning—which
are known to engineers as "audiophilioslopimanipulohamhandinism"-there is no contest at all. My daughter
and her friends have been amazed at
what is actually on their Duran Duran or
Van Halen records after cleaning. In fact,
agood record cleaner is one accessory
that no one should indict as tweakism. I
have never met aserious music listener
who could not hear the benefits of using
one of these machines after arecord had
been played and handled afew times.
Even brand new records are often improved by washing. Far too may records
—for example, many of those on the
"dirt bag"
Columbia label—come
pre-filthed
straight
from
the
manufacturer.
You can get arough idea of the reason
why a record cleaner is so important
simply by considering the dirt that accumulates on your dust cover. Or, you
can rub asheet of glass with wool, and
put it on your turntable for afew hours.
The glass will attract far less dust and
grime than arecord because it will not
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hold astatic charge as well, but it will
show you just what falls out of your supposedly clean air. This test will be revealing even to those of you who, like me,
own an electrostatic home air filter.

CLEANING FLUIDS VERSUS
CLEANERS
As for commercial cleaning fluids, I
have found that they can make more of
adifference than three or four thousand
dollars worth of investment in aplayer. I
have tried the VP!, PS Audio, Last, and
Nitty Gritty fluids with five different
models of the VP! and Nitty Gritty
record cleaners, and in all five cases the
Nitty Gritty Purifier 2emerged slightly
on top. The fluid made more of adifference in sound quality than the cleaning machines themselves.
Don't get me wrong. All of the record
fluids Itried were adequate; it's just that
Purifier 2left slightly less noise behind.
This may be because Purifier 2 uses a
surfactant, a mild detergent, and the
blood of Rumanian toads. It could also
be that the Nitty Gritty just happens to
deal best with my particular home conditions, and Ishould stress that the differences between fluids were scarcely
critical.
Imust, however, say that Icame very
close to the Nitty Gritty Purifier 2's performance with my own distilled water
and alcohol mix. Since Iwanted to use
pure ingredients, this entailed atrip to a
local chemical supply house (a medical
supply house should do as well). The
man at the counter was able to tell me
which kind of distilled water they sold
was the most pure (it turns out that a
type used for cancer research was best),
and what kind of alcohol had the fewest
added substances. There are many kinds
of distilled water and alcohol, and most
supply houses brand their own versions
—you should talk with your supplier.'

1 This strikes me 25 overkill. The impurities found
in common, garden varieties of alcohol and distilled water will not harm vinyl, and are for all intents
and purposes nonexistent in relation to the amount
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Itried several home blends and ended
up with afluid of 80% laboratory-grade
distilled water and 20% chemically pure
isopropyl alcohol. The cost was only
1/16th of the price of the Nitty Gritty
fluid, and Iwould probably never have
noticed the difference in sound quality
had Inot been listening for minor differences for review purposes. Further-

more, purchasing these ingredients gave
me an advantage over pre-mixed
cleaners in that Icould use them to make
up a 50-50 water-alcohol blend for
those really dirty records. Having such a
blend on hand can be essential; yesterday's record fans often seem to have
tried to smooth the sound of their discs
by coating them in syrup.

THE VPI HW-17 RECORD CLEANING SYSTEM

▪

•

Semi-automatic
record
cleaning
machine. Dimensions: 15 V4" by 22" by
8". Weight: 40 lbs. Price: $650 (East
Coast). MANUFACTURER: VP! Industries, P.O. Box 159, Ozone Park, NY
11417. (718)845-0103.
of muck released by the solvent from a record
groove.
I've had perfect results with 2 50:50 mixture of
supermarket distilled water and the "pure" ethyl
alchol sold in most liquor stores as "Everclear," plus
one drop of Kodak "Photo-Flo" solution per pint
of fluid. (Photo-Flo is awetting agent that causes
the fluid to spread out evenly instead of forming
droplets on the disc surface.)
JGH
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Of these products under review, this is
the rich man's choice. The VP! HW-17
will set you back more than $600—
almost the cost of agood meal without
wine. For this you get alarge, attractive,
beige and walnut machine.
The key advantage, or "luxury," that
the HW-17 offers over the less expensive
HW-16 is automation. To use it, you
merely put the disc on its platter, lower
ahinged brush onto it and push abutton. The disc rotates, and the proper
amount of fluid is dispensed and evenly
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spread by the brush. You then flip the
applicator/cleaning brush off the record,
flip the vacuum brush over the record,
and press another button, and the job is
done. You can see the effect of all these
operations—which you can't with the
Nitty Grittys.
The HW-17 is also considerably more
silent than the HW-16, and possibly alittle more precise. If carefully set up according to the manual, it will stay in
alignment for at least several hundred
record cleanings, and the parts that wear
can be easily replaced. Also, because the
disc is supported by aplatter and the
motor has plenty of torque, you can use
the machine to apply a pre-cleaner a
pre-cleaner like First, or apreservative
like Last, both of which require that a
firm pad be applied to the disc with appreciable downward pressure.
Icould not find any serious drawbacks with the machine. Idid not like

taking the time to screw down the
record with its clamp, but one of the
rubber "pigs" sold as record clamps will
work just as well, and then (heh!) there is
no screwing around. The VPI does bring
the underside of the record into contact
with the surface of the cleaning
machine's platter (unlike the Nitty Gritty), but frankly Icould hear no problems
that could be attributed to contamination of the bottom disc surface.
The HW- 17 is as easy to use as the far
more expensive Keith Monks, and does
everything just as well. It is also far easier
to adjust for the best possible performance than any of the Nitty Grittys, and
shows better quality of manufacture.
This makes it either abargain in terms of
the Keith Monks, or outrageously expensive in comparison with the Nitty Gritty
1.0 and 2.5 Fl and the VPI HW-16. If you
have the money the HW -17 is ahighly
functional and convenient luxury.

THE NITTY GRITTY PROFESSIONAL II
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NU T TY GRITTY

_

Fully
automatic
record
cleaning
machine. Dimensions: 18" Lby 11" W
by 10" H. Weight; 30 lbs. Price: 8699.
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MANUFACTURER: Nitty Gritty, 4650
Arrow Highway # F4, Montclair, CA
91763. (714)625-5525.
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Continuing on in the luxury category,
the Nitty Gritty Professional II is an improved version of the Professional,
which at $699 ($60 more than the original Professional), is adirect competitor
of the VP! HW-17. The Professional Il
cleans records quite well, and is vastly
superior to the Professional. It is about
one-third the size of the VP! HW-17 and
has a superb wood finish. It offers a
à good trade-off with the HW-17 in terms
of convenience versus ability to precisely control the treatment of the record.
Instead of supporting and rotating the
disc via afull sized platter, Nitty-Gritty
uses a"platter" no larger than the record
label, and provides rotational torque via
arubber drive puck which pinches the
outer edge of the disc.
With the original Professional, you
were supposed to apply fluid to both
sides of the record with an external bottle of fluid, and then turn the unit on
and have it clean and vacuum both sides
dry at the same time. Ifound it hard get
an even coat of fluid on both sides.
Worse, Icould never get the top set of
vacuum lips on my sample to align properly so as to clean the top as well as the
underside.
Iwas told that this was aproblem with
the hinge that pivots the top vacuum
lips, and had been corrected in followup production, but atrip to my local hifi dealer revealed that his samples of the
original version of the Professional had
the same problem. Furthermore, the lining on the top lip was differently aligned
on the two machines.
Ialso found Nitty Gritty's rim-drive
mechanism to be less reliable and convenient than the VPI's turntable drive. It
takes care to fit the edge of the record
smoothly into the rim drive, although
this difficulty varies from model to
model; the drive puck on the Profes. sional is harder to engage than that on
other Nitty Grittys. All because the Nitty
Grittys only support the record in the
label area, you cannot evenly apply First,
Last, or any other such treatment. (You
should not do this in any case as First
Stereophile

can damage some of the materials on
the Nitty Gritty Players.)
You also need to be careful in applying
record cleaning fluid, because if the
record rim gets wet, the rim drive will
slip and drive the record in erratic pulses
rather than smoothly. This interferes
with cleaning, because the fluid is not
applied evenly and continuously. Further, the Nitty Gritty does not always
clean the lead-in grooves. These drive
problems aren't serious, but they make
me prefer the turntable drive of the VPI.
Nitty Gritty has, however, corrected all
the other problems Ifound in the Professional. Although the II costs only $60
more than the Professional, it is afar, far
better and more convenient machine.
The II now has abuilt-in pump to apply
the record cleaning fluid, as does the
VP! HW-17. The Nitty Gritty Professional II, however, goes one step further:
the hinged vacuuming device on the
original Professional has been modified
so that record cleaning fluid is applied to
both sides of the record with the push of
asingle button. Flip one more switch
and the Professional II vacuums the fluid
and dirt off both sides of the record at
once.
Unlike that of the Professional, the
vacuum tube hinge on the Professional
II properly performs its task of vacuuming both sides of the record at once. You
get aclean record in less than half the
time it takes to use the VP! HW-17,
which may be enough to make many
buyers forget about any inconvenience
caused by the rim drive.
The vacuuming process works particularly well. The Professional II and
Nitty Gritty 3.5 Fl have amore powerful
motor than the other Nitty Grittys, supplying 55% more vacuum. This added
power doesn't make the 3.5 Fl amore
effective cleaner, but when combined
with the improved hinge alignment on
the Professional II every part of the
record—except the outermost lead-in
grooves—is vacuumed bone-dry on
both sides in 4to 5rotations.
The Professional II applies the fluid
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evenly enough on both the top and bottom of the record so that you get very
good cleaning of flat records. With ones
that are slightly warped or have araised
outer edge, you still get adequate cleaning on both sides most of the time. On
the Professional, the amount of cleaning
fluid applied is slightly harder to control
than on than the VPI, and you have to
assume that the underside is getting the

correct amount since since you can't see
how much is being applied.
Ifind the contest between the VPI
HW-17 and Nitty Gritty Professional II
to be adraw. The Professional II offers
more speed and convenience, and the
HW-17 offers abetter drive and greater
ease
in
applying
other
record
treatments.

THE NITTY GRITTY 2.5 FI
Semi-automatic
cleaning machine
Dimensions: 15" Lby 9" W by 8" W.
Weight: 16 lbs. Price: $399. MANUFACTURER: Nitty Gritty, 4650 Arrow
Highway - F4, Montclair, CA 91763.
(714)625-5525.
The Nitty Gritty Model 2.5 Fl replaces
and greatly improves upon the 2.5. The
Fl costs $399, which makes it directly
competitive with the VPI HW-16. Comparatively small, it is nicely finished in
wood and is easy to use. Like the Nitty
Gritty Professional, it injects record fluid
from the bottom and has apowered rim
drive. The basic difference is that the 2.5
FI is smaller, and only cleans the bottom
side of the record.
The 2.5 FI far more convenient to use
than the 1.0 ($239), 2.0 ($279), and 3.0
($399), all of which require manual application of the fluid and manual rotation of the record. The Nitty Gritty 2.5
FI does everything as well as the more
expensive 3.5 FI, since the added
vacuum in the 3.5 is merely stronger and
does not result in improved cleaning,
only faster cleaning. (It is, however, more
macho for audiophiles to buy machines
with more power and fancier wood, and
follows in agreat preppy tradition. Ican
remember years ago at Harvard they sold
asmall spray can was depressurized to
minus 1,800 psi. You could carry it
around and dominate discussions at the
push of abutton by creating the most
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powerful intellectual vacuum in the
room. The product, Ibelieve, was named "Suck.")
The Nitty Gritty 2.5 Fl is also easy to
operate once you get used to fitting the
record inside the small rim drive, and
learn how many times you need to push
the fluid applicator button to ensure that
the record is properly covered. The instructions say to push the button "until
fluid saturates the Vac Sweep fibers." Experiments with atransparent record, using the Nitty Gritty stylus microscope to
check the efficacy, confirmed the manufacturer's claim that this amount of fluid
will properly clean the record. You do
not need to press the fluid button once
the record is on the machine in order to
get the 2.5 FI's best performance if you
fully wet the applicator brush first. Once
you learn how to do this (it takes all of
several moments), the machine works
Stereophile

fine and is in some ways faster and more
reliable than the Professional II. Fluid
removal was more thorough than with
the II (which often left droplets on the
top surface), its lack of a topside
assembly made it easier to get the record
on and off, and the 2.5 never suffered
from drive slippage problems.
The earlier model of the 2.5 did not
have the 2.5 F1's fluid injection features,
and it did have several problems. It had
a hinged record fluid brush to help
spread the manually applied fluid, and
this brush tended to stick in its holder
rather than rotate freely. This kept it
from coming into intimate contact with
the record, and often meant the machine
worked poorly. Furthermore, you had to
hold the hinged device up when you did
the second side of the record, to keep it
from falling back on the side you had
already cleaned.
The 2.5 Fl eliminates every one of
these problems. In fact, its cleaning process takes slightly less time than that of
the VPI HW-17. You merely drop the
record onto the unit, push the button to
apply fluid to the bottom of the record,
flip on the vacuum, let the record rotate
one or two times and you're done.
An adapter can be used with the 2.5 to
clean CDs—a process I've learned can
be important. 2 CDs can be driven into
error correction with sufficient grease or
covering. While it takes considerable
mishandling to apply enough dirt to
drive a CD into error correction, my
daughter has managed. Cleaning with
the Nitty Gritty 2.5 Fl solved the problem nicely,
Since the 2.5 Fl is about half the price
of either the HW-17 or Nitty Gritty Pro• fessional H, these features make it
2 NO!!! Under no circumstances should readers
clean CDs on arotating cleaner. Any dust or grime
on the vacuuming "lips" will scratch the plastic surface of the CD, which can cause the tracking function on the CD player to malfunction. CDs should
be cleaned by wiping from the center out to the
periphery; any radial scratches caused by this
method will be much less likely to cause mistracking because they are not in the direction of travel of
the CD.
JGH
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something of abest buy. The purist will
still prefer the VPI HW- 17 for its ability
to treat the record with other fluids (like
Last) and to see how much fluid is being
applied, but nevertheless, the Nitty Gritty 2.5 FI is avery nice machine indeed.

HOW OFTEN SHOULD YOU
CLEAN?

Many assertions are made about the
dangers of frequent wet cleaning. Ihave
not found a single serious piece of
literature to indicate that these dangers
really exist. Ialso listen to records, rather
than collect them, and Ifind that cleaning before each playing produces better
music. Iwould suggest you use wet
cleaning as often as possible, but check
your cleaning surfaces and brushes to
ensure that you're not grinding anything
in.
Incidentally, Irecommend against use
of the vacuum without fluid. Using these
machines without fluid does work in a
static-free environment, but few environments are static-free. Simply
vacuuming arecord does not clean deep
into the groove.

HOW DANGEROUS IS
ALCOHOL?
The instructions for the VPI HW-17
say it should not be used with amore
than 25% alcohol solution because it
could harm the insides of the machine.
Fair enough. But Ihave read many assertions that alcohol is harmful to the surface of records, and that for that reason
wet cleaning should be done as infrequently as possible. As aclose friend and
audiophile pointed out, any contamination in the groove will do more harm, interacting with the heat and pressure
generated by the stylus, than would the
alcohol in acleaning fluid.
Isuspect that the dangers of cleaning
the record almost every time you play it
are minor compared to the advantages. I
now have records that Ihave cleaned
100-200 times whose sound compares
closely with new versions of the same
record. Ihave no records that have not
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been frequently cleaned that sound the
same as new examples. 3
Idoubt that the slight differences Ido
occasionally hear between new and oftcleaned versions owe much to my addiction to cleaning; the use of different cartridges and ordinary handling probably
has far more effect. My advice is to use
the cleaning fluid that works best
regardless of the ingredients, and to enjoy the first 200 playings as much as
possible. (Conserving records for their
201st playing is like saving your virginity
for sex after death.)
One further note: normal alcoholbased fluids do not remove Last. Users of
Last do not need to fear this particular
consequence.

PRE-CLEANING TREATMENTS:
NITTY GRITTY FIRST,
LAST FORMULA 1
Record-grade vinyl has a slight
tendency to adhere to the record
stampers, so it is conventional practice to
add to the vinyl mix small amounts of a
waxy substance which serves as a
mould-release agent. The finished disc
comes off the press with athin layer of
this material coating its surface, which is
why abrand-new record will so often
sound better after atreatment with Nitty Gritty's First or Last's Formula 1.
But Iwish Icould be surer of the costbenefits of these products. Iknow they
can work very well in cleaning up some
pressings if they are applied before the
record is played several times. I'm much
less confident that they benefit all
records, and Iwould not use them after
multiple playings, at which point they
seem to produce an increase in noise
level. My advice to rich purists is to use
one of these treatments before playing
3 It is known that alcohol will leach the plasticizer
from vinyl, making it more susceptible to damage
by the stylus, but we have never seen any figures on
the rate of plasticizer loss versus time versus
alcohol concentration. Personally, though, Iprefer
to be alittle more cautious than AHC. Idry clean
with aDecca -type brush before each play, and wet
clean after about each 10 plays.
JGH
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pop music and jazz records, all RCAs,
discount classics, and lower priced
special label records. Irarely hear the
benefits with top grade audiophile or
European classical pressings, and I
suspect that Isometimes hear a very
slight increase in noise.
Iprefer Last Formula 1; Ifind it difficult to apply Nitty Gritty First evenly,
and Ihave had two experiences where I
could not fully remove the First when
my hand slipped and too much was
poured on. Iinvite the manufacturer's
comments on this one.

RECORD AFTER-CLEANING
TREATMENTS: LAST
When Isucceed in getting asmooth
thin coat all over the record, Last improves dynamics and low level detail on
most records, although the difference is
minor and is scarcely apparent on all but
afew records. However, asmooth application of Last isn't easy, even using the
high-priced approach to Last—applying
it to the brush with the Repipet
dispenser.
Iquestion whether the sonic benefits
of Last are worth the problems caused
by uneven application. The stuff is supposed to come off evenly on the stylus,
but this begs the question of what happens to it there. Inotice far more frequent stylus contamination problems
after playing arecord just treated with
Last. 4
There doesn't seem to be any way to
tell whether athin coat of last has reached all the grooves in the record, and it is
far from cheap. Igenerally hold the applicator so that it applies Last to the midclle and inner part of the record first, and
then gently twist it to cover the outside
of the records. Putting the applicator on
the outer and inner grooves of the
record at the same time virtually ensures
4 I've noticed the same problem, but it goes away
after three or four playings. Ihave assumed that the
Last loosens up something in the bottom of the
record groove, which then is picked up by the
stylus, but if it occurs after thorough record cleaning, it's probably the Last coming off.
LA
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that it will not evenly coat the inner part
of the record.

simply been too many instances where a
cartridge eventually sounded different
after Iused stiff cleaning brushes or elecConcerning the same manufacturer's
trical brushes. Since changing my cleanstylus treatment, Stylast, Irealize that
ing methods, such cartridge failures have
they insist that Last must be applied to
diminished nearly to zero. Irecommend
the record to get the full benefit of
that you throw away all stiff, or electric,
b Stylast—but Ido not hear those benefits
stylus cleaning brushes.
often enough to make me go through
the cycle of clean, reapply Last, clean,
Recommended for use are the Audio
Technica, Signet, or Stylast stylus cleanetc. Iuse Stylast without respect to my
ing fluids and the soft brushes that come
use of Last. Additionally, Iapply avery
with them. Repeated use of Stylast with
thin single coat of Last to my records
its soft brush will do just as well as the
(even at the risk incomplete covering),
stiff brushes, has no disadvantages, and
and then rely principally on frequent
offers other benefits. In fact, the more I
cleaning. Ido reapply Last, however,
when I encounter difficult trackers,
compare cartridges, the more Ihear ocsimply to make sure I've done what I casions when Stylast helps. Don't look
for miracles, but listen for improvements
can. I'd again welcome the manufacon the odd passage of massed strings,
turer's comments.'
etc.

STORAGE OF RECORD
CLEANING FLUID

THE LOW END OF THE HIGH
END AND VICE VERSA

Do not fill up any of the cleaners with
cleaning fluid unless you are going to use
it all at one sitting. None of them are airtight, and the fluid evaporates fairly
quickly. Do brush the velvet-like lips of
the vacuum intakes with a stiff brush
fairly often; they are not self-cleaning,
and will gather lint.

Let me sum up along the classic Marxist
lines which have made Stereophile the
most popular international audio magazine in Outer Mongolia. We all know that
stingy audiophiles die young, have bad
astrological signs, produce children with
poor SAT scores, and get rained on alot.
You must fork out enough money to buy
the VP! HW-17 or Nitty Gritty 2.5 FI to
avoid these dire fates.
Ihave to admit, however, that riskprone audio cheapskates can get all the
benefits from the low-priced end of the
Nitty Gritty and VPI range as from the
machines under review here. The truth
is they can probably even get away with
cheap home-made record cleaning
fluids, and without expensive record
treatments.
Ifind this abit shocking! Can anyone
think of any other types of audio products where you don't get better sound
in some proportion to each rise in expenditure? With these record cleaners
you simply get better packaging and
more convenience—but we all know its
the music that counts in determining the
price of audio gear, and not the status
and the glitter factor! Don't we? AHC

STYLUS CLEANING AND
TREATMENT
Iam confident in stating that use of a
stiff stylus cleaning brush causes
premature cartridge death. There have

e

5 UM should not leave any residue, 25 the active in;redient combines with the vinyl and the carrier
fluid evaporates. Ihear another improvement from
its use with most discs: an apparent smoothing out
of the HF region. And there is no doubt in my mind
about its ability to retard the accumulation of those
permanent ticks and pops which indicate groove
destruction.
In short, Ilike what Last does, and use it on every
valued disc. Ifind LW treatment to be mandatory
for those discs Iuse routinely for testing. Ihave not
encountered any problems with it that would seem
to imply difficulties in applying it evenly.
Ihave not however been able to detect an iota of
sonic difference between a stylus cleaned with
concentrated alcohol and one treated with Stylast.
Perhaps Iam selectively deaf, but Idoubt it. JGH
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JGH Addendum:
As the long-time owner of an earlymodel Keith Monks cleaner, Ican report
that it is rather slow but does an exceedingly good cleaning job, even with
the most badly warped discs.
A pivoted brush applies the fluid
(when you push the applicator button)
and scrubs the grooves. And the drying
system is aclassic Rube Goldberg device:
the vacuum drier is a slowly driven
pivoted arm with atiny "mouth" that
sucks up every trace of moisture from
the wet disc. The arm's only contact
with the disc is via apiece of plain, ordinary sewing thread between the disc
and the suction intake. A reduction-gear
train very slowly pays out the thread
from abobbin under the cleaner's motor

board, and the used part of the thread is
sucked into the vacuum intake and
drawn into the collecting jar along with
the dirty cleaning fluid. This constant
renewal of the vacuum-pickup contact
surface prevents the thread from wearing through.
The Monks has no wear-susceptible
parts and no pads to collect lint or
scratch the disc surface. Ihave owned
this unit since 1975, cleaned countless
hundreds of record sides on it, and
never yet had to replace anything (including the bobbin of thread). All Iever
have to do is water it and change its pan
from time to time.
Yes, the Keith Monks cleaners are the
most expensive of them all, but Ithink
they're well worth it.
JGH

BEL 1001 POWER AMPLIFIER
Solid state power amplifier. Rated power
(all specifications class A): 50 watts per
channel into 8 ohms; 100 watts per
channel into 4 ohms. Rated power,
mono: 200 watts into 8ohms. Weight:
30 lbs. Price: $1395. MANUFACTURER:
Brown Electonic Laboratories, 1233
Somerset, San Jose, California 95132.
lklephone: (408)259-8648.

Every so often a new product comes
along which both excites me and knocks
some holes in my preconceived notions
about fundamental hi-fi truths. The BEL
1001 is such aproduct. Ifind it exciting
for both its sonic virtues and its versatility. The 1001's abilities—to cleanly drive
speakers to levels greatly in excess of
what one would expect on the basis of
its rated power—have forced me to
relinquish my long-held prejudice
against small amplifiers.
By modern high end audio standards,
50 watts/channel is a small amplifier.
Small amplifiers have always been
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around, but in recent years they've been
relegated to a corner of the high end
market. They either have been matched
with small or very efficient speakers, or
used in pairs and triplets with active
crossovers on larger speakers. When performing solo, they generally have been
incapable of producing the "big" sound,
with deafening codas and thunderous
bass, demanded by American audiophiles. So, Iwas more than alittle surprised that the BEL 1001 experienced no
difficulty when Ihooked it up to alarge
and notoriously power-hungry speaker
system—the Dayton Wright XG-10. Iput
Stereophile

on the London CD of the Pines of Rome,
and cranked up the volume. This is a
recording which will quickly expose the
power limitations and dynamic capabilities of most amps, having sustained high
level climaxes and very deep bass contrasted with quiet, delicate passages. The
1001 blew through this disc without
even breathing hard. Yes, Icould make it
clip, but only at levels that approached
absurdity. After trying the 1001 on
several speaker systems, Ibelieve it is
safe to say that it will drive almost any
pair of speakers costing less than anew
economy car. Of course, it will not work
by itself on systems intended to be used
with multiple amplifiers, such as the Infinity RS- lBs (which do cost as much as
asmall car), and it can have difficulty
with very inefficient speakers, such as
the Stax F-81s.
Of course, the ability to play at high
levels is worth little if the quality of the
sound is not high as well. The sound
quality of the 1001 is first rate. I've long
been an admirer of the BEL 2002 (see
JGH's review in Vol. 7, No. 7), finding it
to be one of the best sounding amplifiers
on the market. The 2002 is very natural
sounding, with excellent detail and exceptional high frequency performance,
but its most striking attribute is its tonal
neutrality. For the most part, the 1001
sounds very much like the 2002, but
there are some differences.' While I
would hesitate to call these differences
major, they are noteworthy and could influence the buying decisions of some
purchasers.
First, the 1001 has afuller-sounding
midbass than the 2002, with agreater
sense of drive, though not the power in
the very low bass (below 32 Hz) of
which the 2002 is capable. 2 The 1001 is
also somewhat sweeter and more
e
1 Due to JGH's recent review of the BEL 2002 and
the similarity of its sound to the 1001, Iwill not attempt to describe the sound of the 1001 in detail.
Rather, Iwill describe the differences between the
1001 and 2002. With only minor differences, principally relating to bass performance and imaging,
am in agreement with JGH about the 2002.
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musical than the 2002, particulary in the
upper midrange and lower treble.
Though the differences in this regard are
slight, they can be quite important. The
virtual of the 2002 makes it merciless in
revealing flaws in other components in
the system, particularly in speakers. The
1001 is also avery neutral amplifier, but
its slightly sweeter and more musical
character make it more forgiving.
The part Ifind most exciting about the
new BEL is this: at the flip of aswitch,
the 1001 bridges into a200 watt, class A,
mono amp. In this mode of operation
the 1001 is unquestionably aworld class
amplifier, delivering both awesome
power and marvelous sound. There is a
noticeable improvement in low bass performance, and the music takes on asense
of openness and effortlessness that I've
heard from very few amplifiers. Articulation and definition also improve, giving
abetter sense of focus and dimensionality. Placement of individual instruments
becomes more distinct and the overall
character of the image is most believable.
These properties, combined with
outstanding high frequency performance, give the 1001 many of the better
attributes of good tube amplifiers.
My complaints about the 1001 center
on matters other than sonic performance. Its physical appearance is hopelessly mundane: it is aplain black box
with a silver colored aluminum inset
nameplate and handles. Its appearance is
all too similar to many other "moderate"
amplifiers; it simply does not look as
outstandingly good as it sounds. Ergonometrics seem not to have been an important consideration in the 1001's design:
the on/off switch is inconveniently
located on the back panel (and Ifound
myself constantly groping to find it), and
there is no light at the front to indicate
whether the amp is on or off.
Converting the 1001 to the bridged

2 Since few loudspeakers go much below 40 Hz, it
is doubtful that many listeners will hear the difference below 32.
JGH
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mode is easy requires removing the
cover and locating a very small DIP
switch on one of the four PC boards
inside the amp. The switch is simply
labeled "S" on one side, and "M" on the
other. For mono, it goes to "M."
Instructions for this procedure are
sketchy, and those not technically
inclined may wish to engage the
assistance of their dealer.
One final complaint: for reasons Ifind
totally incomprehensible, BEL has included acircuit which prevents the gain
from increasing when the amplifier is
bridged. That is, though the power output capability quadruples in the bridged
mode, the power output for any given
volume control setting on the preamp
remains the same. This means the input
sensitivity for rated power output is cut
in half, going from 1.2 V in the stereo
mode to avery low 2.4 V when bridged.
Ifound the 1001 to have an exceptional
amount of headroom, and it seems quite
possible that the combination of low input sensitivity and high headroom could
result in audible clipping of some solid
state preamps before the 1001 shows any
signs of distress. The 1001, when bridged, should be used with preamps that
have an output capability of at least 10
volts.

The 5-way binding posts for speaker
connections are easily accessible, unlike
those of the 2002. Also, asticker on the
back of the 1001 proclaims that this product is treated with Tweek (see AHC's
review in Vol. 7, No. 6). I've found this
product to work small wonders on most
systems, providing the next best thing to
soldered connections.
In summing up, the 1001 is an outstanding performer, regardless of my a
negative comments above. When used
with other top quality components it is
capable of exceptionally realistic reproduction of music, allowing you to close
your eyes and be there. In the stereo
mode, it provides top quality sound and
more than adequate volume levels from
most speaker systems. Operating in the
bridged mono mode, it is astate-of- theart super amp competitive with anything
on the market. Though it certainly is not
inexpensive, in view of the price of most
amplifiers
capable
of
producing
anything near equivalent sound quality,
the BEL 1001 must be viewed as a
bargain. Irecommend it highly in the
stereo version for someone looking for a
small amplifier; and also in the mono
version as one of the best solid state
units available.
SWW

DAYTON WRIGHT ICBM-1 SUBWOOFERS
Dynamic cone subwoofer using two 10"
drivers in gas-damped cabinet. Half
power point: 14 Hz. Crossover center
point: 40 Hz. Dimensions: 4' H by 2'
D by 11" W. Weight: 90 lbs each. Price:
$1200/pair. MANUFACTURER: Dayton
Wright Group Ltd., 97 Newkirk Road
North, Richmond Hill, Ontario, Canada.
Telephone: (416)884-8586.
In his recent review of the Dayton
Wright LCM-1 loudspeakers (Vol. 7, No.
2), AHC found them to be excellent
small loudspeakers offering very good
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value for money; he did, however, complain of insufficient output in the low
bass. In response to such criticisms by
AHC and others, Dayton Wright has introduced
a subwoofer
designed
specifically to work with the LCM- ls.
Labeled the ICBM-1 (for Intermediate
Cost Bass Module), it has been designed
to match the LCM-1s in efficiency and
level. Abuilt-in passive crossover in each
1 It would seem that the perfect amplifier for driving the ICBM would be the Acoustat TNT-200!
What comes next, the ABM high frequency module,
or the M-16 satellite speaker?
LA
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subwoofer divides the signal between
the subwoofer and main unit, allowing a
single amplifier to be used to run the entire system. The ICBMs also can serve as
stands for the LCM-1s and, when fitted
together, the combination gives the im▪ pression of one large, unusual-looking
speaker. The manufacturer claims that,
when mounted on the ICBM subwoofer,
the LCM- 1maintains its time and phase
▪ alignment. The ICBMs are quite large
and, as far as I'm concerned, very unattractive. 2 Fortunately, they work well,
and that about sums it up.
Since the crossover centerpoint is is
40 Hz, the ICBMs cover avery small part
of the frequency spectrum and serve a
quite limited purpose. They go very low
and will play very loud. A check with
the spectrum analyzer showed the
LCM/ICBM to be flat in the bass to below
the capabilities of the analyzer, that is, to
below 16 Hz! The bass stays tight and
clean all the way down. As might be expected of aspecial purpose product like
this, the crossover to the LCM-1s is quite
smooth.
The biggest improvement to the
LCM- is is that one can now place them
away from the back wall, where they
have to be kept when used on their own
to augment their low frequency extension. This, of course, yields noticeable
benefits in terms of imaging and openness. On the negative side, the improvement in the lower frequencies makes
one more aware of the HF limitations of
the LCM- Is, which is otherwise not so
bothersome. This is aphenomenon I've
noticed with other speakers as well; the
addition of a subwoofer to a speaker
system that sounds well balanced on its
• own points up deficiencies in extreme
HF extension.
As noted above, the efficiency of the
LCM/ICBM system is the same as the
1
LCM- is used alone (about 90dB, 1watt,
2 The ICBMs can be used in a separate location
from the LCM- Is as well. When used in this manner,
you can hide the ICBMs behind furniture or large
plants, or otherwise make them more visually
appealing.
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1meter). Ifound it was not necessary to
use large amplifiers; agood 50-100 watt
per channel amplifier (such as the BEL
1001, also reviewed in this issue) is quite
adequate. The LCM/ICBM combination
is capable of handling about 12 dB more
power than the LCMs alone, so larger
amplifiers can be used, but the improvement derived from the extra power is
marginal. Since the nominal impedance
of the system is 4ohms, current capability is an important consideration in selecting an amp. llibe amps are not recommended unless you have one capable of
delivering high levels of bass at 20 Hz.
The LCM/ICBM combo is rather
pricey at $1700, but the high price is
somewhat offset by your ability to run
the entire system with one small amp.
Still, there are alot of good speakers in
this price range. The LCM/ICBM system
is competitive with the better speakers
in the class for several good reasons, but
its values are unusual. Both in terms of
quality and quantity, it has far and away
the best bass of any speaker I've heard
for under $2000. Imaging, soundstage,
and dynamics also are excellent, and
there is afine sense of openness and effortlessness. Like the LCM- 1when used
alone, the LCM/ICBM system is very
musical and makes for enjoyable listening. Midrange performance is good, but
there are several speakers in the
$1500-2000 price range that provide
more detail and better ability to render
timbral and harmonic contrasts. The extreme HF performance is the weak spot
of the LCM-1/1CBM combination; while
their performance in this area is not bad,
most good speakers costing this much
offer more air and extension at the high
end.
The LCM/ICBM system is recommended to those considering aspeaker system
in the $1500-2000 price range, particularly where bass performance and
dynamics are important factors. For
those who particularly value asystem
with high frequency performance that is
well-balanced against the rest of the
range, as do I, other speakers should be
55

The Sonographe
Turntable
from conrad-johnson
In 1983 Sonographe demonstrated the feasibility of producing a high quality, moderately priced turntable in America.
Response to the Sonographe SG3 was immediate and highly
favorable. IAR bestowed on this design the prestigious Engineering Achievement Award. Despite this favorable reception and impressive early sales, acombination of "teething**
problems and ashortage of capital caused the manufacturer
to suspend production. Conrad-johnson felt that this budget
priced audiophile product showed too much promise to die
young. Accordingly. conrad-johnson design will resume production in our Virginia facilities. The Sonographe SG3 will
extend to turntables our commitment to musical accuracy,
quality and value.

2817 M Dorr Ave.
Fairfax VA 22031

ONOGRAPHE,
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A Fusion of Art
and Technology
Synthesis was founded by William Conrad and
Lewis Johnson to design and produce loudspeakers
capable of creating the illusion of live music in
home listening environments.
Achieving this goal requires a
speaker that is tonally correct, images precisely, reproduces fine detail cleanly,
and is capable of reproducing
the wide dynamic contrasts
of live music.
Advanced computer measurement and design techniques, together with extensive auditioning of design
alternatives, have resulted in
speakers that attain unusual
accuracy in the reproduction
of music—truly afusion of
art and technology.
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looked into. Iam not so enthusiastic
about recommending the ICBMs to current LCM-1 owners as acost-effective
upgrade. Unless one listens almost exclusively to organ recordings, there is
not alot of musical information in the
limited low frequency region added by
the ICBMs. Unlike AHC, Ihave found
that the LCM- Is, when properly positioned and paired with the right (usually solid state) amplifier, are capable of

very respectable bass performance on
their own. The improvements brought
about by the subwoofers are significant,
but hardly worth $1200 to acost-conscious buyer. The LCM- is by themselves
are an excellent value, and they make
almost any upgrade difficult to justify in
terms of price. Still, if you own apair of
LCM- Is, and feel them lacking in just
those areas addressed by the ICBMs, I
can recommend the subwoofers. SWW

PRECISION FIDELITY C-8 PREAMPLIFIER

ORO MAO.,

Pear,

O.

Hybrid
vacuum-tube/solid-state
preamplifier. Inputs: 1phono (MM), 2
line level, 2tape loops. Weight: 16 lbs.
Price: $749. MANUFACTURER: Precision Fidelity, 1131 S.E. Umatilla St.,
Portland, OR 97202.
All things change with time, but highend audio gear seems to change more
than most. By industry standards, the
Precision Fidelity C-8 is something of an
oddity, having survived three and ahalf
years before succumbing to amajor revision. As this longevity indicates, the
original C-8 developed astrong following and areputation as an outstanding
performer for the price.
Perhaps because of the excellent
reports that preceded it, our experience
with the original C-8 was something of
a disappointment. While basically a
good product, it suffered several shortcomings which prevented it from posing
serious competition to the best preamps
in the mid-price field, such as the PS
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Audio IVH. We found the upper midrange/lower treble pronounced and
glassy, the soundstage shallow, and the
high frequencies, while adequately extended, lacking in air and openness. We
passed our findings on to the manufacturer and were advised that revisions,
which would remedy the problems we
observed, were in the works. Since the
arrival of the improved version was considered imminent, and an ample supply
of other products was on hand, we
elected to postpone publication of the
C-8 review'
Our wait was well rewarded. The
revised C-8 is avastly improved product.
The problems we heard in the original
version have been eliminated, or at
I Actually, the sequence was alittle different. Our
first C-8 was quite bad, and JGH wrote areport to
that effect. The manufacturer protested that the
sample must have been defective, and when we got
the second sample it turned out they were right.
The second unit Was as SWW describes—but then
the new version, reported on here, was ready to
come out.
LA
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worst only vestigial traces remain. The
new unit also outperforms its predecessor in several other ways. It is more
detailed and offers greater harmonic and
dynamic accuracy. This is apreamp that
is competitive with anything I've heard
in its price range.
In looks, the revised C-8 appears identical to the prior version, but the revisions made under the cover are fairly
substantial. A 12FQ7 tube has been added to the line stage (replacing a12AX7)
and 2dB of negative feedback has been
introduced into the circuit. The power
supply has been beefed up and decoupled, and PF claims to have substituted improved capacitors in the power supply
and the decoupling of the volume control. Other more minor changes have
been made elsewhere in the unit. 2
Both LP and CD sources were used for
this review. The CD player was the NAD
5200, and the cartridges were aKoetsu
Black (revised), Talisman S, and
Alchemist III S. The Koetsu and Talisman
were fed to the C-8 through aDayton
Wright 777 head amp and also run
directly into the C-8's phono input. 3The
Alchemist, a high output moving coil
(see JGH's review in Volume 7, Number
. 2 There is no way to tell from the outside whether
any particular C-8 is the original or the revised version. Serial numbers from 984001 (September 1984)
on are the revised version. However, many dealers
and owners have returned previously manufactured
units to be upgraded (the upgrade costs $150 and is
well worth the price). If in doubt, it is easy to tell if
aunit has been upgraded to the revised standards by
examining the tube compliment. If it has four
12AX7s, it's the old version. If it has three I2AX7s
and a12FQ7, it's the revised version. The 12FQ7 is
larger than a12AX7, and thus easy to spot.
3 Running low output MCs directly in is not recommended. The introduction of negative feedback
and the decoupling of the power supply have dropped the gain by about 10 dB. Consequently, the
revised C-8 does not have sufficient gain to satisfactorily amplify most low output moving coils if run
directly into the phono input. While this is becoming less of aproblem for moving coil lovers now
that top quality high output moving coils such as
the Alchemist finally are available, if you own agood
(which also means expensive) low output moving
coil, either afirst class head amp or adifferent cartridge will be required to obtain proper results with
the C-8.
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8) was run straight in.
As indicated above, the revisions have
wrought a significant improvement.
Regardless of the source or the companion equipment used, the revised C-8
sounded clearly superior to the original
version. The overall sound was slightly
on the warm side of neutral, but nicely
balanced on the whole. With the exception of the upper midrange being slightly forward, midrange performance was
excellent. Tonal and harmonic contrasts
within the midrange were exceptional
for amidprice unit and the characteristics of differing recording techniques
were revealed with an accuracy that
comes close to the best preamps on the
market—at any price. Detail was good,
but not the equal of some other units in
this price range.*
Bass performance also has improved
slightly. The bass was well extended
with good weight and authority, and remained tight and deep into the bottom
octave. The weak spot in the bass is
some lack of precision in identifying instruments. Differences between synthesizer and bass guitar, or acoustic and
electronic drums, were not as great as
they should have been.
As with bass, high frequency performance was good, but not beyond
reproach. The treble was well extended.
HF ambience information was preserved
sufficiently to allow the listener to determine the basic size and construction
characteristic of the performance hall on
good recordings, but there was adistinct
lack of subtle detail and openness in
comparison to state-of-the-art preamps.
The revised C-8 also suffers from amild
4 The review unit Ireceived had a fair amount
(noticeable, but not excessive) of tube noise. This
seems to be aproblem which is not universal with
the revised C-8, since another current unit made
available to me briefly, through the courtesy of the
local Precision Fidelity dealer, did not suffer from
this problem. Isuspect the tube noise in my review
sample reduces perceived detail to some degree; the
unit lent by the local dealer seemed to have slightly
better detail than mine. Isuggest potential purchasers audition the unit they will receive before
buying. If this is not possible, and if you receive a
unit with excessive tube noise, complain.
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case of brightness in the lower treble
which mars what otherwise would be
excellent tonal balance. Still, the problem is not severe, and is easily tolerable
in most systems. In fact, Isuspect it
would help in systems that tend to
sound soft or recessed in this area.
Soundstage is quite stable and instrument location is well defined. The C-8
does not suffer the tendency of most
preamps in this price range for the image
to collapse in on itself during sustained
loud passages. The soundstage also remains constant regardless of frequency.
That is, the location of an instrument in
the soundstage is not dependent on its
frequency and instruments do not move
as they change registers. The width of
the soundstage is good, though the image depth is still somewhat shallow.
Having completed the easy task, comparing the revised C-8 against the
original model and finding substantial
improvement, the next step is to view
the revised C-8 against the competition,
which Isee as principally the PS Audio
IVH. Is the C-8 amatch for the IVH? The
answer is adefinite maybe. Strictly on
the basis of personal taste, and in my
system, Iprefer the PS Audio for its ability to render detail, its better performance at the frequency extremes, and its
deeper soundstage and lower noise. But
the PS Audio does suffer from atendency to sound thin and somewhat analytical. Also, the IVH seems to exaggerate
dynamic contrasts, making the difference between p and fsound overly great
in comparison to pp and ff. The C-8 has
a more natural and warmer tonal
balance, and Imust confess to liking the
C-8's accuracy in conveying harmonic
and tonal detail in the midrange.
I suspect the choice between the
Precision Fidelity and the PS Audio will
be largely dependent on the system in
which the preamp is to be used. The
principal characteristics of each preamp
will be compensated for or exaggerated
by the character of other components
within the system. If this sounds like I'm
evading the problem of making achoice,
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you're right. The message Iwish to convey is that there is anew player in the
game and the C-8 deserves to be on the
short list of anyone shopping for a
preamp in the $700-850 price range. It is
also aworthwhile step up from the best
of the preamps considered in my "Three
Budget Preamps" survey (Volume 7, No.
6), particularly in the areas of detail
preservation and bass performance.
SWW

FOSGATE
RESEARCH 101A
TATE II SURROUNDSOUND DECODER
A dynamic signal processor for extracting ambience and surround-sound information from two-channel sources.
Dimensions: 17 1
/ "W by 1
4
7
4" H by 7"
D. Price: $549. MANUFACTURER:
Fosgate
Research,
Inc.,
437
S.
Montezuma, Prescott, AZ 86301.
Publisher's Note:
Just before press time we heard from
Fosgate that the 101A decoder; using the
Tate chip, was being discontinued as of
the approximate date of this issue! It
will be replaced by the Model 3601,
which uses Peter Scbeiber's decoding
theories and patents. The 3601 will offer a mono enhancement circuit, full
Dolby decoding (including mono center
channel), and will cost the same. The
new decoder is sonically much better
than the 101A, according to Fosgatg but
does not offer the SQ decoding found
with the Tate chip. It turns out the Tate
chip is what fouled up the sound, again
according to Fosgate. The following
report bas been shortened and will be
updated as soon as we receive the 3601
for review.
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Those of you who remember the quadraphonic fiasco of the '70s, when ahost
of incompatible coding techniques were
vying for marketplace acceptance, may
be surprised to know that quad is alive
and well in the over-4,000 movie
theaters across the nation that have installed sound systems to decode the rearchannel ambience and sound effects encoded on most Dolby Stereo sound
tracks.

19-77,

Since its debut with Star Wars in
Dolby Stereo has gained in popularity to
the point that it is now considered de
rigeur for any well-equipped movie
theater. Dolby Stereo is nothing more
than Dolby-A noise reduction in
combination with an enhanced version
of the Hafler Dynaquad system, in
which in-phase mono signals are the
center channel dialogue track and outof-phase signals make up the rear
channels. Both channels are encoded
onto the film's two-channel track.
Although the noise reduction is already
decoded out on tape and stereo
LaserDisc, the SQ-encoded surround
information is still contained in the
stereo signals and can be extracted at
home to approximate the surround
effects that give blockbuster films added
impact in the theater.
The Tate integrated chip is adynamic
signal processor enabling up to 40 dB of
channel separation to be derived from a
system that was doing well to achieve 3
dB from front to back. Movie theaters
equipped for Dolby Stereo use aDolbylicensed decoder embodying the Tate
chips, but most home-type surroundsound decoders use simple matrixing
circuits without the Tate chips. The
Fosgate 101A Tate II is the first home unit
that decodes film tracks properly.
• Stereophile

The 101A connects in the tape loop of
aconventional preamplifier or receiver,
and requires aseparate power amplifier
and two additional speakers for the rear
channels. All the •requisite volume and
balance controls are accessible on the
front panel; some of them are fairly
critical for proper decoding. The controls may require readjustment for each
program, but these are so easy to set that
they pose no operational hassles, just a

slight inconvenience.
Fosgate recommends that all four
speakers have similar tonal balance
above 200 Hz. Identical speakers are
preferable, and if you use different pairs
of speakers, comparable sensitivity
makes proper front-to-back level adjustment much easier.
The 101A has three switch-selectable
decode settings: Cinema, SQ, and Surround. In the Cinema position (for
Dolby Stereo film tracks), front left and
right are fed to the appropriate speakers,
the dialogue track (normally fed to a
center loudspeaker in theaters) is fed
equally to both front channels, and rearchannel information goes equally to the
two rear speakers.
The SQ setting, for playing SQ-encoded stereo LPs, feeds a rear stereo
signal to the rear speakers. The Surround
setting, for use with conventional unencoded stereo discs, extracts some out-ofphase information from the main channels to stretch the stereo "stage" out
beyond the loudspeakers and around to
the sides of the listener.
I was introduced to the Fosgate
decoder at the Winter CES (1984!),
where it was being demonstrated in conjunction with aPioneer LD-1100 LaserVision player and a!Goss projection television system. It was amind-blowing ex61

perience! Ihad never before witnessed
such an impressive marriage of audio
and video. When we received a 101A
decoder for testing, Iwas eager to find
out whether the effect would be as exciting over along period of time in my
own home as it had been during that
brief demonstration in Las Vegas.
I reconfigured our listening/family
room for the "surround" experience My
family's complaints evaporated into enthusiasm when they tasted the fruits of
my endeavors. Using ahumble 19-inch
Sony television (in place of Fosgate's
Kloss projector), Iwas not prepared for
the tremendous enhancement of the
visual experience that resulted from the
opening up of the sound field accomplished by the 101A. Everyone
became far more involved in the visual
proceedings than they had been before
The surround-sound system is asort
of Gestalt machine, enwrapping both
equipment and viewers in a more
unified experiential state. What Imean is
that it was really alot of fun! After afew
days, however, it became increasingly
evident that our TV set was simply being
overwhelmed by the soundstage Agood
projection TV system, in my opinion,
would better complement the awesome
soundfield.
The Fosgate 101A is also one helluva
SQ decoder. From JGH's small but varied
library of CBS SQ-encoded
Iwas
able to get superb spaciousness with
minimal, and often no, leakage from the
rear to the front channels. If you have a
large collection of SQs, the Fosgate will
demonstrate what that medium was
capable of, even if it could never deliver
it until now.
The 101A does not work so well with
conventional stereo discs, Iam sorry to
report. Although it does a fine job of
providing rear ambience information, it
does so at the expense of some front
channel information. The device seems
to make the middle range somewhat dry
1 Most of the discs were donated by the late Dr.
Benjamin Bauer, former head of CBS Labs.
JGH
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and a little hard, and the treble
somewhat more etched. These effects
are most evident on massed-violin tone,
which loses some of its sweet richness. I
found these alterations to midrange accuracy (my first priority) serious enough
to rule out using the Fosgate for
playback of high-quality stereo.
Summing up, then, Iwould say that
for SQ and stereo film soundtrack
playback, the Fosgate is unquestionably
an excellent device for use in the home.
The effect is exciting, involving, and immensely enjoyable As Ihave noted, it is
less than ideal for conventional stereo,
but apparently their new model addresses the very problems cited above. I
can't wait to hear it.
DO

Truth in Listening

Through innovative design and construction.
rigorous hand-selection of components, and uncompromising quality control. the NYMPH recreates dimensionally and dynamically the
visceral excitement of the live performance.
Mite or call your nearest dealer

EulliONICAUDIO
RR IBox 266 New Egypt.

08533

201-929 2613
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A RECENT HISTORY
OF SURROUND SOUND DECODERS
AND RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS
by Bill Sommerwerck

Pardon the pun, but quad is not dead.
Because Iam possibly this country's
leading authority on surround sound, as
well as technical editor of MCS Review
(the only English-language publication
promoting surround sound), Iwas asked
for abrief comment on the Fosgate 101A
Tate II decoder.
Think back afew years to Gordon's
review of the Audionics Space & Image
Composer. This was the first consumer
product employing the Tate DES (Directional Enhancement System), and was
supposed to be the salvation of quadraphonic sound. It was claimed to decode
SQ so well that the audible difference
between SQ and four-channel "discrete"
reproduction was insignificant.
Although it pretty much lived up to its
claims, aseries of delays, foul-ups, and
minor disasters prevented it from sparking the revival of surround sound that it
might have. First, the sophisticated ICs
needed to implement the Tate DES took
about 3years too long to be perfected.
Second, the original Tate ICs had a
design problem that prevented the logic
from working properly, and necessitated
outboard circuits to replace the missing
function.
Finally, Audionics introduced the
Space and Image Composer SQ decoder,
albeit at ahigh price ($950). Although it
is no longer made, demand for it continues almost unabated. For anyone who
was used to the previous "full-logic"
decoders, the S&IC's performance was a
revelation, achieving good subjective
channel separation with aminimum of
side effects.
But why should good SQ reproducStereophile

tion be so difficult in the first place?
Because all quad "matrix" systems suffer
from poor channel separation. Once
four channels have been mixed down to
two, it is impossible to completely
separate them again. In playback, there
can be just so much separation between
the four channels, and the various
matrix systems (SQ, QS) differ in the way
they divide up the separation pie. QS
matrixes symmetrically (left-to-right and
front-to-rear), with about 7dB of separation from channel to channel. SQ, on the
other hand, is asymmetrical, with full
separation between Left and Right at
front and rear, but only 3dB of separation between front and rear. A simple
decoder produces an effect that is at best
foggy,
and
at
worst
positively
ear-wrenching.
The first attempt at asophisticated SQ
decoder was the Sony SQD-2020. Logic
circuits monitored which channel had
the loudest signal, and the "unused"
channels, which supposedly contained
only the unwanted crosstalk, were
muted. Not surprisingly, this produced
some interesting "pumping" and imageshifting effects, not to mention an
unpleasant claustrophobia when achannel carrying "only" ambience was turned off. It was the kind of thing that made
you think you were better off without
SQ at all.
Almost 5 years passed between the
SQD-2020 and the S&IC. The latter was
worth the wait. Instead of riding gain,
the S&IC introduced signals which
cancel the crosstalk produced by
whatever signal is dominant. Although
this makes the separation worse in the
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directions
of
the
nondominant sounds, the ear perceives only that the loudest sound seems to have
proper separation. If the logic action is
fast enough, it sounds as if there is total
separation among all the sources, all the
time! Honest.
I'll never forget the first time Iplayed
SQ records through the thing. The fog
lifted; instruments had specific, stable
positions, at least across the front and
rear (side imaging was poor). Bernstein's
Mass induced alevel of aural discomfiture surpassing anything it ever achieved in regular stereo.
There were two other side-effects
which were minor. Center-front soloists
would sometimes produce "spitting"
distortion from the rear channels. This
occurred principally on the initial transients of sounds, before the logic circuits
had achance to recognize the predominant sound as being in front and cancel
out its crosstalk in the rear channels. And
if you turned your head to the side
(which is admittedly unfair), you could
hear the sound shifting back and forth as
the front or back sources predominated.
The Tate II, which represents another
3years' refinement of the DES, removes
even these minor defects. Tate accomplished this by increasing the speed
of the logic by a subjective factor of
three. The device can now cancel out
the initial transients of sounds (from the
other channels) before the ear has a
chance to identify them as crosstalk.
And when one turns sideways, the jumping back and forth is now so rapid that
it sounds more like aslight dilution of
separation than an audible shifting.
The result is that, for virtually any SQ
program material, the Tate II sounds
"discrete", which is the goal of matrix encoding. Those who have been sitting on
their SQ collection (figuratively, of
course), waiting for adecoder that plays
those discs properly and doesn't cost an
arm and aleg, need wait no longer. This
is it.
As for the rest of our readers...
Those who have read this far because
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they wanted to smirk at the musical
boorishness of some techno-freak, or
who feel that surround-sound is a
perversion of the sacredness of music,
should read my article on Ambisonics.,
Briefly, conventional stereo is not the
Omega of sound reproduction; it has
serious, uncorrectable deficiencies.
The question of whether surround
sound is more accurate than regular
stereo is addressed in the above-mentioned article. As to whether it is more
enjoyable than two-channel stereo, the
answer is an unequivocal "yes". My involvement with and devotion to sur- .
round sound have survived both my introduction to high-end audio and my experiences with live recording. Ihave had
some form of surround sound for almost
15 years, and if Ithought it was inherently unnatural-sounding, or inimical to
musical values, Iwould long ago have
given it up.
The best equipment, as well as the
best recordings (usually one's own),
reveal only too well the shortcomings of
conventional stereo; surround recordings are simply more involving and interesting. On those which merely
enlarge the acoustic space, this enhancement of ambience provides a worthwhile reduction in the feeling of listening to "hi-fir And recordings that actually put the instruments around you can
provide akind of sonic and musical thrill
that is rarely obtained from regular
stereo. 2
With well-made surround recordings,
switching from surround to regular
stereo usually elicits a"Yucck!" reaction.
Surround sound produces a far more
complex sound field, and the brain loves
I BS's article on Ambisonics has been oh promised
and not as yet delivered. It has, however, finally
delivet•ed to the editors of this magazine and will appear in Vol. 8, No. 2.
LA
2 After having lived with aFosgate l'ate II myself for
acouple of months, Imust wholeheartedly concur.
Scoff if you will; surround sound is the next major
step towards ultimate realism. Unfortunately, it offers little to those who, having never heard live
music in 2 real space, merely prefer what "sounds
good" to them.
JGH
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complexity. It is my opinion that the lack
of complexity in conventional stereo
sound is aminor, but real, contributor to
listening fatigue.
In short, if you don't have surround
sound, you're missing out on a lot of
fun. This may be bad news to those of
you who have scrimped and saved to afford even one pair of really high-quality
speakers, or afine power amp. 3 And it's
downright heresy to anyone who thinks
that two-channel stereo is the last word
in realism, or that the only way to get
natural sound is to remove any and all
forms of signal processing from the
.reproduction chain. But once you've
heard even halfway decent surround
sound, conventional stereo suddenly
seems flat and boring. (We're assuming
that the comparison is between systems
with identical components. Obviously,
good stereo is better than bad surround.
You shouldn't compromise the quality
of your basic stereo system in order to
have enough money left for surround.)
To drive home the point, Iam listing
below anumber of SQ recordings that
are both musically interesting and
sonically outstanding. Although few approach perfectionist quality, their use of
surround effects brings adegree of involvement and excitement one rarely
obtains even from audiophile discs.
Some of the Columbia surround recordings that are of genuine musical interest (notably Boulez' reading of Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra) have been
excluded from the list because of their
execrable sound quality. Oddly, the
worst-sounding SQ discs were produced
by Vanguard, who managed to match
Columbia g,rundge for g,rundge, and top
it with ashrill, steely edginess. All the
Columbias listed, though, will still
benefit from athorough wet laundering
(see AHC's article in this issue) followed
3Note that it is not necessary to use four identical
speakers and power amps for rear channels, as long
as the rear sound is similar to that of the front
through the middle and upper ranges. The frequency range below 150 Hz can generally be handled
more than adequately by the front channels alone.
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by a LAST/StyLast treatment. This also
removes most of what one reviewer called "the SQ edge" (a steely hardness)
from European SQ discs.

RECOMMENDED SQ RECORDS
The Chamber Music Society of Lincoln
Center.
Book-of-the- Month Club Classics Record
Library SQM 80-5731.
(Works by Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Carter,
Haydn,
Faure,
Moszkowski,
Mozart,
Schumann, Saint-Saens)
Good performances of less-commonly-heard
works, in an ambient-surround recording.
Fascinating, because you can hear the the
results of the engineer's experimentation with
mike placement from selection to selection.
Many of these recordings have been rereleased on Quintessence. Since the original
was SQ-only, the reissues are probably SQ,
though they are not marked as such.
Toy Symphonies and Other Fun.
Angel S36080.
Unidentified orchestra, Raymond Lewenthal
conducting.
One of EMI's full-surround recordings, this
one puts you in the middle of the performers,
who are gleefully attacking works written for
toy instruments and diverse kitchen appliances. Lots of fun!
Music for Silent Film Classics
Angel S-36092.
D. W. Griffith's America, The Birth of a Nation, Intolerance.
Lee Erwin, the Fox-Capitol Theater Wurlitzer
Pipe Organ.
Music of Victor Herbert.
Angel SEO -37160.
Beverly Sills, London Symphony Orchestra,
Andre Kostelanetz.
The World of Harry Partch.
Columbia MQ 31227.
Daphne of the Dunes, Barstow, Castor &
Pollux.
Partch was atrue original, creating both his
own musical scales and new instruments. His
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book, "Genesis of aMusic", is fascinating—
and that's an understatement. Witty and
original music, in one of Columbia's best surround recordings. Get this record, even if only in stereo. (Note that Barstow contains crude
language.)
Antiphonal Music for Four Brass Choirs.
Columbia MQ 31289.
This is music that was meant to be heard "in
the round". The recording suffers from some
weird midband EQ which was apparently intended to enhance the apparent separation on
early SQ decoders, but is otherwise
acceptable.
Appalachian Spring (complete ballet, original
chamber version).
Columbia MQ 32736
Columbia Pickup Chamber Orchestra, Aaron
Copland.
The definitive performance of this piece, in a
recording that puts you in the middle of the
players. Appropriate, Ithink, for such an intimate work.
Bach: The Four Toccatas & Fugues, E. Power
Biggs.
Columbia MQ 32933.
Biggs plays these pieces on four organs
simultaneously from acentral console in the
Freiburg Cathedral. His jacket notes explain
how Bach's registrations produced both
left/right
and
front/
back antiphony on the organs available to
him. This is an indispensible SQ demo record.
A second album (MQ 33514) explored the
organ works of other composers.
Orff: Carmina Burana.
Columbia MQ 33172.
Cleveland Orchestra, Michael Tilsonnomas
conducting.
An overblown recording of an overblown
performance of some overblown music. The
sound is not always as clean as one might like,
but it captures the impact of Orff's music better than any other recording. Full-surround,
of course.
Organ Orgy (A Wagner Sound Spectacular)
Columbia MQ 33268.
Anthony Newman on the Aeolian-Skinner
Organ of St. John the Divine, New York.
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More musical bloat, these are transcriptions of
Wagner for the organ.
Gershwin: Rhapsody in Blue, An American in
Paris.
Columbia M 34205.
Columbia Pickup Jazz Band, New York
Philharmonic, Michael Tilson-Thomas.
This is the original jazz-band version of the
Rhapsody, with Gershwin playing the piano!
This was done by removing the "orchestral"
parts from Gershwin's four-hand performance for reproducing piano.
Bernstein: Candide (1974 revival)
Columbia Q2S 32923.
This cannot replace the original recording..
Maureen Brennan's dismal screaming of "Glitter and be Gay" is the low point of an undistinguished performance, but what surround effects! The stage actually extended out
into the theater, so the quad version more
nearly captures the real atmosphere of the
piece. One of the great SQ recordings, and
therefore recommended despite the disappointing performance.
Pink Floyd: The Dark Side of the Moon.
Harvest Q4SHVL 804.

This is probably the best quad disc ever
released! No other has quite matched it for imaginative use of surround effects. Once you've
heard this properly decoded, you will never
be able to listen to it in stereo again. A musthave; Ican't imagine anyone, regardless of taste, not liking the music. (Note that several
selections contain crude language.)
Organasm.
Sonic Arts Laboratory Series 15SQ,
Warren Lubich, Organ.
Leo de Gar Kulka, a San Francisco-based
recording engineer who has come under
vitriolic attack in some underground audio
magazines because he likes digital, also happens to like surround sound. (Although an
engineer, Kulka is no techno- freak; he's a
dyed-in-the-wool music lover, first and last.)
His surround recordings are probably the only audiophile-grade SQ discs ever released.
Although Ifind Lubich's playing rather flabby, the sound is the real star here. Several different organs are used, and where it is possible to place the listener between two ranks of
pipes, it is done. Although the sound is not
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quite up to the best from Sheffield, Opus 3, or
Reference Recordings, it is still far superior to
the kind of stuff the big labels dump on us.
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NELSON-REED

LOUDSPEAKERS

The Wurst of P.D.Q. Bach.
Vanguard VSQ 40007/8.
A Vanguard "twofer", this is acollection of
highlights from some of the earliest P.D.Q.
Bach records. Some of the tracks are reprocessed for quad effects (and sound that way)
bui the pieces from "On the Air" and the
highlights from "The Stoned Guest" are in
real quad, and even more fun than the stereo
versions.
Mike Oldfield Boxed.
'Virgin VBOX1.
These are Mike Oldfield's first three recordings (Tubular Bells, Hergest Ridge, Ommadawn) and afourth disc of collaborations
with other performers, all specifically remixed
for quad. Another example of just how good
surround sound can be, when it is handled
imaginatively and tastefully.
BS

The Nelson-Reed Pro
Phase-Coherent Design
120 dB SPL Peak Output
0.35 3
/ THD @110 dB, 200 Hz to 15 kHz
4
•
15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
(408) 356-3633

Finally. Someone's done it right.
A full-function budget preamplifier that provides state-of-the-art performance
...only from PS Audio
Assembled

Solderless Kit
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Up till now, budget preamplifiers have typically
sounded poor, or were so
bare-bones they were apain to
use—or both.
PS Audio's SR-1 Source
preamplifier not only solves
these problems, but will offer
you years of musical enjoyment and ease of operation.
The SR-1 will set new
sonic standards for budget
preamplifiers.

And look what you get
with the SR-1. Moving coil
ready. Full cartridge loading.
Close-tracking stereo volume
and balance controls. Passive
RIM E0. Defeatable line
stage. Taping flexibility that
allows you to record any program source while you listen
to any other source. Remote
power supply. Class Aheadphone amplifier. And of course
the uncompromised sound

you expect trim PS Audio.
AKIT BUILJER'S
DREAM. The SR-1 is the
world's first soMerless kit.
This will undoubtedly be the
easiest kit you've ever assembled. Typical times are under
one hour. start to finish. No
experience necessary. If you
can read, you can assemble a
PS kit—no sweat! And PS kits
are fully warranted for 3
years. parts and labor!
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Everything you always wanted to
know about cartridges—but thought
you learned last issue.
By Anthony H. Cordesman
It seems bootless to wait to survey individual developments in the cartridge
market; cartridges keep changing far
more rapidly than any reviewer can keep
up with. The following mini-reviews are
the first in aseries designed to keep you
posted on those changes, and to re-examine some old classics.
For those of you who are technically
inclined, the frequency and separation
sweeps shown were run according to
test procedures developed by Adcom,
using the CBS STR-170 Test Record.
Tracking is tested using the German Hi Fi Institute Test Record 2, and the Ortofon 1 Test Record. Tracking was
measured at the manufacturer's maximum recommended weight, or at two
grams if tracking force was unspecified
by the manufacturer.
Note that the SAEC AQ-407 (Audioquest) and improved Sumiko MMT arms
were used for all cartridges. Loading was
tested at 47,000 and 15,000 ohms for the
Garrot. The moving coils were all tested
at 47,000 ohms, as well as their rated impedance. In all cases, the net effect of
47,000 ohms was to open up the soundstage, increase dynamics slightly, reduce
imaging stability, and reduce smoothness and liquidity in the highs. The
change at the high frequencies was not
always aliability; it could be exciting.
Loading at or near the cartridge impedance caused the soundstage to be
less open but more stable, and made the
upper midrange and treble smoother
and less fatiguing.
The reader should experiment with
different values of impedance, however,
since the cartridge/preamp/step-up interface is highly equipment-specific Purists
will also want to tune SRANTA to each
different loading since afurther interac-

tion occurs at tilt ,.level (Groan!)

ARGENT DIAMOND: $1200
The Argent Diamond is a truly
outstanding low output moving coil
which has held up extremely well in my
system. The sample shown in the attached graphs has had over two years of use!
It does have a slight upper midrange
leanness and rising high end, but it also
has asurprising amount of fatigue-free
transient detail, and excellent dynamics.
The midrange is extremely neutral. The
bass sounds slightly reduced in power,
but goes deep with excellent control and
very tight transients.
The Diamond's soundstage is very
open and extended, although it is larger
in height and width than in depth. The
centerfdl is exceptional. This is the kind
of cartridge that can make some of the
Opus 3 recordings come almost eerily
alive. It is an almost ideal cartridge for
the top-of-the-line Conrad Johnson and
Counterpoint tube electronics, although
its .26 mV output means you must use a
head amp. It also nicely complements
the better FET preamps, such as the
Threshold.
There are some slight imbalances in
the separation curves at the high end,
and also that tracking is mediocre- togood at 80 microns' The Argent has
proved to be compatible with any good,
medium to high mass, tonearm. It does,
however, require top quality interconnects to avoid the trace of hardness that
seems to occur whenever mediocre interconnects are combined with substantial high frequency energy.

1 Note, descriptions of tracking vary at the same
level because of performance on other test records.

DECCA GARROT (IMPORT
FROM UK PRICE FLUCTUATES)
This cartridge was subjectively
evaluated in Vol. 7, No. 8. Since then, it
has been been given full technical
testing. The attached sweeps show arise
at the high end that explains part of its
slightly larger-than-life excitement and
dynamics. The curves also show poor
separation which, oddly enough, tends
to improve imaging because of the way
in which many recordings are made.
Centerfill is improved and imaging and
depth solidified on the many recordings
made with too many mikes and which
end up with "dual mono" imaging.
The output revealed a severe imbalance, reading 4.2 mV in the left channel and 3.2 mV in the right (which explains why the Garrot required amajor
adjustment of the balance control during its listening tests). Tracking was
amazing for aDecca (and not bad for any
cartridge), with 100 microns at 1.5
grams.
The Garrot is an extraordinarly exciting and musical cartridge, but these
tests serve as a warning to check out
your sample in detail. 2Also note that the
new Sumiko MMT arm and headshell,

combined with moderate damping, can
be an excellent and inexpensive arm for
this somewhat difficult cartridge.

DYNAVECTOR 17D2 MR: $480
The 17D2 MR is undoubtedly one of
the best cartridges Ihave ever tested.

2 Note also that you have to import the cartridge on
your own from the UK, so discovering an unsatisfactory cartridge is likely to be at best cumbersome. Garrot does offer aguarantee, which we have
no reason to doubt.
LA

Decca Garrot

Argent Diamond
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This is reflected in the extraordinarily
smooth frequency and separation
curves, which are among the best Ihave
seen for amoving coil. There is almost
none of the leanness Ihave encountered
in past Dynavector designs, and little of
the listening fatigue that has in the past
accompanied Dynavector's exciting imaging and fast transient response. The
soundstage is very natural in all dimensions, and the imaging is outstanding.
There is just a slight exaggeration of
width over depth, but bass is much
more solid and in better proportion than
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on previous Dynavector designs. The
midrange is dead flat and very natural,
although lacking the romance of the
Koetsus and Kisekis.
The new MR stylus seems to produce
a much smoother and more liquid
sound than the line-trace and elliptical
stylii found in earlier Dynavector
designs. At the same time, the Dynavector (as well as the Argent Diamond) provide exceptional transient speed and
detail, indicating that low level moving
coils can still do some things that high
outputs cannot. In fact, with really clean
recordings, the natural speed and air of
music can be so distracting that you
might even stop reading equipment
reviews and listen!
Channel balance is excellent and
tracking is agood 90-100 microns at two
grams tracking force. My only complaint
is that the output measured at .19 mV to
.21 mV —definitely a level requiring a
good head amp or transistor preamp.
The 17D2 MR benefits from abit of
added vertical mass, and amoderate to
high mass tone arm. Try adding alittle
lead to the top of alower mass headshell.
You will need excellent headshell wires
and tonearm interconnects to get the upper octave transparency without tizziness or hardness. The Straight Wire
Premium is particularly good with this
cartridge. It may also help to use mastic
or some other sticky material between
the cartridge body and headshell since it
cannot be screwed too tightly to the
headshell or arm (the headshell mounting screws thread into the body of the
cartridge, and excessive tightening will
deform the cartridge body).
Properly set up, the Dynavector 17D2
MR is one of the best buys available in
low output moving coils. Ican only
guess at how the various improvements
in the stylus shape, cantilever shape and
mass, have each improved this cartridge.
It is much better than any Dynavector
I've heard before—and the others
weren't bad.
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LINN ASAK: $425
The attached sweeps help explain
why this cartridge's popularity has endured for so long—and also why it has
problems. Note the upper midrange glitches at 6kHz and 10 kHz, and the slight
depression in the upper midrange. These
factors explain why this cartridge can
sound good with transistor electronics,
but also why the upper midrange and
highs never sound quite right when
compared to the best competition. The

amount of transient, low level, and imaging detail also proved inferior to the best
high output moving coils surveyed
previously (Vol. 7, No. 8). Tracking was
mediocre at 70 microns and output was
just over .29 mV, with relatively good
channel balance. Body vibration remains
among the worst ever encountered. The
Asak really benefits from the Linn Ittok
arm, the Sumiko Arm, or aZeta arm. Used in the proper arm, the Asalc is not bad
even today, but scarcely state of the art.

MONSTER ALPHA 1: $450
The high frequency rise shown in
these very slow sweeps is fully audible in
the cartridge's emphasis of the treble,
and in the rather hard upper midrange
and highs. At the same time, it has good
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dynamics, detailing, and transparency,
- and a compensating slight rise in the
bass. Imaging is not always stable and
consistent, which may have something
to do with the irregular separation up to
400 Hz and from 6kHz on. Output was
abit over 3mV, which makes it good for
most transistor units but well below the

Linn Asak

Dynavector 17D2 MR

20

100

5mV minimum necessary to safely drive
the better tube preamps. Tracking was
80 microns, and channel balance was
good. The Alpha 1is not bad, but not
really competitive with the Alpha 2(see
JGH's report in Vol. 7, No. 8, or AHC's
report in afuture issue).
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Monster Cable Alpha 2
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A second sample of the Alpha 2
delivered to me sounds significantly better than JGH's sample which was passed
onto me for audition. Monster Cable suspects that the first review sample
somehow became `magnatized'. Next
issue will contain an update on the new
and properly working sample of the
Alpha 2.
MAC
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FOURTEEN MORE TUNERS
Publisher's Note:
It may not have been clear to our
readers (in fact, it wasn't clear to me),
but the tuner reviews published in Vol.
7, Na 7did not include all the tuners
which had undergone testing by Don
Scott. Nine other tuners have been
evaluated, but for one reason or
another—usually poor performance in
one area or another—did not receive
full reviews. Since Stereophile readers
are interested not only in what is worth
buying but in what to avoid, we are

commenting briefly on these unreviewed products, including any information
we might have about future revisions.
Manufacturers' comments will be
found in the Manufacturers' Comments
section.
More tuner reviews will be found
following our Unreviewed Timers, as
well as an undating of the Ratings
Chart, and Stereophile's Epb-Emmy
awards for excellence in tuner
performance.

TUNEOUI'S
ACCUPHASE T-106 ($1050)
Ireceived two samples of the T-106
from among the first production units.
The AM was inoperative on both units.
My analysis of the problem is that one of
the transistors in the power supply runs
at 160 °F, causing the surrounding circuit board and the top cover to become
very hot. Ilook forward to future units
having better quality control and some
circuit changes. The T-106 is apromising unit, and the most physically attractive tuner Ihave run into.

HARMAN/KARDON
($365)

TU -915

Hannan/Kardon makes some excellent
audio equipment, but Ididn't find their
TU -915 up to the usual H/K standard.
The worst problem was that the tuner is
not particularly sensitive and automatically switches from stereo to mono
when signal strength is low. The result is
that aprogram will switch into and out
of stereo constantly (from the effect of a
plane going overhead, for instance), a
problem Ididn't find with other tuners.
The threshold for this mono/stereo swit72

ching is internally adjustable, but even
set at its lowest value, the 915 did not
perform well.
Added to the sensitivity problem was
effectively zero adjacent channel selectivity. It actually measured at around 4
dB, but at that figure adjacent channels
interfere with each other to such a
degree that they're unlistenable.
The tuner has an "analog feel" tuning
knob to manually tune stations, which is
aconvenience. In the auto-scan mode,
the direction of frequency selection cannot be changed, but this is the case with
most digital tuners; it is, however, still annoying. Harman/Kardon told me that
new tuners would be forthcoming, but I
haven't seen them as yet; this is ashame,
because their other products represent
such good value

MITSUBISHI DAF-30 ($350)
The DAF-30 has slightly tubby bass
and some treble rolloff; otherwise, the
audio is very clean. The tuner is extremely sensitive due to afive section
front-end. Separation is excellent.
However, on the sample provided
(and on two others evaluated at dealers'
Stereophile

showrooms) the unit did not have adequate selectivity to be useful in most applications, even in the narrow mode.
The best it could achieve was 6dB adjacent channel (at very best) and 75 dB
alternate channel (narrow mode, higher
distortion) or 45 dB alternate channel in
the wide-band mode. With only five
dollars worth of parts and some minor
circuit changes, this tuner could become
one of the "greats."

SAE T-101 ($650)
Itested two examples of the T-101. Let
me tell you, for $650 Iexpect unusually
good performance from atuner. The FM
audio has exceptionally clean bass
response, but the T-101 is not any more
selective than the five $350-class tuners
reviewed in Vol. 7, No. 7. Furthermore,
the AM is marred by aconstant digital
counting noise on all but the strongest
stations. The less expensive SAE 16
tuner ($329) was found to be a much
better buy, offering performance equal
to, or better than, the T-101, but it was
not offered for complete review. Anyone
interested in SAE should look in the
direction of the T6, which is arelatively
good buy.

SHERWOOD
S-6010
CP
($250) AND SHERWOOD
TD-2010 CP ($200)
The S-6010 CP offers excellent FM
performance. The TD-2010 CP has a
very sensitive and selective AM section,
although its big brother is not far
behind. Problems encountered were the
lack of amuch needed noise reduction
circuit, and quite audible distortion from
the FET audio stages. Sherwood has
done better in the past, and Ihave been
assured by Erwin Zucker of Sherwood
that Iwill like their new tuners coming
out this year. Usually sold at aheavy discount, the S-6010 CP might be good
enough for the casual FM listener interested in low cost.
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SONY ST-S444ES ($340)
Sony's own specification of 43 uV for
50-dB stereo quieting is one of the
poorest encountered. One look at that
and Isimply did not bother with the
other aspects of the tuner. What gives? A
"super technology" company should be
able to do better than that

TANDBERG TPT-30001A ($1195)
The unit supplied was not performing
as well as expected, so Ireturned it to
Tandberg for readjustment. It came back
.6 MHz off in dial calibration, and suffering from general misalignment. At the
present time, Ihave not had an opportunity to see how the TPT-30001A performs, but Ihope to in the future.

YAMAHA T-80 ($395)
The 50-dB stereo quieting spec for the
T-80 is 40 uV—not what atop-of- theline tuner should da Yamaha's older T-2
was specified at 28 uV for 50 dB-- -not to
mention
their
legendary
model
7000—so Iexpect better from Yamaha.
40 uV makes the T-80 so insensitive that
Icould not recommend it regardless of
its performance in other areas. Isn't
newer supposed to be better?

Tuile Ins
NEC T-6E TUNER

Stereo FM/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. IHF sensitivity: 9.8
dBf/1.7 uV. Sensitivity for 50-dB
quieting: 15.9 dBf/3.4 uV, mono; 36.8
dBf/38 uV, stereo. Capture ratio: 1dB.
AM sensitivity: 300 uV/m. THD: 0.06%,
mono; 0.08% stereo. Separation: 55 dB
at 1kHz. Power consumption: 14 watts.
Dimensions: 16%" W by 2" H by
12 y," D. Weight: 8.6 lbs. Price: $229.
MANUFACTURER: NEC Home Electronics (USA) Inc., 1401 Estes Avenue,
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
As Iwrite this review, 25 tuners have
been received and thoroughly tested. In
addition, 5 others have been briefly
evaluated at dealers' showrooms. When
testing the T-6E, Iwas able to directly
compare it with 9other tuners on hand.
The outstanding specifications and the
low price ($229) prompted arequest for
a sample T-6E for review. I was not
disappointed.
The T-6E is abasic digital tuner, with
no frills or confusing controls. It tunes in
200-kHz increments exactly as stations
are licensed in the U.S.—not in 50- or
100-kHz steps, as with many tuners (this
latter practice exists so that the same
model can be sold both in the U.S. and
in countries where the channel spacing
is
different).
The
tuning
search
mechanism goes right from 107.9 MHz to
88.1 MHz, or vice versa, rather than for74

cing you to go through the whole dial to
get to your desired station. This makes it
possible to select a given station with
minimum fuss. The feature is available
on only about 30% of the tuners tested.
Seven AM and seven FM presets are
used in the T-6E; more are always
desirable, but atotal of fourteen is not
bad. The five-level signal level indicator
is useful for orienting antennas, and all in
all, the tuner is easy to use. What is
missing is some type of noise reduction
system. Also, separate mute and stereomono switches would be an added plus;
it seems that every manufacturer, except
Harman/Kardon, has eliminated this desirable feature. I guess for $229 one
cannot complain too much.
100 dB IF rejection, 80 dB image rejection, 80 dB alternate channel selectivity,
and amono usable sensitivity of 1.7 uV
are all figures associated with quite expensive tuners. These specifications are
claimed for the T-6E, and all were
verified as being correct. Maximum S/N
is spec'd at 78 dB; 80 dB was measured,
making this tuner nearly as quiet as the
Luxman TX-101. 50-dB quieting in
stereo was measured at an unimpressive
36.3 uV, only slightly better than the
quite poor 38 uV which is claimed. The
Denon TU -767 measured 27 uV, the Proton 440 produces quiet stereo with 25
uV, and the Akai AT-S7 is quiet at 30 uV.
The T-6E is obviously not the most senStereophile

sitive tuner in stereo that has been
tested, although it is no poorer than
most tuners having no noise reduction.
A slight edge in adjacent channel
selectivity of 2or 3dB over typical lowpriced units makes a significant difference in separating weak and moderate
strength stations without splatter. 10 dB
was measured on the T-6E, versus the
usual 6-8 dB, making it worth atry in
RF -congested areas.
Stereo THD is claimed at .08%. My
reference Sansui TU -9900 reads about
.04%, and that is what Imeasured on
the T-6E. T-6E is noticeably cleaner on
many stations, even with some multipath present. AM rejection, which is
related to multipath rejection, measured
aquite acceptable 60 dB, and SCA rejection is between 55-60 dB (no manufacturer's specifications were given for AM
or SCA rejection). Capture ratio is 1.2 dB
against aclaimed 1dB—still very good.
The sound of the NEC tuner is its best
attribute; there is not the slightest hint of
bass muddiness or treble rolloff when
listening to good program sources, such
as CDs played on WCRB from Boston.
The T-6E has very low IM distortion and
dynamic range sounds unrestrained.
Stereo separation is 50 dB at 1kHz—a
good figure but not very close to the
manufacturer's specification of 58 dB.
The stereo imaging is excellent, and is on
apar with the Amber Model 7, the Scott
559-T, the Denon TU -767, and the
Onkyo T-22. In fact, the T-6E is so
transparent that it can be too revealing
(of the poor audio engineering practices
found with most FM stations). Icannot
recommend it for areas lacking high
quality stations.
Sonically, the T-6E is equal to the Adcorn GFT-1A in all respects. It has the
slight advantage of being less distorted
on weaker stations in mono, but it is not
as good as the Onkyo T-9090 or the
Amber Model 7in this respect. The Adcom has the advantage of an effective
noise reduction system, which the T-6E
could certainly use.'
The AM section is very sensitive, exStereophile

ceeding its specified 300 uV/m by afactor of three at 100 uV/m. It has the usual
treble rolloff, but picks up many stations
and is usable in rural areas. The Denon
TU-767, the dual-bandwidth AM section
of the Alcai AT -S7, the Onkyo T-22, and
the Scott 559-T all have better high frequency response than the NEC, but
don't receive more stations.
For $229, NEC has an excellent tuner
in the T-6E. Of significance is the fact
that hardly aword of this review would
change were the price of T-6E
$449 —it's that good. (Of course, Idon't
want NEC to take advantage of this statement and raise the price!) The NEC's
most standout qualities, at this low price,
are decent adjacent channel selectivity,
excellent alternate channel selectivity,
excellent signal-to-noise, low distortion,
and excellent audio quality. As can be
seen from the "Eph-Emmies," there are
other tuners which excel in particular
areas, but you have to spend significantly
more to get an all-around better tuner.
I've heard that NEC makes one of the
best integrated amplifiers (Model A10 Mk
II-60 watts/ch at $599) to come out of
Japan; we hope also to receive one of
those for review.
DAS

1 Two Stereopbtle readers have purchased late-production Adcom GFT- lAs, and are pleased with the
reception and audio quality of their units.
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ADS ATELIER T2 AM/FM TUNER

Stereo AM/FM tuner. liming: quartz
referenced digitally sythesized phaselocked-loop. Inputs: 75 ohms unbalanced; 300 ohms balanced; longwire
AM terminal. Adjacent channel selectivity: 10 dB. Alternate channel selectivity:
75 dB. Separation: 48 dB(dil kHz. THD:
0.15%, mono; 0.20%, stereo. AM usable
sensitivity: 25 uV. FM usable sensitivity:
9.8 dBf, 1.7 uV. Sensitivity for 50 dB
quieting: 35 dBf, 32 uV stereo; 16.5 dBf,
3.6 uV mono. Power consumption: 15
watts. Dimensions: 17 1
/ "W by 2Yi "H
2
by 14 3
/ " D. Weight: 13 V4 lbs. Price:
4
$399.95.
MANUFACTURER:
ADS
(Analog and Digital Systems), One Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887.
The Atelier (pronounced "Ateh-lee-ay")
series of equipment is the result of acollaboration between ADS, an American
company, and their sister European firm,
Braun Electronic GmbH. The Atelier line
consists of the T2 tuner, RI receiver, P2
turntable, C2 cassette deck, A2 integrated amplifier, and asoon-to-be-announced CD player. All are slimline, dark
gray units that can be stacked vertically
or placed horizontally with matching
lines. The products have European styling, reflecting the design of Dieter Rams,
on.: of Braun's foremost industrial
designers. The actual manufacturing of
the products is done in Singapore.
Despite its mixed breeding, the T2's
performance places it among the best
nine tuners from a group of twentythree that Irecently tested. (The others
that earned top marks were the Amber
Model 7, the Denon TU -767, the Luxman
TX-101, the Adcom GFT-1A, the Scott
559-T, the Onkyo T-9090, the Carver
76

TX-11, and the McIntosh MR 78.)
The 12 is definitely user-oriented. It
can be tuned by pushbuttons selecting
from 16 intermixed AM and FM presets,
by automatic search, or manually from
an analog-type tuning knob that has
magnetic detents at every 100 kHz. The
knob can be spun from one end of the
dial to the other faster than that of some
analog tuners.
Many of the controls are contained
behind ahinged front cover: the preset
buttons, amono/stereo switch, amuting
switch, and memory controls. There is
also afine-tuning adjustment that allows
one to detune to either side of the
selected display frequency by up to ±25
kHz. This is a very useful feature,
because radio stations are not always exactly on-frequency, particularly those on
cable systems. The fine-tuning feature
can also be used to mistune the desired
one of two closely spaced stations,
which helps to increase the effective
selectivity of the tuner and can ofen
reduce signal distortion. The combination of the standard tuning knob and the
offset control gives the 12 the tuning
flexibility of an analog tuner with the
automatic-tuning convenience of digital.
The T2 has three switched 900-watt
(total) outlets and one unswitched
200-watt outlet on the rear panel. Icannot understand why the tuner should be
the AC switching center of asystem, but
the outlets are there if you can find ause
for them.
ADS's specifications for the 12 make it
look like a real loser, but that doesn't
turn out to be the case. My review sample significantly bettered the manufacturer's specifications in almost all areas.
Stereophile

For example, usable sensitivity in mono
is claimed to be 2uV; it measured 1.7 uV
at 89.7 MHz and 98.5 MHz. 50-dB
quieting was not quite as good as claimed (30 uV); this measured 32 uy. With
noise reduction on, however, this improved to 20 uV. The noise reduction
does take abig bite out of the high frequency response and stereo separation,
but the trade-off in improved S/N is probably well worth it. (The H.H. Scott
559-T still has the best noise reduction
circuit Ihave encountered; only the hiss
is removed, with very little else.)
S/N ratio was 5 dB better than the
70-dB mono/65-dB stereo claimed. THD
was 0.1% in mono and 0.15% in stereo
—.05% better than specified. Stereo
separation was 48 dB against avery conservative 38 dB listing. A separation
figure of 48 dB is not excellent—many
tuners have over 50—but it's certainly
not bad. All in all, the T2 produces nice
breadth and spaciousness, and good image stability. A record scratch, which
throws a radio station's pickup stylus
from one side of the groove to the other,
is heard to jump completely from one
channel to the other, indicating very
good phasing synchronism between
channels.
Capture ratio was rated as being avery
poor 2.5 dB; actually, it measured 1.5 dB,
which is not bad. There was no problem
in singling out any one of my receivable
stations at 90.1 MHz, 96.9 MHz, 102.3
MHz, 107.5 MHz, or 107.9 MHz.
The AM section of the T2 does not
use an external adjustable loop antenna.
The AM tuner is connected internally to
zhe external FM antenna terminals,
which proved to be anice feature when
using a300-ohm feedline. But using the
external 75-ohm input yielded no AM
signals at all, because the lead wire is
shielded to prevent pickup of stray
signals—which of course would include
AM stations! This is the direct opposite
of what the otherwise adequate instruction manual indicates. When using the
75-ohm input for FM, an external short
or long wire (depending on the the

signal strength of the stations desired)
needs to be used for AM. Ifound that
clipping awire to the metal frame of the
baseboard heater in my living room provided excellent reception.
From FM, the sound of the T2 is open
and airy, though Ido wish the stereo
separation was better. Spectral balance is
superb, and the rendition of diction on
operatic voices is exceptional, indicating
truly low intermodulation distortion. On
some of the tuners tested, Ihave been
unable to listen for more than five
minutes because of severe distortion on
stations that are cleanly receivable on my
Sansui TU -9900, Kenwood KT-8300, or
Magnum (OEM from Canada) front end.
But Iwas so impressed with the sound
of the T2 Ididn't want to return it to the
manufacturer. Iunpacked and repacked
it three times just to hear it one more
time. Overall listening quality is rated
very high—for the FM section at least.
Sonically, the AM section of the T2 has
the usual failing: the high-end audio
response is simply not there; it sounds
dull.
The T2 is a good fringe area performer in mono or stereo. Selectivity is
slightly better than with some of the
$3504400 tuners that have done well in
my survey, which makes it useful for
receiving weak, distant stations close to
other weaker or medium-strength (50
uV) signals on adjacent channels. It cannot receive aweak station adjacent to a
strong one, but then neither can any
other tuner Iknow of in this price range.
The open airiness of its sound and the
user-friendly features make the ADS T2
well worth an audition and serious consideration. Iwould also say that, based
on the excellent performance of the T2,
you might want to look at the matching
components ADS has to offer. DAS &
JGH

PROTON MO TUNER

-10610-

-

Stereo FM/AM tuner with digitally synthesized tuning. Inputs: 75 ohms unbalanced, 300 ohms balanced. Sensitivity for 50-dB quieting: 2.8 uV mono, 25
uV stereo. FM usable sensitivity: 1.7 uV.
AM usable sensitivity: 20 uV. Capture
ratio: 1.5 dB. Image rejection: 55 dB.
Stereo separation: 65 dB at i kHz. S/N:
83 dB mono, 74 dB stereo. THD: 0.2%
mono, 0.4% stereo. Variable output
level. Power consumption: 12 watts.
Dimensions: 16 1
/ " W by 33
2
/ " H by
4
93
/ "D. Price: $270. MANUFACTURER:
4
Proton Corporation, 737 West Aresia
Blvd., Compton, CA 90220.
Proton, part of the Fulet Manufacturing
Company based in Taipei, has been
operating in the U.S. for three years. This
sister company is an original-equipment
manufacturer (OEM) for several Japanese
electronics firms. Proton has become
very visible in its short history—first
with their P-100 pocket-sized FM
receiver, then abetter-than-average table
radio labeled The Radio, some car radio
components, and high performance
video equipment including the 600M
19" video monitor.
Proton's home audio products were
introduced at the 1984 Summer CES.
The line now includes the 440 tuner, the
520 high-current integrated amplifier
(packing lots of wallop for $200), the
720 cassette deck, the 930 receiver, and
the 320 clock radio.
So how does the 440 tuner ($270)
stack up against the competition? Larry
Frederick,
Product
Development
78

manager, says, "Proton components will
qand up to components costing three
times as much." My response to that
claim is: Mostly "yes," and some "no."
The special feature of the tuner is the
Schotz Noise Reduction Circuit, a
dynamic circuit that reduces noise in
weak FM stereo by selectively reducing
the high frequency separation at times
when there is little or no actual stereo information in the signal. The circuit,
which only affects frequencies above approximately 3 kHz, dynamically goes
from quieter mono back to noisier
stereo when the incoming station has
high enough modulation to mask the
noise present. The resulting, total effect
is less perceived noise and preservation
of astereo image.
The circuit does function very nicely
in the 440. In two previously tested
tuners having the Schotz noise reduction, the NAD 4125 and 4155, Iwas not
at all impressed because it created aclipped, muted effect on dynamic peaks.
With the Proton, Iam happy to report
that on the majority of stations listened
to the tuner sounds better with the circuit activated than with it off. Istrongly
urge Proton to eliminate the automatic
function that disengages the Schotz circuit on strong signals. There is no reason
why it shouldn't be in-circuit at all times,
even when not needed. A better idea still
would be to have NR selection completely manual.
In other areas of tuner performance
the Proton exactly meets its specifications, except for two. The usable sensitivity figure of 1.8 uV is slightly
understated; Imeasured 1.7 uV. 50 dB of
quieting in stereo occurred at 25 uV or
slightly better with the noise reduction
in, and at 36 uV with the noise reduction
out. That first figure is extraordinarily
good! In fact, fairly quiet stereo with
good separation can be achieved with as
little as 10 uV input. This makes the Proton an excellent performer in both
mono and stereo with weak signals. Not
Stereophile

only that, the use of afour-gang triple
JFET front end allows the tuner to be used on very strong signals without frontend overload and distortion. There were
two conflicting manufacturers' specs for
stereo separation: an incredible 65 dB at
1 kHz is claimed in the advertising
literature, but only 45 dB is mentioned
in the instruction manual. Imeasured 48
dB, which is a more realistic figure—
okay but not great.
Stereo imaging does not decrease with
the Schotz circuit on, but the actual
separation proved to be impossible to
measure in the noise-reduction mode
because it is adynamic circuit, and my
measurements are done with steadystate test frequencies.
No selectivity figures were provided
for the 440. With ameasured selectivity
of 70 dB alternate channel, and ameager
6dB (at best) adjacent channel, it falls in
the "only useful for alternate channel
reception category" The Onkyo T-9090
is still the most selective digital tuner
measured to date.
AM rejection is 55 to 60 dB, and the
tuner handles multipath-ridden signals
fairly well. It is, however, much more
susceptible to noise caused by leaky
power lines and brush type motors than
were several other tuners tested. Signals
received quietly on my reference Sansui
TU -9900
tuner
were
completely
destroyed by this kind of interference
through the Proton, but this will prove
to be aproblem only if the tuner is used
near some heavy source of manmade
interference.
The sound of the Proton is not as
clean as that of the Denon TU -767, the
ADS T2, the Amber Model 7or the Adcorn GFT-1A. However, the sound is
bright (as with most tuners), and is not
dulled by the use of noise reduction.
Bass response is well defined and solid.
The midrange appears to be accurate at
the 1kHz axis point of pre-emphasis.
Distortion is specified at .4% in stereo.
This is exactly what was measured and it
is audible, though not obnoxious. (The
question is: will the stations that the

tuner receives be good enough to require lower distortion from the tuner?)
The Schotz circuit cancels some high
frequency distortion, and the overall
audio heard on 20 of my 100 + stations
is very nearly as good as from any tuner
tested to date.
Believe it or not, the 440's AM is above
average in audio quality and does not
have the usual "rag-stuffed-in-themouth sound." Usable AM sensitivity is
between 250-300 uV/m, which is not up
to the 100 uV/m measured on the Scott
559-T. The Proton's AM section will,
however, provide good AM listening. A
10-foot to 30-foot wire hooked to the
AM antenna terminal will improve AM
signals over the loop supplied, provided
the added antenna does not pick up
more local manmade noise than signal.
The specified 20 uV sensitivity with an
external antenna was found only at middial frequencies.
The 440 is only moderately easy to
use. The up and down scan buttons are
alittle too small; arocker switch would
be much more convenient, especially on
tuners that step at less than 200 kHz increments (100 kHz on the Proton).
Ijudged the ADS T2 to be the easiest
digital tuner to use because, in addition
to digital functions, it incorporates a
flywheel tuning knob for rapid band
scanning. The 440 has only six FM and
six AM presets; if there are lots of stations in your area, this may be an inconvenience. The eighteen FM, six AM
presets on the Luxman TX-101 and the
twenty FM presets on the Onkyo
T-9090 have spoiled me.
The 440 is not generally better than
any of the seven tuners reviewed in Vol.
7, No. 7, but it also doesn't cost as much
as most of them. Only the H. H. Scott
559-T ($250) has alower list price. What
Proton has to offer is agood value tuner
that will provide the occasional FM
listener with reasonable quality audio,
without their having to spend big bucks.
In fringe areas, without strong adjacent
stations, the 440 might work as well as
any tuner on the market. DAS & JGH

DENON TU -767 AM-FM TUNER

4
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Stereo AM/FM tuner. Tuning: quartzreferenced digitally synthesized phaselocked-loop. Input: 75 ohms unbalanced. Capture ratio: 1dB. Image rejection: 90 dB. Adjacent channel selectivity: 8dB, narrow mode. Alternate channel selectivity: 80 dB. Separation: 57 dB
@I kHz. FM usable sensitivity: 1.7 uV,
9.8 dBf. Sensitivity for 50-dB quieting:
34 dBf, 27.5 uV stereo. AM usable sensitivity: 18 uV. Power consumption: 11
watts. Dimensions: 18 V4 " W by 2X,"
H by 11 1
/ "D. Weight: 8.58 lbs. Price:
4
$350. MANUFACTURER: Denon, 27
Law Drive, Fairfield, NJ 07006.
Iwas so impressed with the dynamic
power and very low crossover distortion
of Denon's POA-1500 amplifier that Irequested the loan of their best tuner, the
TU -767. Iwas not disappointed; it turned out to be one of the best tuners
available in the $350 range.
An expenditure of $350 does not,
however, buy particularly good adjacent
channel selectivity. What it can buy is
everything else needed for good FM
reception: low noise, low distortion, and
adequate sensitivity. 'Rulers with higher
adjacent channel selectivity are likely to
cost an additional $200 or more. Those
that have met this requirement to date
include the Carver TX-11 ($549), Onkyo
T-9090 ($600), and the now-discontinued McIntosh MR 78 ($700 to $1200).
Besides being agood performer, the
Denon is attractive. Dark cherry side
panels are standard. The top is amedium
brown; the front panel aplatinum tint
with the usual signal level and tuned fre80

quency displays. Eight AM and eight FM
presets are used, and all controls work
with alight touch.
There are two unique features in the
TU -767: an SSS (Super Searcher System)
and aReception Quality Indicator. The
SSS circuit is an adjustable RF preselector, which can be manually tuned to attenuate astation that is interfering with
the desired station. When using the SSS
circuit, the signal level indicator is switched over so as to read noise level; the
SSS control knob is then adjusted for the
lowest noise reading.
An argument could be made that the
preselector should automatically track
with the tuned frequency, and that it's
really just another gimmick to attract
buyer attention. For instance, the McIntosh MX-117 has aswitchable tracking
preselector. This quibble notwithstanding, SSS does work, and it effects a
definitely audible improvement on those
weak stations that are 1-2 MHz removed
from a strong interfering station. The
other special feature, the Quality Reception Indicator, is an indicator that lights
up when FM reception has aS/N ratio of
50 dB or better, making it useful for positioning an antenna or checking for intrastation interference.
The review unit gave no indication of
the slightest misalignment on either AM
or FM. All specifications were found to
be almost exactly as claimed by Denon,
with two exceptions. First, 50-dB stereo
sensitivity was found to be exceptional,
measuring 27.5 uV rather than the 31.6
uV specified. Secondly, the S/N ratio
measured slightly less than the specified
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82 dB in stereo, but was still avery good
78 dB. The TU -767 is not quite as quiet
as the Luxman TX-101 or the McIntosh
MR-78, both of which had measured S/N
of better than 80 dB. However, in actual
use the TU -767 achieves 50 dB quieting
with 10 uV less input signal than do
many other tuners, and is therefore
quieter on many stations.
Lacking on the TU -767 is ahigh-blend
or noise reduction switch. While the
tuner has very good stereo quieting
without the aid of noise reduction—and
is in fact quieter than some that do—I
can't help but wonder how much better
it would be with this added feature.
So how does it sound? The TU -767
has very low distortion-0.03% in
mono and 0.04% in stereo at 1kHz. (My
reference Sansui TU -9900 has 0.05% in
stereo.) In fact, an FM station owner or
engineer looking for astudio monitor
could hardly find atuner that is more accurate in the midrange and treble
regions than the TU -767. Stereo separation is top-class at 57 dB, and is only
slightly bettered by the Scott 559-T and
the Amber Model 7.
The bass and lower midrange have a
slightly warm quality, which has been
the case on all but three tuners Ihave
tested (the Adcom GFT-1A, the SAE
T-101, and the old McIntosh MR 65B all
have tighter bass and clearer reproduction in the upper bass and lower
midrange than the TU -767). But please
note, this is avery critical evaluation using several tuners on the best 20 out of
the more than 100 stations available at
my test location, and is probably not
worth considering as aserious criticism.
Besides, the station you might want to
listen to most could need this extra bit of
warmth, and generally, the overall sound
quality from this tuner is fantastic! I
think you will be very pleased with what
you hear from it.
The AM section is one of those singleIC marvels. It does sound fairly clean
and the highs are rolled off less than
usual. WOXR AM and afew other "high
fidelity" AM stations sounded very
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pleasing on this tuner. It is quite sensitive, but it has apoor AGC (Automatic
Gain Control) system that makes fading
signals at night very distracting. The
Scott 559-T still has the best AM section
of the tuners tested.
Despite the switchable narrow bandwidth position of the TU -767, it does
not have enough selectivity to hear adistant station adjacent to a medium or
strong local station. It will, however, provide superb audio on the stations it can
receive well, with the aid of its SSS circuit. A good directional antenna, or
perhaps the addition of the Magnum
Model 95 FM booster, would make a
good receiving combination. The
TU -767 is well worth consideration.DAS

ONKYO T-22 TUNER
Stereo FM/AM tuner with analog tuning.
IHF sensitivity: 11.2 dBf/2 uV. 50-dB
quieting: 4 uV, mono; 50 uV, stereo.
Separation: 40 dB at 1kHz. THD: .15%
mono, .3% stereo. Maximum S/N: 70
dB, mono; 63 dB, stereo. Capture ratio:
1.5 dB. Power consumption: 10 watts.
Dimensions: 16 1
/ "W by 2%" H by 11 1
2
/
4
" D. Price: $115. MANUFACTURER:
Onkyo U.S.A., 200 Williams Drive,
Ramsey, NJ 07466.
That's right, folks, $115—and it's discounted! The T-22 is the second of
Onkyo's tuners to be evaluated (their
top-of-the-line T-9090 received arave
review in Vol. 7, No. 7). Unlike the computerized T-9090, the T-22 is abottomof-the-line analog unit.
Ichose to review such a low cost
tuner for two reasons: first, the quality
of the T-9090 led me to speculate that all
of Onkyo's units are built on the same
assembly line, and share many of the
same parts. In fact, Onkyo has assured
me that the T-22 is subject to the same
QC procedures, including a one-hour
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burn-in, as are its bigger brothers.
Secondly, several people have asked me
to find agood, inexpensive tuner for occasional listening—one that will provide
reasonably good reception and audio
quality.
After much searching and listening in
Connecticut and the New York metropolitan area, Iconcluded that the T-22
would be agood choice. Iwas somewhat misled by information in the 1985
Stereo Review Buyers Guide, which
stated that the T-22 had anoise reduction feature—a real bonus at this bargain
price tag. As it turns out, only models
with the designation "W" have avariable
high-blend noise reduction circuit. The
model Ireceived was a plain T-22 B
(black). The tuner is also available in
silver as the model T-22 S.
The T-22 is an attractive slimline
tuner sporting a 12-inch log scale with
green lettering, an illuminated amber
dial pointer, agreen four-step signal level
meter, and ared stereo indicator. Located
next to the AM-FM selector is the invariably inconvenient combined mute/
on-off switch. Flywheel-assisted tuning
is provided, but what is missing is a
center tuning indicator. This proved to
be no problem in the stereo mode
because the stereo indicator lights only
when astation is correctly tuned, but I
missed having this feature when trying
to pick up weak stations at their best in
mono.
What kind of performance do you get
for $115? Basically, a lot of mediocre
specifications—none really poor—and
quite listenable sound quality (with afew
problems; see below). Alternate channel
selectivity is correctly specified at 55 dB.
This is not agood figure for alternate
channel listening, but it is equivalent to
the wide-band mode of more expensive
tuners. The usable sensitivity is stated as
2 uV, and that is what was measured.
The best tuners have only slightly better
figures of 1.6 to 1.7 uV. Stereo 50-dB
quieting was claimed at anon-impressive 39.2 dBf/50 uy, but measured significantly better at 36.8 dBf/38 uV (which
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turns out to be essentially the same as
the NEC T-6E that Ilike so much—and
much better than units from Yamaha and
Sony costing three times the price of the
T-22!). Stereo separation was at least 45
dB, as claimed, and the stereo image was
very good. Common channel information appeared dead-center. Frequency
response, dynamic range, and tonal
balance are all excellent.,
The T-22 does have audible distortion, bearing out its specification of
0.3% THD in stereo. Such distortion
becomes more and more tolerable the
more you think of the price tag—but it
is audible. Furthermore, slight little
tweaks and birdies can be heard on
weak and medium strength stations with
SCAs, resulting from SCA rejection of a
rather poor 35-40 dB. Stations with a
signal strength of 20 uV or less need to
be switched to "quieter mono," unless
you're fortunate enough to get aT-22 W,
with noise reduction. Despite these
unimpressive
specifications
and
measurements, this tuner sounds better
than several $350 digital tuners on the
market.
The AM section is not anemic. It has
flat response beyond 4kHz and sounds
nearly as clean as the AM section of the
Denon TU -767. The relatively poor AM
sensitivity of 400 uV/m, with the loop
antenna, can be helped out alot through
experimentation with an external antenna. Connect a wire to the ground terminal of the receiver, wrap one or two
turns of insulated wire around the builtin loop antenna (which, like all such
devices, is nearly worthless), and extend
this wire "antenna" out 20-30 feet, or attach it to agrounded object such as ahot

1 1do not like to encourage nonelectronic-minded
readers to tinker with the innards of their tuners.
However (as is true with many tuners), the T-22
needs to have its muting threshold set lower. This is
done by removing the top cover and routing control R-117—clearly marked on left rear position of
the circuit board-90% counter-clockwise. This
adjustment will stop the chopping-off of fading FM
signals, and will allow all but the weakest stations to
be received in stereo.
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water baseboard heater. A little experimentation with the exact number of
turns and the position of the coupling
loop will be needed. With this simple
addition to the Onkyo tuner Iwas able
to receive many listenable AM stations,
with apleasing unmuffled quality.
A side note: the reason many AM sections have no high frequency response is
because the routing of the AM audio
passes through the same high frequency
de-emphasis network that is used in the
FM section. This de-emphasis starts at 1
kHz, and is the direct opposite of what is
needed for crisp AM reception. The
T-22 does not utilize this parts
"economy," which is why its AM sounds
better.
The T-22 is obviously not in the elite
group of the World's Best 'Diners. What
it does offer is rugged good looks, decent audio quality, and no glaring faults;
it meets the criterion for a good basic
tuner—the only one I've found in this
price range. 2
DAS
2 Onkyo will be discontinuing all analog tuners by
1986 because tuners with mechanical parts involve
greater costs in labor and parts cost than do the
newer digital tuners, which can also be sold at a
higher price.
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EPIK MONITOR SYSTEMS
Finally, a line of dynamic
speakers offering the transient
and phase accuracy of top planar
loudspeakers, while avoiding
many of their flaws! Engineering,
hand craftmanship and
economics stand behind our
claim: For ultimate quality, EPIK
MONITOR SYSTEMS are your
only choice! Check out our
detailed information to see if you
might agree!

EPIK AUDIO
653 Overland Trail
Roselle, 1160172
(312)894-0294

Aud iputim
Cdnnection

CD
CD

Tumtobles: Goldmund. Memll. Heybrook,
VPI Industnes. Systemdek IIX

CD

Toneorms: Eminent Technology, Goldmund. lurné.

CD
CD

from Am.Gram., Denon, DMP, GRP, Mobile Fdlly., cr,

CD

Realtime, Reference, Sheffield Lab, Telarc, et al. cD

Grado Signoture. Souther SLA-31
Cartridges: Alpho. AudioQuest. Decco vdHul.

CD Recommended sample/demo discs:CD
CD
CD
Time Warp
Erich Kunzel
Telarc
CD
CD
Samplers I eri 2
Collection
Telarc
CD
CD Power di Majesty 2 Collection
Mobl.Fid.
CD Dgtl. Mastrpc. 1,2,3 Collection
Realtirne
CD Am.Grm Sampler Ill Collection
Aan.Gram CD
CRP
CD
Collection
CD GRP Sampler
Collection
Denon
CD
CD CD Demos I dc 2
Am.Gram C D
U. Steamroller
CD Fresh Aire I & II
Collection
Electra CD
CD Digital Domain
Tricycle
Film & the BB's
DmP
CD
CD
Sheffield Track di Drum Record
Shefflab CD
CD
CD
CD
CD
CD Classical, jazz, and pop CDs at 20-403 off.
Virtually all domestic and many import titles. CD
CD
Prompt delivery. Friendly service. Guarantee. CD
CD FREE catalogue.
MasterCard! VISA
CD
CD
CD
PRIME SOURCE
CD
CD
Boo 2222. Dept. SE
CD
CD
Saratoga, CA 95070CD
CD
CD
(408) 867 -6666
CD
CD
CDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCDCD

Gonott Decca. Grado. Prometheon
(stylus retipping service for oil cortndges)
Electronics: (tube) Jocks. Melos. WA Systems.
Audible Illusions. Quicksilver
(solid slots) Electrocomponet. leach ISAISD.
FM Acoustics. Magnum. PS Audio
Speakers: hiselier. Heybrook, Kindel. flouno.
Spendor. Spica. Vondersteen
Accessories: Goldmund, Hitachi LC-OK,
lost, Randall, Kinergetics. Humber. Peterson.
Vibration Eng, Sores. Tiptoes, Tweek. VPI

Sims

_ 1-201-239-1799 _
615 Bloomfield Avenue
Verona, NJ 07044
Also for sole occosionol close-outs, used
equipment and display pieces Single specifier
demonstration: record clewing: ouchophile discs
Hours: Mon.. Tues.. fn 12-7
Thurs. 12-9. Sot. 11-6
Please call for on oppointmentl

TUNER EPII-EMMY AWARDS
Listed witbin categories in order of excellence:
BEST OVERALL PERFORMANCE:

BEST STEREO WITH THE

McIntosh MR 78
Onkyo T-9090
Luxman TX-101

WEAKEST SIGNAL

ABSOLUTE BEST AUDIO ON

McIntosh MR 78
Onkyo T-9090
Proton 440 and Mitsubishi DAF-30

STRONG, CLEAN STATIONS

BEST S/N RATIO:

Adcom GET-1A & NEC T-6E
Denon TU -767
Amber Model 7

Luxman TX-101
McIntosh MR 78
Technics ST-G7

BEST PERFORMANCE UNDER

BEST CAPTURE RATIO:

SEVERE MULTIPATH CONDITIONS:

Technics ST-G7
Onkyo T-9090
H.H. Scott 559-T

Onkyo T-9090
Carver TX-11
Magnum FMT-2
BEST STEREO IMAGE AND
SEPARATION:
Amber Model 7
Denon TU -767
ADS T2 and H.H. Scott 559-T

BEST AM REJECTION:
Carver TX- II
Onkyo T-9090 & McIntosh MR 78
ADS T2
BEST RECEPTION OF STATIONS
WITH SCAS:
Luxman TX-101
Proton 440
Carver TX-101

TUNER SUMMARY CONTINUED
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Sound Quality
$400

Excellent stereo image Separation is not as high as
on the Denon, Amber or NEC but the audio
information does not appear cancelled, only
blended. Good definition on vocals.

B C A Denon TU-767

$350

The audio is as good as the source except in the
lower bass where the NEC and Adcom are flawless.
It sounds best on most stations in narrow-mode
indicating low group-delay and phase error in the
if section.

B B A

NEC T-6E

$229

The open cleanness and perfect stereo makes this
tuner useful where there are high quality stations.

D D A

Onkyo T-22

$115

The stereo image and separation are among the
best. The response is wide; there is noticeable
distortion. Good for non-serious listener.

B C B

Proton 440

$270

There is some audible distortion, but it does
provide noise-free stereo with excellent image with
25uV input.

BBB

ADS T2

CATEGORIES:

A: The best available.
B: Not the very best, but still very good.
C: Acceptable; significantly less good than B.
D: Not good.
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DON SCOTT'S BEDTIME STORIES
The Onkyo T-9090 (see review in Vol. 7,
No. 7) and several other tuners were
carted off to radio station WFME in West
Orange, New Jersey for the "ultimate
test." WFME wanted to receive, and be
able to rebroadcast in stereo, the identical programming from their sister station 80 air miles away in Camden.
WFME required this capability because
their standard satellite feed was intermittently noisy.
WFME broadcasts on 94.7 MHz with
37 kW. The desired station in Camden
(near Philadelphia) was on 106.9 MHz,
but the problem was that there was an
adjacent station geographically much

closer in NYC on 106.7 MHz. The
receive antenna is located 100 feet below
WFME's transmitting antenna. Moreover,
there is another, lower-powered, FM station at the same location, and aUHF TV
station afew blocks away. What we have
here is an RF engineer's nightmare!
With the addition of afew adjustable
traps to attenuate signals below 106.9,
the Onkyo is the only tuner that would
pick up the 106.9 MHz station while rejecting the adjacent channel at 106.7
MHz, and deliver asignal free of adjacent
channel splatter. Not only that it received the signal in stereo with 45-60 dB of
quieting. Bravo, Onkyo!
DAS

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why.
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose. CA 95132
(408) 259-8648

MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
ADS ATELIER T2 TUNER
Editor:
We are pleased to find that, in all important
aspects, your experience of the T2 closely
matches our own.
The reviewer mentions that "despite its
mixed breeding, the T2 is one of the best
eight ..." We find the diversity of contribution to the 12 (and all the Atelier components) to be an advantage. The engineering
capabilities of both Braun and ADS are applied to each product. The manuals, panel
nomenclature, and literature are all specific to
the country where the product is sold, and
manufucturing (currently in Japan, Singapore, and W. Germany) is done where it is
most economical, reliable, and responsive.
The reviewer says that he can't figure why
the system power-switching capability is in
the tuner. Actually, there are two reasons:I.
The tuner has plenty of chassis and connector space available to accomodate asomewhat bulky assortment of parts. Given the
relatively small size of the Atelier components, this is no trivial matter.2. The T2,
without AC power, will hold station memories for aminimum of two days (but typically
about 7 days), and we chose not to use an
awkward and potentially troublesome battery
backup system. Therefore, the T2 needs a
constant source of power for the memories.
By making the 12 the system power controller, power is available to it continuously,
while the rest of the system is off.
The reviewer comments that the specifications indicate that the 12 "should be aloser,
but it isn't." ADS has specified the performance of the Atelier components conservatively. While some will argue the marketing
wisdom, we believe the customer is best
served by functional specifications, rather
than the more usual, "best case" results produced by the "good unit down in the lab."
While specifications are helpful, the look,
feel, ease-of-use, and especially the sound of
a unit are all much more important. We
believe that it is just these qualities (not found
in the specifications) that are the most
meaningful.
Thank you for including the ADS Atelier
product in your reviews.
Dick Moore
Wilmington, MA
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THE VPI HW-17
Editor:
VPI would like to thank Stereophile
Magazine and AHC for devoting the time
necessary to do an in-depth report on record
care and record cleaning machines. We are
pleased with AHC's review of the HW-17 Professional Record Cleaning Machine, as it is the
end result of listening, analyzing, and acting
on consumer and professional demands.
However, afew points need some clarification for your readers' knowledge:1. The
HW-17 can use any record cleaning fluid, including a solution of 50% alcohol. The
holding tank and catch tank are both welded
of stainless steel. We don't believe that there
is any reason to use more than 25% isopropyl
alcohol.2. All of the parts used in the application and removal of the cleaning fluid are
precision-machined of Delrin, or of stainless
stee1.3. Every HW-17 is thoroughly tested
before it is shipped. There are no suprises for
the consumer!4. We believe that records
should be cleaned as they are played, rather
than twenty or twenty-five records at atime,
after which they are stuck back on ashelf.
Playing arecently cleaned record not only
sounds significantly better, but it also extends
the life of your records since the stylus can
then ride cleanly through the vinyl.
As AHC states, it is true that aless expensive record cleaning machine (such as the
HW-16) will manually, but with abit more
noise, give the same level of cleaning. The
trick, however, is to get people to use their
record cleaning machines routinely. Once the
novelty of the "newness" wears off, people
tend to clean their records less and less. "The
HW-17 is so simple to use, Iuse it all the
time," is the comment of HW- 17 record
cleaner owners. The HW- 17 is built to be used, and will give and keep giving the consumer $650 worth of enjoyment to its
owners.
Weisfeld
)ionc Park, NY

ODYSSEY ENGINEERING
Editor:
Ireceived acopy of the RI'! -XG review and
would like to clarify acouple of points regarding size compatibility.
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Since, last year, the minimum height required has been reduced such that for acartridge of average height, amounting boardto-record-surface distance of 3Imm is
sufficient.
Clearance below the mounting board is
consequently increased, and mods to internal
parts have helped. The main pillar protrudes
35mm below the top face of the mounting
board, and problems with clearance are more
to do with the lead than the arm itself
because of the long connector used. This
connector is currently being revised; the revision will save some 15-25 mm, depending on
the final decision. In some cases, the connector's flexing section can be snipped off and
the leads tied back with acable tie, so saving
space in tight situations as well as improving
performance.
The little connectors for the arm tube wiring which were of gold plated pressed construction are in the process of being replaced
with machined pins and sockets of better
quality and more reliable supply, this having
been a problem in the past. The original
sockets can be gently crimped to improve the
connection should they become loose.
With regard to torsional adjustment of the
cartridge, there is sufficient clearance in the
mounting arrangement of the arm tube to
enable a few degrees of adjustment. The
screw is 6BA (0.110") and the hole is ;5/32,
which gives around .020 "clearance each
side. This translates to approximately 5° or so
of tilt. Even allowing for manufacturing
tolerances in the arm, any cartridge which requires more than acouple of degrees of adjustment will not be performing at its best
anyway.
Thanks for all the nice comments, regards
to all at SIereophile.
John Clarendon
Odyssey Engineering
Scotland

SPECTRUM 108A
Editor:
Thank you for the very favorable review of
our new Model 108A speakers in "The Audio
Cheapskate," which appeared in Volume 7,
Number 8.
We are extremely pleased and gratified by
the enthusiastic raves which we have received from audiophiles all over the world regarding this speaker and its bigger brother, the
208A. Our goal since founding Spectrum has
been to provide an unprecedented level of
Stereophile

performance for very affordable prices, and
to redefine that elusive "point of diminishing
returns." Listening has always been acrucial
part of the development of every design we
have produced, and individual matching of
woofers, tweeters, and crossovers assures that
each customer's speakers match the performance of the lab reference standards. It is
very satisfying to provide people with
speaker systems that they can live with and
enjoy for a long, long time (planned
non-obsolecence).
Ihave acouple of technical nits to pick
before signing off. First, Sam's recommendation of a4- to 5-foot listening height seems a
bit excessive. Although the speakers have
been designed to work well on shelves, it is
better to use stands. They help to position the
speakers so that the listener is on axis (among
other things). The design axis is dead center
of the height of the speaker. The best approach is to experiment with placement to
get the bass as tight and extended as possible,
always keeping the speakers pointed at your
ears. Then, gingerly experiment with tone
controls. This, of course, will vary from room
to room and will also depend on the specific
boost/cut characteristics designed into the
bass control. Unless the control's inflection
point is very low (70 - 100 Hz), some
undesirable midbass peaking may be
introduced.
The effects of listening above or below the
design axis will be hard/bright or mellow/
hollow colorations respectively. You can use
this characteristic to tume out room and
equipment variations, or to give you the type
of sound that best suits your tastes.
Secondly, the slight top-end brightness
noted occurs only in the top octave (centered
around 12-15 kHz) and is not readily apparent
unless the associated equipment and/or
recording also has asimilar (reinforcing) coloration. The speaker's excellent transient
response and purity in this range will reveal
peaks and/or hardness form other components if they are present. Some otherwise
excellent moving coil cartridges would be a
poor match here, whereas many moving
magnet or moving iron cartridges will match
fine. Again, using tone controls might not be
the best solution. Unless the inflection point
is very high (8 kHz or so) there will be a
depression in the upper midrange. Also, the
sweet, extended ultra-highs (above 17 kHz)
will be killed.
These technical nits are, of course, addressed to the audio perfectionists out there,
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AZDEN
STATE OF THE ART MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

The AZDEN is the result of cartridge manufacturing experience developed over many years—since 1952. in fact Little known to American
audiophiles, AZDEN has been aworld-class OEM supplier of cartridges
well known under other names for the past 30 years
Toe AZDEN P5L is aP-mount cartridge that virtually eliminates transient and resonant distortions A special vibration-resistant construction for the housing is used The P5L's cantilever is constructed of
Boron, a high-technology material that is hard, light, and inherently
non-resonant A Line Contact Stylus made of nude diamond is employed The electromagnetic generator uses ahigh energy samarium
magnet
With the P5L, the typically over-etched and underdamped "movingcod - sound is replaced with the full range of harmonic subtleties One
audition will convince you of the P5L's musically natural reproduction
cabilities
For your nearest dealer contact
AZDEN Corporation

147 New Hyde Park Road,

Franklin Square, NY 11010

516-328-7500

MONEY WELL SPENT

That's how you want to feel when you purchase fine AUDIO. and VIDEO COMPONENTS.
At PERFORMANCE AUDIO/VIDEO we make that feeling happen with our Personal
Service. Professional Advice. Qualified Staff. Relaxed "No Rush" Showrooms, Free
Delivery and Free in Home Set Up.
Visit or call today and EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE.
FEATURING OVER 60 FINE BRANDS
•ADS •Advent •Aiwa •AKG •Alpha •Alphason •Amber •AR •Celestion •DBX
•Denon •Discrete Technology •Dual •Duntech •Dynavector •Energy Loudspeakers
•Grace •Grado •Harman/Kardon •JBL •Kyocera •Mitsubishi •Monster Cable
•Onkyo •Ortofon •Profile Il •Proton AudioNideo •Pyramid •Robertson Audio
• Sherwood • Signet •Sonrise Cabinets •Soundcraftsmen •Sony •Systemdek
•Tandberg •Thorens •Vampire Wire •VSP Labs •CJ Walker •Wharfedale/Diamond
•And other fine lines ....

•Trade-ins Accepted •Custom Installation & Repairs
Harold Minto. Proprietor.

performance

Retail
Mailorder
Export

audio/video
(516) 378-4389

365 South Bayview Ave (Corner Atlantic Ave). Freeport. Long Island. New York 11520
Showroom Hours. Mon -Fri 12 Noon to 7pm Sat 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.
WELL WORTH A TRIP FROM ANYWHERE

VISA
AMEX

which may seem incongruous considering
the price of the speakers. But, as the results
prove, the perfectionist approach yields excellent results whether for affordable or
stratospheric price ranges.
Last of all, 1would point out that one
needn't spend twice the money for superior
sound quality. Our model 208A speakers sell
for only 50% more, and when properly set
up give you the excellent midrange and highs
of the 108A with tight, deep, well-defined
bass to boot. Your comment on the 108As being excellent extension speakers, though, is
well taken. Among compact speakers, we
agree, one does have to spend over twice as
much to better the 108As.
Thanks again for the excellent review and
afine publication.
Eric Johanson
Toledo, Ohio

NITTY
GRITTY
CLEANERS

RECORD

Editor:
We at Nitty Gritty would like to thank Tony
Cordesman for his considerate review of our
model 2.5F1, model Pro 2and for his comments on the significance of record cleaning.
The "unwashed masses" need this sort of indepth reporting on our products if they are to
understand the value of "Total Record Cleaning," as opposed to the partial cleaning provided by the legions of hand-held record
brushes. Ours is a new product category
which, frankly, did not exist four short years
ago, and our task is simply to prove the
benefit of our cleaning process to the public.
If we could afford full page ads in all the right
magazines, we might get the message out
without the help of reviews ...but, alas,
we're not there yet. So thanks.
To date, there are quite anumber of audio
dealers that remain unenlightened about the
virtues of clean records. It is most confusing
for me to hear about adealer who can and
does sell high quality turntable systems
($1500+) but is unable or reluctant to sell
even our most basic record cleaning system
($239). It's like recommending that the
audiophile listen to his/her hi-fi with ear
muffs on. It's unconscionable. It's irresponsible. If was selling retail (I used to work at
Jonas Miller Sound in Beverly Hills) Icould
not sell ahigh quality pickup system without
explaining the importance of record cleaning.
Yet Linn and SOTA and Oracle (combined)
outsell Nitty Gritty by about 10 to L Why?
Stereophile

Lastly, Iwould like to point out that it is
possible to convert a2.5 + to a2.5 Fl for only
$75 (plus shipping), and also possible to convert the original PRO to a PRO 2 for $175
(plus shipping). We need to have the unit to
be updated returned to us in its original carton, with anote on the outside explaining
what's to be done, and acheck for the appropriate amount including shipping.
Estimated turn-around time for the conversion is 2weeks.
Michael Baskin
Nitty Gritty Record Care Products, Inc.

SAEC TONEARM
Editor:
Since the latest issue of Stereophile
(Volume 7, Number 8) contained areview of
a tonearm imported by my company, and
simultaneously my advertisement for this
tonearm, yet no mention in the review of my
company's name, Ithought that possibly
more than one reader might be puzzled by
such an odd juxtaposition, and be owed an
explanation.
The SAEC tonearm model WE-407/23 is indeed imported by two firms simultaneously.
However, several points made in the review
are in error. This tonearm is not "the
flagship" of the SAEC line. Of the eight different tonearms made by SAEC, the WE-407
is actually in the middle of the line; two other
tonearms are made that are more expensive
than this one. In addition, the illustration used in both my ad and the review itself show
the tonearm with the ceramic headshell,
ULS-3X, attached. While this is an optional
purchase with the reviewed arm, it is included when purchased from an SAEC authorized dealer buying through us. Or, if bought as
an additional option through these same
dealers, the list price of the SAEC ULS-3X is
just $75, as the home office has requested me
to set it.
I'd like also to take this opportunity to say
that although most of the other arms mentioned in the review are on sale in Japan, the
SAEC line of tonearms is consistently voted
#1 by Japanese audiophiles and magazine
reviewers. Iinvite Anthony Cordesman or
any other reviewer at Stereophile to contact
me if they wish to review the other tonearms
that SAEC makes, or either of their two new
cartridges released just last month in Tokyo.
Iwill also be glad to send the current SAEC
full line brochure containing more information on all the above to any reader of
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ACCUPHASE. B&W. 880. BOSTON, BRYSTON CARvER. DCM DENON
ELECTROCOMpANIET. GRADO. HAFLER. JANNis. KEF KLOSS. KOETSU
KYOCERA. MICHELL. MUSICAL CONCEPTS NAKAMICHI. PINK TRIANGLE.
PS AUDIO PYRAMID QUAD REVOX ROBERTSON SONOGRAPHE
STAX SUMIKO TALISMAN VPI YAMAHA ZETA

60 Speedwell Avenue

Morristown. N.J. 07960

SOUTHER

(201) 267-6700

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT

TO SUBSCRIBE:
Send check or credit card
number/expiration date for $18.
Send $26 (US Funds) for first
class mail to Canada. Send
$40 (US Funds) for air mail outside of North America.

BACK ISSUES:
Vol. I(1962-68)—$25 (a
reprint in one volume)
Vol. II (1968-72)—$25 (also
a reprint)
Vol. III (1972-76)-3,5,6.79,11.
12 available
$4 each
Vol. IV (1977-81— 1,5,6,8,10
available
$4 each

e

e

Vol V (1982)—all issues available
$3 each
Vol. VI (1983)—all issues available
e $3 each
Vol. VII (1984)-1,2,3,5,8
$4 each
4,6,7 c $7.50 each
ai missing issues available in Xerox form for
S750 each

Yes, Iwant stereophile!
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
VISA OR MASTER CARD#

ZIP

EXPIRATION DATE
STEREOPHILE MAGAZINE

P.O. BOX 1948

SANTA FE, NM 87501

Stereophile who is interested.
J.R. Miller
Analog Excellence
Box 69A97
Los Angeles, CA 90069
We were not aware at the time we printed the
photograph of the AQ-407 that it depicted the
tonearm with the UIS-3X ceramic headshell,
and regret any confusion this may have
caused. The WE-407 is available from
Analog Excellence for $495, including
ULS-3X headshell, but not including the
Livewire beadshell wires which are included
in (be AQ-407 tonearm.
The review was published on the AQ-407
tonearm (AQ standing for Audioquest),
which is why (be standard SAEC version offered by Analog Excellence was not mentioned. Since the ceramic ULS-3X heacishell is included with the WE-407, it would appear
that it is the better deal for those ofyou with
moving coil cartridges; it would probably be
necessary to use one of the lighter beadsbells
for use with a high-compliance moving
magnet cartridge.
LA

GARROTT-DECCA
CARTRIDGE

IVe are happy to bear that the Garrott Decca
is available in this country, especially since
AHC bas found that consistency from channel to channel (and possibly from cartridge
to cartridge) is variable. The price of $950,
however, would appear to be outrageous.
After all, the price of approximately $450 in
the UK already includes customs duty, shipping from Australia, and Value Added Tax.
The Decca cartridge, in any of a number
of modified forms (and some from Decca
itself—we have a Decca Gold van den Hul
from the factory), seems to be so good that
importers and modifiers are tempted to
mark it up to very high prices. The Decca
van den Hui from Audio Access was $750 in
our first report on it, but competition directly from Decca brought it down to $450.
Wtwelcome a response from Mr Halaburt
that justifies bis price of $950 in light of bis
costs and reasonable profit, rather than
"compares favorably with any cartridge
costing up to" $1900.
LA

THE LAST (FACTORY) WORD
ON ALCOHOL

Editor:
Congratulations
to
Stereo/kite
for
publishing a comprehensive and detailed
Editor:
look at record cleaners and cleaning
As recently appointed U.S. Agent for the
machines. This subject has long been ignored
Garrott Brothers of Australia, Iread with interest Mr. Cordesman's review of the Garrott - by the audio and record press. Our deepest
thanks and appreciation go to your reviewer
Decca cartridge in Volume 7, No. 8 of the
for the many long hours of testing, listening,
Stereophile. While Iwas pleased to see he
astudy implied in his article. Kudoes to all for
recognized some of this cartridge's remarkajob well done.
able attributes, Iwas less happy with his
We would like to comment briefly on some
recommendation that the cartridge could be
of the points under consideration. Thank you
purchased from the Garrott Brothers Agent in
for the opportunity to do so. Contrary to
the UK, who sells direct to the user.
what is stated in footnote 1, "the impurities
The Garrott Brothers tell me that since few
found in common, garden varieties of
Garrott -Deccas are provided to the UK
alcohol" (read rubbing alcohol) can seriously
Agent, it will be impossible for him to suppharm and etch the surface of vinyl records.
ly the American market. At the request of the
Found typically in drug and grocery stores,
Garrotts, the Garrott -Decca cartridge, as well
these alcohols almost always contain scents
as the Garrott replacement styli, will be ofor perfumes which can seriously affect the infered in the U.S. only through selected dealers
tegrity of the record surface. We strongly sugin order to assure that the cartridges are progest the use of CP (Chemically Pure) grade of
perly installed in the end-user's system.
The Garrott -Decca cartridge will have a isopropyl alcohol in a 20% solution with
distilled water. When used at home temperasuggested retail here of $950. If Iweren't obtures for the expected time the dynamics are
viously prejudiced Iwould suggest that it
such that no significant extraction of
compares favorably in musical terms with
plasticisers from vinyl would occur.
any cartridge costing up to twice as much
Finally, we strongly urge listeners not to
here.
F.E. Halaburt
use concentrated alcohol as astylus cleaner.
Analogue Imports
Alcohols can have aseverely adverse effect
P.O. Box 780151
on the elastomers of the stylus suspension
Dallas, TX 75378
Steteophile
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system and can quickly remove plasticiser
from those components. Alcohol can also
react unfavorably with the extremely thin
aluminum tubing of most stylus cantilevers.
Walter E. Davies
Ile LAST Factors'

BEL MODEL 1001 AMPLIFIER

Editor:
Iwould like to express my appreciation for
the excellent review of the Model 1001 Power
Amplifier. Steve Watkinson demonstrates
remarkable understanding of the capabilities
of this instrument and the intended purpose
of its design.
Imust confess to some ambivalence concerning the gain in the mono mode. Left
alone, it would naturally produce an increase
of 6 db. If the higher power mode is used
because of inefficient speakers, the extra gain
could be useful. Ifinally decided it would be
classier to maintain the same gain in either
mode. This also makes it easier to do comparisons (a reviewer should be grateful for
that). In time, the listeners will make the judgment. The feature is easily eliminated if need
be.
In any case, the present diversity of
preamplifier gain characteristics preclude an
ideal accomodation in every situation.
Because of the headroom capability of our
amplifiers, Iwould agree with the suggestion
for a preamp drive capability in the
neighborhood of 10 volts. This should present no difficulty for an instrument of serious
design for high-end audio.
Iwill have to accept the comments on styling as aleft-handed compliment on performance. Ihave always placed performance first.
Iprefer to offer full value in that realm and do
not expect to involve myself in the current
round of "hardware wars." The front panel
styling was derived from an audiophile consensus of basic needs and represents a
minimal approach to that requirement. Ifeel
the costs of producing ahigh qauality power
amplifier are sufficiently high without adding
considerably to them.
The final paragraph suggests ". ..the BEL
1001 must be viewed as abargain." He may
protest but still is able to see the point of it.
"There's a measure in things, there are
definite limits
Which virtue must neither overstep nor
fail to reach."
Horace
All in all, apleasurable review.
Richard D Brown
Brown Electronic Labs
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FUTTERMAN OTL-3 AMPLIFIER

Editors:
Iam glad you finally had a chance to
review the OTL-3s. Itotally agree with Mr.
Cordesman's critique of them. We have from
the beginning stated that these amplifiers are
superb devices only when used with the proper speakers. Those speakers are few in
number, but magical in performance, and
anyone contemplating the purchase of Futterman amplifiers is welcome to talk to me
about speaker compatibility.
The most exciting part of Mr. Cordesman's
review was that areviewer has finally had the
courage to comment on the subject of "tube
warranty." Ihave always felt it was unconscionable that someone should spend from
$2,000 to $6,000 on an amplifier, and then
get a90-day warranty on tubes. Can you imagine buying any other product and receiving
such apaltry warranty? The reason that we
give a2-year warranty on all tubes is that they
are used very conservatively, at only 16% of
their rated value, while manufacturers of
transformer-coupled amplifiers use their output tubes close to 90% of their rated value,
which is aguarantee of premature failure.
The other reason we are able to offer such
extended warranties is that the Futterman circuit uses video tubes that are far more rugged than audio tubes (6550s, EL-34s, 616s,
KT-88s), because they were designed for
continuous long-term operation (watching
soap operas all day long).
We look forward to the day when you will
review the OTL-1, which is our serious attempt at exploring the state of the art in
amplifier design.
For sure it is State of the Art in the warranty we offer: it is the first tube amplifier (or any
amplifier, for that matter) that comes with a
lifetime warranty. We think you deserve this
if you spend $10,000 for one of our products.
Harvey Rosenberg
New York Audio Laboratories
Croton-on-Hudson, NY
Unfortunately, many of us have now been
forced to purchase electronic components
which come with only 90-day warranties:
computers. And you can easily spend
$10,000 on one! Audio consumers would appear to be fortunate in purchasing devices
with 2- to 5-year warranties

Yamaha 080, M60, T80
The manufacturers comments on these products was received at the last moment, but
was too long for inclusion in tbis issue. It
will appear in VoL8 No.2.
Stereophile

Finally„ •No Penalty
For years, moving coil cartridge designers
have been faced with aparadox: standard lowoutput moving coils required astep-up device
that compromised their performance; high-output
moving coils had problems that kept them from
approaching state-of-the-art performance.
Even though we call it a high-output moving
coil: the only similarity between Talisman
Alchemist and previous designs is that neither
requires astep-up device. Problems of slowed
rise time, poor tracking ability and audible
•straining •at higher modulation were solved by
Sumiko's resident physicist, David W. Fletcher,
who synthesized the best available technology
into the Alchemist's development.
The most important design factor of the
sapphire-cantilevered Alchemist IIIS is the
principle that any phono cartridge is asystem of
interlocking electrical and mechanical relationships. Most high-output moving coils are

Sumiko, Inc.
PO. Box 5046
Berkeley, CA 94705

developed by adding more windings to the
coils of an existing product. More windings
means more voltage, but also more moving
mass—enough to audibly degrade transient (rise
time) response and tracking ability. Instead,
Fletcher's design team developed an entirely new
generating system called Intensified Focus — —
intense magnetic focus at the coils concentrates
the generating mechanism's energy, preventing
virtually all losses and fringing effects. Rise-time
is as fast as (or faster than) many of today's
most respected low-output moving coils.
Does our Alchemist turn lead into gold? No,
but it does solve the paradox. Don't compare it
to other high-output moving coils; compare it to
the most highly rated combinations of low-output
moving coils and step-up devices. And let your
ears decide.
Alchemist Ills — nothing stands between you
and the music.

aLchernis

If you can't solder it, TWEEK it!
The better the contact, the cleaner the signal Contact resistance
occurs wherever two conductors are fitted together and
can seriously degrade electronic signal quality Tweele"
dramatically reduces contact resistance in every
interconnection—audio, video, computer,
professional, or industrial
Tweele"—it's serious medicine for
your interconnections
Patent pPled for
The Dayton-Wnght Group

contact enhancer
,ohcator

Sumiko, Inc. P.O.5046, Berkeley CA 94705

An Interview
with Dave Wilson-WAMM!

by J. Gordon Holt
Wilson Audio's fabled WAMM speaker
system (the Wilson Audio Modular
Monitor) has been generally considered
for some years to be the best that money
could buy. Yet Dave recently completed
some major upgrades to it which he
claimed made it "substantially bette,;"
and invited JGH to bis beautiful Marin
County, California home to take alisten
to it. The following interview was one
result of that visit.
JGH: You are, to my knowledge, the only person in High End Audio who wears
two hats; you produce recordings and
loudspeakers. Which came first, the
WAMMs or the records?
DW: The records came first, the
loudspeaker was anatural outgrowth of
my recording activities.
We did, however, have a product
before the records. In 1972 we were
modifying AR turntables to accommodate the SME tone arm, and we must
have sold about 20 of those Iguess. I
was working for Abbott Laboratories in
Chicago at that time, and this was just
something Iwas doing out of my garage.
It was asurprisingly good sounding little
turntable. The first record—Jim Welch's
Concert—didn't come out until five
years later, in «77
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JGH: Okay, that was when you released
your first recording. But when did you
start recording, for the fun of it or
whatever?
DW: Oh, in 1975, several years after I
graduated from college.
JGH: What college did you go to, by the
way?
DW: Brigham Young University. Imajored in biology—molecular biology—
and biophysics. After graduation, Iwas
doing clinical research for Abbott and
designing medical equipment for Cutter
Laboratories. Ileft Cutter alittle over two
years ago.
After Sheryl and I moved here to
Marin County in '75, Istarted taping
choral music—church groups—with a
stock Revox and Sennheiser condenser
mikes. Then we heard about a young
organist named Jim Welch who was getting his doctorate in music at Stanford
and playing regularly at Stanford
Memorial Church, so we started going to
his concerts and ended up taping them.
JGH: How did his first record come
about?
DW: Ihad been growing more and more
disenchanted with commercial recordings, and the urge to make one of my
own was becoming irresistible, but Ihad
Stereophile

no idea of just what I'd make arecording
of. Then Iheard Jim perform in San
Francisco's Grace Cathedral, and Iwas
awed by the experience. The acoustics
there are wonderfully spacious, hugesounding, sonically delicious! When I
heard Jim perform there in 1975, Iwas
so impressed with his playing, particularly of the French literature, that Ileaned over to (my wife) Sheryl and proclaimed that some day Iwould release a
record of him.
Two years later, Igot a very good
recording of Jim performing at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado Springs.
From that tape, as well as some we had
recorded at All Saints on a Flentrop
organ in Palo Alto, we produced the first
record, Concert. It wasn't Grace
Cathedral, but it was astart.

which the performers were recorded.JGH You use "perspective," then, to
mean alistening "point of view." A correct, and convincing recreation of the
original performing space.
JGH: What microphones did you use for
those tapes?
DW: They were not Sennheisers,
because Ihad heard abrightness in them
which Ididn't like. Also they had acardioid pattern, which Iquickly found was
not conveying the sense of space that I
demanded.
DW: Yes. And the right perspective for a
large group is entirely different from
what is needed for asolo instrument,
such as aragtime piano, or aguitar, or
something like that which could
possibly be performing in the listener's
room.

Iwas awed by the experience at Grace Cathedral. The
acoustics there are wonderfully spacious, huge-sounding,
sonically delicious!
In '76, Ihad bought a pair of AKG
414's, which we still have and use occasionally. Then in '79 Ibought apair of
Schoeps Colette microphones, which
we still like very much. Concert was
recorded with the AKGs.
JGH: You mentioned that you demand a
sense of space in your recordings. What
else do you aim for?
DW: The first thing is a convincing
perspective.
JGH: By perspective, do you mean
front-to-back depth?
DW: No. Iwould consider that apart of
the soundstaging. By perspective I
mean, well, to give an example, if I'm
recording achoir, large pipe organ, or
orchestra—something requiring alarge
performing space—then what Iwant to
do is move the listener to that space,
rather than trying to bring that sound into the listener's room. Iwant to capture
so much of the sense of that space that
the listener can close his eyes and hear
primarily the sound of the room in
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Take chamber music recordings, like
the Beethoven and Enescu violin and
piano sonatas. There Ichose aperspective that's sufficiently close-up that the
instruments sound as if they're in your
room rather than in alarge concert hall.
JGH: Your tape deck is a very
impressive-looking instrument. Can you
give me some details about it?
DW: It's called an Ultramaster, and it's a
Studer A80-RC deck with all its record
and playback electronics customdesigned and built by John Curl. It uses
all high speed devices, there are no
capacitors in the signal path, and alot of
servos are used to reduce DC offsets to
very, very low levels. The bias frequency
has been upped to 450 kHz from its
stock 150 kHz, which helps reduce
modulation noise and birdies.
Unfortunately, the RC deck is Studer's
smaller unit, the one that Mark Levinson
builds his ML5 around. I say unfortunately because it does not allow
preview heads to be added.
Stereophile

JGH: So you can't get automatic pitch
and depth control from the Ultramaster
when cutting adisc.
DW: That's right.
JGH: Do you you use this machine
nonetheless for playback when you're
cutting adisc?
DW: Yes. Imight as well take advantage
of its superior playback electronics as
well as the record sections.
JGH: Why couldn't you just add an
outrigger assembly for the preview
heads?
DW: To do it right is fairly difficult, so
that you don't introduce scrape flutter.
The system is designed with a servo
system that maintains the proper tape
tensions, but if you screw up the tensioning by adding another six pulleys
and an additional head, then things can
get alittle sticky.
JGH: How then do you control pitch
and depth during the disc cutting? You'd
have to do it manually, like adirect-todisc recording.
DW: That's exactly right, and most
mastering engineers don't much appreciate that. Especially if the the recording engineer used spaced microphones,
as Ido, and the master tape therefore
contains alot of out-of-phase low frequency information. It conspires to produce
large-amplitude
vertical
modulations.
JGH: Which can cut into the blank disc's
metal base.
DW: Into the base or, what's just as bad,
the cutting stylus can rise high enough
to actually leave the surface of the lacquer momentarily, so you lose your
groove.
JGH: Do you cut directly from your
original master tapes, or from one-toone copies?
DW: All of the records are cut directly
from the originals. Even afirst-generation copy degrades the sound.
JGH: But isn't that alittle risky? If the
machine chews up atape, that's bye-bye.
Iassume you do have backups, don't
you?
DW: We do have backups on many but
Stereophile

not all the tapes.
JGH: Only on some tapes! In other
words, it's just dumb luck that you
haven't trashed amaster as yet?
DW: Luck, and alot of care in handling
the tapes.
JGH: Ithink that's courting disaster, but
it's your choice.
This is harking back to aconversation
we had at the last CES. Imentioned that
Ifelt that the future of recording was going to involve reproduction of ambience
from the sides and rear of the listening
room. Have you considered doing future
recordings with encoded ambience?
DW: No, Ihaven't. I've really been too
busy to think about extra channels. But
Ido think that, for such things as orchestral recordings recorded in alarge
acoustical space, the ambient concept is
quite valid.
JGH: Also, it would be nice to be able to
sell four of your loudspeakers to each
customer.
DW: There actually is one person who is
interested in doing that, but he can't afford it.
JGH: I'm not surprised. That's $84,000
for the speakers alone. You said the
WAMM evolved from your recording activities. How so?
DW: Well, Ineeded asystem that would
really tell me what my tapes sounded
like. Ihad no idea of selling speakers. I
just wanted one for my own use, my
own listening pleasure.

Also, it would be nice to be
able to see four of your
loudspeakers to each
customer.... That's
$84,000 for the speakers
alone.
I started with a pair of Dahlquist
DQ-10s, which did anumber of things
quite well but also had some serious
limitations. When Istarted listening to
master tapes Ihad made, as opposed to
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records somebody else made, the shortP3 became the WAMM series 1which we
comings of the DQ-10 and, Ishould
debuted in Las Vegas in 1982.
add, the rest of my playback system,
JGH: What was the initial reaction in Las
became more and more apparent.
Vegas?
So Idecided to try some new ideas
DW: Very favorable. Of course, we had
that Ihad been thinking about at the
an advantage in that nobody expected a
time, as well as some older ones Ihad
speaker made from such diverse
worked on in the `60s. In 1966, when
elements to sound even halfway decent.
Sheryl and Ifirst met, Ihad speakers that
So they were pleasantly surprised. A lot
were large biamped modular systems
of people didn't much care for its apwith adjustable high frequency panels,
pearance, but it was the price that really
so the basic concept of the WAMM acgot people upset.
tually originated in the 60's.
JGH: Ah yes, the price. I'm sure you're
It was an ungainly looking contrapaware that many people consider that to
tion, but it sounded pretty good, and a be outrageous....
number of people, after listening to it,
DW: It is.
suggested Iput it together into asystem
JGH: ... and I know that everyone
reading this has the same question about
that might be marketed. Ipoo-pooed
it: Just what does a buyer get for his
that, and continued to refine it to the
$42,000?! Aside from the no-holdspoint where Icould see a way that it
might be packaged. So we did some
barred construction and the beautiful
market research.
wood that I've seen used in them—apart
I had a number of people whose
from the cosmetics, what does all that
money pay for?
listening abilities Irespected come and
audition the system, critique it, and rank
DW: Well, it includes the two 61
2 -foot
/
it against others they had heard. Then I bass towers, the equalizer and crossover,
asked them to put aprice tag on it. The
the midrange and electrostatic high end
consensus was that the sound was
assemblies, the mounting and timeamong the best they had ever heard, but
alignment frame, and installation in the
that the price would have to be around
user's listening space.
$6-10,000! At the time, that struck me as
JGH: By you.
being ridiculously expensive, but we
DW: Yes. By me. Iinstall it, align it, and
decided nonetheless to go ahead and
voice it for maximum accuracy across
establish amarket.
the audio range.
JGH: So the price includes apersonal
Itook these DQ-10s and, in astep-byvisit and several hours of consulting time
step fashion, Ifirst improved the power
by the system's designer.
handling capacity and extension of low
DW: As many hours as it takes to get it
frequency response, then the midrange
working as well as it can be made to in
dynamics, and then the high frequency
that room.
extension
with
the
electrostatic
JGH: I'd say that's worth something. No
modules. What Iended up with was
other consumer audio product Iknow
basically apair of DQ-10 frames resting
of gets delivered and set up by its
on special stands, with KEF B139s indesigner.
stead of the 10-inch Dahlquist woofers,
DW: Mainly, what that "outrageous"
Braun drivers in the midrange, and RTR
ESR 15s hanging from the ceiling on
price buys is asystem which costs an
enormous amount to manufacture and
steel cables attached to a track which
produce. So it is very expensive, and cerallowed us to adjust their placement
tainly nobody in the universe needs one,
relative to the rest of the system while
but considering what it costs us to put
listening.
We called that first version the
P-1—the Prototype 1—and it then went
1 The price of the WAMMs has since increased to
$45,000.
through three distinct stages, and finally
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one together, it is not overpriced.
JGH: Considering its sound, I don't
think it's overpriced either. After all,
what's aproper price to pay for what is
probably the best in the world of
anything?
DW: It's whatever you as abuyer deem it
to be worth to you.
JGH: But that 842,000 doesn't even include associated equipment. Do you
make specific recommendations as to
what your customers should use with it,
or are they sort of cast to the winds?

non-audio products there recently—cigarettes and things like that.
JGH: Have you priced apage of advertising in Stereo Review?
DW: No. Ihaven't considered advertising there, but Iwould imagine it's quite
expensive.
JGH: We're talking about $28,000 for
one page! And that's my point. It's sufficiently high that not many high-end
manufacturers are going to be able to afford it. High-end is fascinating, but it
ain't very lucrative.

DW: Ialways try to make specific recommendations of associated equipment
because, as we all know, the associated
equipment will affect dramatically the
sound of the system—far more so than
most audiophiles realize.
Isaw aparticularly telling comment in
arecent—I believe it was the October
issue—of Stereo Review, in Julian
Hirsch's editorial where he's talking
about listening perceptions. He mentions that occasionally he thinks he
might hear differences between cables
and turntables and amplifiers. Of course,
he doesn't make abig deal of it because
these things are "not supposed to sound
different."
JGH: Well you must know that, for
Julian, just the admission of this in print
was astep forward, although he told me
several years ago that he did hear differences between electronics but didn't
judge those differences to be, and I
quote, "significant." Ithink it's "significant" that Stereo Review is now admitting that they may be.
DW: It is, and it's consistent with the
magazine's evolving editorial stance.
JGH: Yes, I've noticed this. Suddenly,
they're
courting
the
"high-end"
audiophiles.
DW: You know, they rely so much on
their advertising dollars, but now, with
so many of their advertisers getting more
and more involved with video and such,
there is less advertising money for the
audio-only magazines. So Stereo Review
is probably looking for new sources of
ads. Ihave noticed more advertising of

DW: In Chicago Ihad the opportunity to
have breakfast with William Lippe, the
new publisher of Stereo Review. His attitude reflected an interesting combination of realities, pragmatism, and willingness to satisfy high end audiophiles.
He said he felt that high end audio is
really where all the action is.
JGH: We've known that for 20 years.
DW: He also made another comment
which Ifound interesting. Noel Lee of
Monster Cable was there, and they were
talking about cables. Noel, of course,
believes very strongly—as do we—that
there are significant differences in the
sounds of cables, and that these are not
due to mystical forces, but rather to laws
of physics which have been understood
for decades. William Lippe said that
whether or not cables make adifference
is not important. What is important is
that the market perceives that they make
adifference, and will then go out and
buy the product.
Now, that's marketing pragmatism.
But it is not enlightened audiophilism.
JGH: It's not exactly what I'd call
enlightened journalism either.
What bothers me about Stereo Review
is that its stand on many aspects of
sound reproduction seem to stem from
publishing policy rather than from
enlightenment or an inclination to inform. If they start telling their readers
that cables do make adifference, it will
not necessarily be because they believe
this to be true, but merely because they
want to entice cable manufacturers to
advertise.
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DW: But giving good information to
their readers is astep in the right direction, whatever the motive.
JGH: Iguess, but Ihave this gut feeling
that it's intellectually dishonest.
One of the reasons Icame out to visit
you was to take alisten to the latest updates in the WAMM. As you know, Iwas
impressed. Could you give us some
details as to what those updates
involved?
DW: Well, the WAMM has actually
undergone three major upgrades since it
was first introduced. The system that
was first introduced, the Series 1WAMM,
incorporated RTR electrostatic panels,
and was similar in general configuration
to the current WAMM. In the Series 2,
the RTR panels were replaced by
Janszen-manufactured panels, and some
very subtle changes were made in the
crossover network. These changes gave
the Series 2slightly greater power handling capacity, faster transient response,
and very slightly improved soundstaging
performance.
The Series 3upgrade. ..
JGH: The latest one.
100

DW: Yes. The latest upgrade involved
entirely new midrange modules with
new crossovers, new drivers, new
enclosure materials, and some new
technology. Also, an improved midrange
-midbass crossover configuration, an improved electrostatic-module power
supply, and a dramatically improved
equalizer. The equalizer improvements
include a large external power supply
and, very importantly, the original 5534
op amps in the signal path have been
replaced by custom-made FET hybrid
circuits designed by John Curl and Pat
Durran.
JGH: How much would it cost the
owner of aSeries 2 to get the equalizer
upgraded to the Series 3?
DW: That would run you $800. And the
new midrange modules would be
another $2100 for the four modules (two
per channel).
JGH: Does that include atrade-in on the
old modules?
DW: No. The old modules are of no
value to us. They can't be modified to a
Series 3. The new modules are entirely
different.
Stereophile

orchestral music or astring quartet, the
JGH: Iget the impression even the best
listener would go up in flames.
of anything can be improved. What
aspects of your present WAMM do you JGH: Did that answer satisfy him?
DW: Idon't think so. He would have
feel might be bettered?
preferred asimple Yes or No. But it gave
DW: That's atough question to throw at
me right now, because the Series 3 him something to think about.
upgrades were designed to improve JGH: You mentioned earlier today that
you were working on some alternate,
those areas where Ifelt improvements
lower-priced WAMM systems.
could be made. But there are obviously
DW: There are two. One, primarily for
still ways in which these things can be
our own use, is a small on-location
improved.
monitor system something like an
My son David came home the other
LS-3/5a. The other is alarger three-way
day and he was upset. Down the street
system, but Ireally can't tell you too
there lives a man who builds loudmuch more about that. The small system
speaker enclosures for John Myer Sound
should be available some time in 1985,
Lab. His son, who is afriend of my son,
and Idon't know when the three-way
told my son that the speakers his dad
will be ready.
makes are better than the WAMM.
JGH: This sounds like "My dad's JGH: Can you tell me what's coming up
on your recording agenda?
loudspeakers can beat up your dad's
DW: Well, we're working on a jazz
loudspeakers."

If you were to put apair ofWAMMs in the middle of Dodger
Stadium in Los Angeles and tried to play aGrateful Dead
concert, the speakers would go up in flames.

DW: That's right. Isaid that's okay, but
Davey asked, "Is it true, are they really
better?" So Ihad to explain to him that
speakers are designed for specific applications, and that the WAMM is designed for listening to acoustical music in
moderate sized acoustical environments,
and under those conditions the system is
very good indeed. Ipointed out that the
speakers Eric's father makes are designed
for reproduction of rock music in large
outdoor spaces—for concerts and so
forth. Isaid that if you were to put apair
of WAMMs in the middle of Dodger
Stadium in Los Angeles and tried to play
a Grateful Dead concert, the speakers
would go up in flames.
JGH: If you threw enough power at
them, probably.
DW: On the other hand, if you were to
put some of these giant rock towers into
somebody's living room and try to play
Stereophile

quartet recording, and we're going to do
another recording of piano and violin
music, with Beethoven on one side and
Bartok on the other. The Beethoven will
probably be the Spring Sonata. We like
the contrast of having Beethoven on one
side and some Slavic composer on the
other; they seem to complement each
other. We're also working on some
developments with symphonic music
and with a large chamber group in
Chicago.
JGH: I'd like to talk about your comparison disc that came out recently, the
one where you compared adigital copy
with the original.
DW: Yes, Test 1.
JGH: I've heard that disc criticized on
two counts. One, that the digital system
represented should have been one that
perfectionists consider to be the best,
rather than the Soundstream system,
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which some people don't think is all that
good. And two, the disc is comparing an
analog original with adigital copy of it,
and the question here is, shouldn't both
sides have been originals?

tide to the November 1983 Fanfare
magazine, in which Imade the notentirely-facetious
observation
that
digital represents anew frontier in the
processing of music, in that it allows us
to experience for ourselves exciting new
DW: In answer to your first question,
forms of distortion which were inconthere will never be a consensus as to
ceivable with old-fashioned analog.
which system of any kind is the best.
JGH: This is probably true.
Many people who have compared the Fl
DW: There was avery interesting paper
with the Soundstream feel the Soundpresented at the Paris AES in March of
stream is superior. We chose it because
'84, which went into the audibility of
we happen to agree with that, and also
certain kinds of distortion which are prebecause we wanted to avoid the possible
sent in all PCM digital systems in comcriticism that could arise from comparmercial use today. The authors stressed
ing astate-of-the-art analog recorder to
that some of these problems occurred at
a $4000 digital system instead of a
alevel of only about 34 dB below the
$50,000 one.
music signal level, and were audible to
We felt that we should use the digital
even untrained listeners.
system that most recording engineers
feel to be the most nearly-perfect. It
The irony is that the authors of this
would be more expensive than our
paper were R. Lagadec (of Willi Studer,
Ultramaster machine, and it has producRegensdorf) and Thomas Stockham
ed more recordings on the respected
(Soundstream). If those defects were so
audiophile labels than any other digital
audible to even untrained listeners, I
system.
wondered why in the world have these
JGH: That's true.
men had been promoting digital as being
DW: The other question that some may
basically perfect for so long? Ithink the
have, and it's one that Ianticipated, is,
answer lies not in their greed or
Why have an original on one side and a anything like that, but in their simply not
copy on the other side? My reasoning
becoming attuned to those new kinds of
here was that this is, after all, atest of
distortion until recently.
PCM digital systems, and you need an
JGH: It's obvious that many of the
original to compare it with. On this disc,

Iinstall the WAMM, align it, and voice it for maximum
accuracy across the audio range.

the analog sound is the original. Iwasn't
trying to compare analog with digital;
we all know analog tape has its flaws too.
Ijust wanted to show that digital isn't as
perfect as its promoters have made it out
to be.
JGH: To show there is some change in
the sound as a result of the digital
processing.
DW: Yes, exactly. Icontributed alittle ar102

things that make digital attractive to
recording engineers are ones pertinent
only to professional use, such as the
ability to make six generations of copies
without conspicuous degradation.
DW: Oh, that's only the tip of the
iceberg. Lucasfilm's production outfit
has adigital system called the ASP, which
can synthesize practically any sound effect that you want. Some of the sounds
Stereophile

for Temple of Doom were made on
ASP—crowd scenes, some of the rail car
sounds, echoes, things like that. They
were all digitally synthesized.
JGH: You're kidding!

You eliminate as much of the
hall reverb as you can, then
you put the sound through
this digital processor. ..to
create any acoustical
"environment" you want.

struments at all. You will hear loudspeakers playing digitally processed
recordings of those instruments, with
this digital ambience delay added. It
scares me.
JGH: Ihave afeeling that we're going to
end up having ancient music societies
which meet secretly to listen to unamplified instruments in a real acoustical
space, while the rest of society listens to
everything from loudspeakers.
DW: Just like there are people today
who still insist on listening to music
through old-fashioned vacuum tubes.
JGH: That's right.
DW: Ifind the whole situation with
digital right now analagous—no pun
intended—analagous to the introduction of solid state. From the very beginning, transistors measured much better
than the best vacuum tube equipment in
many important ways. But today there's
hardly anyone who would listen to an
early transistor amplifier. Yet old Marantz

DW: But that was just an interesting application of digital. Much more disturbing, to me, was something Iheard during
an interview on John Sunier's Bay-area
radio program "Audiophile Audition,"
with aprofessor at Stanford who is into
digital signal processing and composing
music
for
digital
synthesis.This
gentleman described aresearch project
Just like there are people
that is underway at Stanford that will, actoday who still insist on
cording to him, overcome the problems
listening to music through
inherent in the acoustical engineering of
concert halls.
old-fashioned vacuum tubes.
If you have a concert hall which is
large and spacious, like the Concertgebow Orchestra Hall in Holland or Boston's Symphony Hall—nice big, resonNine and Dyna Stereo 70 tube amps are
ant rooms—certain kinds of music don't
still in demand, if you can find them.
sound just right in there. Different pieces JGH: But Inotice that your first choices
demand a different ambient environof electronics for use with your WAMM
ment. So what they're proposing is. .. are solid state.
JGH: Oh, no! Something that will exDW: Yes, but look how long it took for
tract the direct sound and eliminate
solid state to catch up. Almost aquarter
reverb, so you can. ..
century!
DW: Exactly. You eliminate as much of JGH: So we expect digital to equal
the hall reverb as you can, you closely
analog one year after its introduction! It's
mike all the instruments, then you put
still improving, though, and many of its
the sound through this digital processor
"problems" are looking more like audiowhich can then be programmed to
circuit problems than inherent flaws in
create any acoustical "environment" you
digital. We won't really know how good
want.
it can be until digital audio electronics
JGH: That makes me sick.
are as good as we've come to take for
granted with analog.
DW: Even at a"live" performance, you
DW: Don't hold your breath!
will not hear the sound of the live inStereophile
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Randall Research Cable Systems
... the indispensable component

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE • IRVINE, CA 92714 • [714] 261-9141 • TELEX 382175

FOR THE SILENCE OF SPACE,
THE THUNDER OF THE PLANETS...

Listen to the BPA-100B High Technology, High Definition Amplifiers. •Meets all the design criteria of
Ottala and Cherry. •Features nested multiple feedback loops, wide bandwidth and high slew rate with
adominant pole frequency of 15KHz, resulting in constant feedback and zero phaseshift from DC to 20
KHz. •Afully regulated power supply yields true DC coupling and incredibly solid bass. No protection
circuitry within the signal path, yet fully protected. 100 w/ch. into 8ohms. 175 w/ch. into 4ohms and
350 w,into 8ohms in the built-in bridge-mono mode. •Coming soon: Model LCA-10 preamplifier.
Spectrascan. Inc. 5923 N. Nevada Ave.. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907,
(303) 599-9254 Dealer and representative inquiries invited.

HOT NEWS
• Mark Levinson Audio Systems, which recently denied
a rumor that the firm was having financial problems
("HotNews," issue 7-6), subsequently went from bankruptcy to new ownership in a matter of weeks. MLAS
was purchased by a group of former employees as well
as outside investors, who now call themselves Madrigal Audio Labs. Production has been resumed on the
ML-3 and ML-9, and other, new products are in the
works. Distribution and promotion for Madrigal Audio
Labs are being handled by Madrigal Systems, Ltd.,
P.O. Box 781, Middletown CT 06457.
• Oracle turntables are back. The former Trans-Audio
Corp, whose bankruptcy was reported here a couple
of months ago, has reorganized as Oracle Audio and
is shipping Mark II versions of all their previous
products. Oracle Audio is located in Sherbrooke,
Quebec, and can be reached at (819) 516-5566.
• Doug Sax, of Sheffield Records and the Mastering
Lab, has purchased a JVC digital mastering system.
Formerly one of digital's most outspoken critics,
Doug has been finding that the medium's potential
appears to be considerably greater than he had
believed.
• The 99-year-old Sea Cliff NY home of "The Absolute
Sound" publisher Harry Pearson was badly damaged by
an early-morning fire on February 26. The fire,
described by Sea Cliff's fire marshall as "suspicious" in origin, destroyed HP's reference system
and some of his record collection, but TAS's Art
Dudley told us that little of the magazine's editorial material was lost and, more important, none
of its circulation files. Harry, you have our sincerest sympathies.
• Motif Electronics is the name of the new high-end
component Division of M. Berns Industries, manufacturer of Tiffany connectors. Motif's first products,
to be manufactured by Conrad-Johnson, include a
$3500 preamp, a $2800 200-watt mono amplifier, and a
100-watt/channel stereo amplifier for $2800. All are
solid-state.
Stereophile
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The Dynamic
Loudspeaker
Just Came
Of Age.

Although the dynamic loudspeaker has been around
for a long time, it is safe to say that even the better
ones have generally sounded more spectacular than
musical. So most critical listeners have preferred
electrostatics in spite of their problems with lack of
low bass and dynamic range, room placement, imaging,
and unreliability—the very areas where dynamics
excell. What the electrostats had (low coloration,
detailing, and musicality), the dynamics lacked.
Recently there has been a movement to improve
the dynamic loudspeaker, and Watkins Engineering
has been a part of this since 1972. Much new tech-
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e

nology is now available, and in fact, the dynamic
loudspeaker has just entered a new era. In our WE-1,
we have applied the best of current technology, along
with our own innovative and exclusive Watkins
dual-drive woofer, rear radiation absorption, and
damped first order crossover (all three features
patented). The WE-1 actually has transient response
with less hangover than electrostatics. It breaks
away from obsolete designs of the past with pure
uncolored high-definition sound. And whether dynamic
or electrostatic, we are confident that you cannot buy
amore musical loudspeaker.

Watkins Engineering

1019 E. Center St., Kingsport, TN 37660. (615)246.3701
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 ccnts per word; Commercial $1.00 per word, $30.00 minimum. Multiple
insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card
number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
MCINTOSH EQUIPMENT BOUGHT, SOLD,
traded. Steve Rowell, Box 176, Walton, NY
13856. (607)865-7200.
YAMAHA BX-1 AMPS $2000/pair, AGI 511
preamp $245, Sumiko Phono Amp $495,
BGW 750 A $500, SP-6B mint $795, Nak 600
II $300, Ampzilla $495, and more. Ye Olde
HiFi Sboppe, Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317)
253-5480.
SOUTHER SLA-3 IMPROVED (unused),
$475. Yamaha PX-2, $475. CJ PV2Ar Preamp,
$425. RM4A lUbe Headamp, $175. Karl (505)
988-5477 NM.
SUMIKO MDC-800 TONEARM, TANDBERG
3001A 'Diner Mod Squad Oracle Power Supply, Spica TC-50 speakers. (These speakers
have custom-made stands which are much
better than anything commercially available.
Please call for a full description of these
stands and speakers. It is of paramount importance toward areal understanding of what
Iam selling.) Call Cbris (313) 824- 1558.
AUDIO CLASSICS INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE The Musical Difference. Dealer
for: Goldmund, Berning, Merrill, Pink
Triangle, Souther, Koetsu, Quicksilver, JSE Infinite Slope, Accuphase, Alphason, Melos,
Syrinx, Swiss Physics, Odyssey, Precision
Fidelity, Jadis,
Shinon,
Plasmatronics,
Triplanar, Tiptoes, Onyx Audio, Elite Rock,
Straight Wire, Wingate Audio, Spectrum, Tiffany connectors, Kindel, Lead Balloon, RAM
tubes, Beard, Music and Sound, Fidelity
Research,
Ventas,
Promethean Green,
Sondex, Peterson, Well Tempered Lab,
Discrete Technology, Lazarus, and more. Ask
for our list of used and demo equipment.
AUDIO CLASSICS INC., Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma (405)842-3033.
PROAC TABLETTE MINISPKRS. Perfect condition. $395/pair. Call Bob (213)826-6171.
The Absolute Sound, issues 1-32. Excellent.
$75 or best offer. (907)337-2971.
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DAHLQUIST DQ10 SPEAKERS, passive
crossover, and subwoofer. Excellent. $1200
Canadian
funds.
(514) 879-8456 or
843-8175.
ACOUSTAT 2+2s, $1300; ACOUSTAT 4s,
$950; Acoustat TNT-200 amplifier, $750;
Acoustat TNP preamp, $395. Threshold
800A, a classic, $1295. Discounts for any
combinations of above, make offer. Larry
(505) 982-2894 (days), (505) 982-0858
(eves).
AUDIO CLASSICS DEMO AND USED EQUIPMENT SALE. All items are mint. Goldmund
Studio/T-3 arm $3495; Beveridge RM 1/2a
$1295; VA Systems 2$495; Acoustat Ils $595;
Audio Research SP-10/wood cases $2395;
Acoustat Monitor IVs/Joe Curcio $1200, modification $1995; Levinson ML-7 with L3a/L2
cards $2895; Counterpoint SA-5 $1050, SA-2
$575; Dayton Wright LCM-1s $395; Teac
SA-3300sx $449. AUDIO CLASSICS INC.,
Oklahoma City Oklahoma. (405)842-3033.
SOUND EXPERIENCE, St. Paul, Minnesota.
SOTA, AR, Sumiko arms, Grado Signature,
Precision Fidelity, Spica, ProAc, Stax F81
demo $1600. (612) 698-8714 eves and
weekends.
JVC QL-10 TURNTABLE WITH JVC UA7045
ARM, Monster Clamp, Fulton "Kinetic Barrier" mat. All Mint. $350 or best offer. (907)
337-2971.
THE GOLDEN ERA OF RCA RECORDS. Send
for research paper on history, identification,
evaluation, listing of over 350 finest classical
RCA records; 170 sound quality ratings.
Meaning of labels and numbers. $10. J. Mitchell, Box 843, Kingsport, TN 37662.
MO Fl BEATLES BOX, unopened, $550, Sheffield Thelma Houston, sealed, $100. Box
3124, Falls Church, VA 22043.
THE ABSOWTE SOUND, VOL. 1Nos. 1, 2, 3;
Vol. 2Nos. 5, 6, 7, 8. All in mint condition except 1-1. Best offer. (313)644-0737.
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CONRAD JOHNSON PREMIER 4AMPLIFIER
$1800; Audio Research D-110 amplifier 1795;
Revox A-700 recorder $1400; Pyramid T-1
Ribbon Tweeters $500; Magneplanar Bass
panels $500. (402)779-2589. EXCEPTIONAL
MODIFICATIONS: QUAD amplifiers, Belles &
Spatial preamps, Ittok Mission, SME, &
Technics EPA-100 tonearms. Quad ESL-63
and Rogers LS3/5A speakers. Send for complete catalog: Mod Squad, 542 Coast
Highway 101, Leucadia CA 92024. (619)
436-7666.
ALL TUBE ACOUSTAT SCA. New FR-4 PCB
with DC Circuitry, Active VR, and Precision
Components. Definitive, Dynamic, Precise
Imaging. Old amps + $1200. Also COMPLETE preamp revisions: AR, CJ, Marantz,
Theta, etc.; $600. Write: J. Curcio, PO. Box
10503, State College, PA 16805-0503.
THE QUALITY OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY combined with the sensitivity of
meticulous handcraftsmanship. Send for
complete catalog: The Mod Squad, 542 Coast
Highway 101, Leucadia CA 92024.
JBL PARAGON CLASSIC STEREO SPEAKER
SYSTEM, oiled walnut, mint, $5500. Call
(203) 929-0212 or write Box 2009, Huntington, CT 06484.
ACOUSTAT TNP $400, BERNING EA-230
$450,
Conrad-Johnson
PV-2AR
1399,
Fuselier model 2s $425, Linn latest updates
1495, McIntosh 240, B/0; MR-67 1195,
Nalcamichi 700 MkII $435, SOTA $650, Spica
TC-SO oak $370, Onkyo TX-26 receiver
1190, Quad 405-2 $395, Tiptoes Small $5,
Large $7. All Mint, plus shipping. Jeff (313)
478-0857.
PYRAMID
METRONOME
Il
LOUDSPEAKERS, latest version, walnut w/matching
S-II stands, absolutely mint condition, make
offer. (804) 693 -6889.
THE ABSOLUTE SOUND, VOL. 1, NOS. 1-4.
BEST OFFER. (215) 566-8713.
QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST—Rotel,
Sumo, PS Audio, McLaren, NYAL Moscode,
Quicksilver, Crown, Berning, Magus, Lazarus,
AR-Connoisseur, Mordaunt Short, MCM,
Goetz, Micro-Seiki, AR, MAS, Maplenoll,
Rock, Audioquest, SAEC, Alphason, Grado,
Shinon, Alpha, VGL, Koetsu, Discrete
Technology, Music Link, others. Newsletter.
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Musical Images of Kentucky, 11027 Buckeye
Trace, Goshen, KY 40026. (502)228-3200.
SOUTHER SLA-3. NEVER USED. Best offer.
Steve (801) 531-4016 (weekdays).
AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS AT DISCOUNT
PRICES: Mobile Fidelity, Reference, Sheffield,
Wilson, CDs, plus LAST cleaners, VPI, and
more.
FREE
catalog.
CLASS -AUNDERGROUND, 35 North Greenbusb
Road, West Nyack, NY 10994. Phone (914)
638-4089 (10-4 EST). Quick delivery,
Mastercard/Visa.
BACK ISSUE>: TAS -5-36—$150, Stereopbile
Spring '73-Vol.7 -8 (44 issues, Vol. 4-8 missing) $150, JAR Vol. 5plus Hotlines 1-37 (missing 26) $75. Will accept best offer. (414)
466-4863 after 8PM CST
THE POUND HAS FALLEN. Due to the
strength of the dollar we can offer British
Audio gear at substantial discounts over current retail. Sample prices: Linn Sondek turntable, $678; Linn Ittok tonearm, $430; Rega
RB300 tonearm, $147.50; Meridian MCD,
$625; Celestion SL-600, $1080. Prices subject
to periodic change due to currency fluctuations. Send SASE for full price and information sheet. Phone operated only Monday and
Wednesday 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m., Saturday
3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Central time. Sterling
Audio Imports, Inc., 121 Deckbar Avenue,
New Orleans, Louisiana 70121. (504)
832-1402.
FUSELIER MODEL 5SPEAKERS. One month
old, 1700. (419)353-3125.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-4 PREAMP. MINT.
Under 20 hours use, $375. Ariston RD-80
Table with Premiere MMT arm, Talisman Sapphire cartridge, $550. Marc (802)863-4398
or (802) 878-8296.
BEST PRICES! ESOTERIC AUDIO SPEAKER
CABLE, .50/ft. Dennesen Soundtraktor
phono alignment, $32.50, & FM indoor
antenna, $37.50. Audioquest Sorbothane mat
$32.50. More! Catalog $1.00, refundable with
order. Shipping 12.50 each item. Illinois add
6 1/4% tax. AAA Audiophile, Box 120457,
Elgin, IL 60121.
THE BEL '1001 CLASS-A AMPLIFIER: so
sweet and pure you won't even know it's
there. AUDIO NEXUS, NJ (201) 464-8238,
(201)730-2409.

Stereophile

SEALED SGT. PEPPER'S UHQR, best offer,
possible trade. (215) 269-9284.
AUDIO
INTERFACE
CST-80H,
$200.
Dynavector Karat 23R, $90. Monster Cable
Powerline, 45 ft., $45. D&K electronic stylus
cleaner, $20. Simpson 260 VOM, $40. All
mint. Mark Zenon, 2301 S. Jefferson Davis
Hwy., Apt. 1231, Arlington, VA 22202. (703)
521-0836, evenings.
USED AUDIOPHILE EQUIPMENT. K1.11 9s
full-range electrostatic speakers, $750/pr.
Audio Research Dual 75A, $500. NEC 803 CD
player, $500. McIntosh MX 114 tuner/preamp,
$250. KLH 4s, $150/pr. Dynakit MK Ill amp,
$100. All in good condition. (
707)964-9044.
PERREAUX 1150B AMP; TANDBERG 3002A
PREAMP; Sansui AUG 99X integrated amp
and TU D99X tuner. Like new. (215)
567-4626.
AMP CONRAD JOHNSON MV-75A, $1000.
Preamp Counterpoint SA-3, $650. Tonearm
Linn Ittok LV II, $350. Subwoofer Janis W-1
and Interphase 1-A, $825. (716) 271 -4943.
EXTRAORDINARY PRODUCTS: Triplanar
Tonearm, Oracle Power Supply, Phoenix
Preamplifier, MacMod Tonearm & Interconnect Cables, Tiptoes, MacMod Crossover,
MacMod Subwoofer. Send for complete
catalog: Mod Squad, 542 Coast Highway 101.
Leucadia CA 92024 (619)436-7666.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-5 $1200, MV-75
$1175, Michell Gyrodec $950, Zeta arm $600,
Monster Cable Alpha I $395. All unused.
(408) 946-664-i

GREEN FIELD EQUIPMENT
Aucho systems dedIcated to the presentatIon of the art form,
THE MUSIC.
ACCUPHASE • ADCOM • ARISTON • AUDIO INTERFACE • BEVERIDGE • BERNING • CLASSE' AUDIOS
COUNTERPOINT • DISTECH • DYNAVECTOR • EAR
ELECTROCOMPANIET• ELECTRON KINETICS• ENTEC
• GRACE • GRADO • HAFLER • ITC • JSE • KISEKI
• KIMBER KABLE • KLYNE • KOETSU • NEC •
ORSONIC • PRECISION FIDELITY S PROFILE • REGA •
SPECTRUM • SIDEREAL AKUSTIC • SOUTHER •
SPICA • STAX • SUPEX • THORENS • TRIAD • VPI •
VSP LABS • VAN DEN NUL
Auddlons by appomtment • ShIppung and export lacIllbes
7805 Greenfield Street • River Forest. Illinois 60305
312/771-4660

The Merrill Turntable is handbuilt,
one at a time. No assembly line is
used. Our turntable is straight-forward. No gimmicks. Just like this
ad.
As to the design of the Merrill Turntable, we have addressed ourselves
to all customary parameters, plus
we've broken new ground in many
heretofore untouched areas. We do
not believe in trying to make something exotic by virtue of its price.
We're proud of the workmanship,
quality, and performance of our
Merrill Turntable. We're also proud
of our small but dedicated dealer
network Without exception, they
are gentlemen truly knowledgeable
in the science and art of Audio
Reproduction.
— DEALERS —
AUDIO BY CONTI
A. J. Conti

38A Gowing Road /Hudson, NH 03051
(603) 883-4504

AUDIO CONNECTION

Hart Huschens
615 Bloomfield Ave. /Verona, NJ 07044
(201) 239-1799

AUDIO CLASSICS

Christopher Tilghman
2401 NW. 55th Terrace
Oklahoma City, OK 73112
(405) 842-3033

SUPERIOR AUDIO SYSTEMS

Joe Galanti
716 N. Wells St. Chicago, 11,60610-3510
(312) 280-1045

AUDIO ONE

Ken Mavrick
8788 West Sunset Blvd.
West Hollywood, CA 90069
(213) 855-0500

UNDERGROUND SOUND

2125 Central Ave. /Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 272-1275

AMPZILLA

AND

SON

OF

AMPZILLA

MODIFICATION. Audio grade parts. Improved low impedence power supply. Circuitry
fine-tuned and brought up to 1985 standards.
Improved definition and focus. Equal to the
best. Call or write: GASWORKS MODIFICATIONS, 4570 West State Street, Boise, Idaho
83703. (208) 343-3463.
ROBERTSON 6010 ANIPLIFIER, $1500. Robertson
4010, 5550. Call Larry (505) 982-2894 days or
(505)982-0858 evenings.

WANTED

Nothing requiring a step-up. Also headphones (Signet TK-33 etc.). PO. Box 614,
Pacific, CA 94044. (415)359-6746.
OLD TANNOY/JENSEN/JBL SPEAKERS. McIntosh, Maranta, Quad, ibbe Amps. Hartsfield,
Patricians. Garrard 301. Western Electronic
Equipment (including tubes). JBL drivers.
David Yo, PO. Box 832, Monterey Park, CA
91 754. (818)5 76-2642.
AUDIOPULSE ONE DELAY DEVICE. Any
condition. Scott, 7608 Luscombe Dr., Knoxville, TN 37919. (615)690-3864.

USED CARTRIDGES IN MINT CONDITION.
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The Model 17 Preamplifier epitomizes Amber's dedication to sophistication made simple... and incomparable sound made affordable.
Passive RIAA equalization minimizes phase shift and improves
detail. While direct-coupled circuitry heightens strong, clean bass
response. Recreating live-sounding sound is critical. But so, too, is
controlling it. The Model 17 features three recording loops, contoured tone controls, high output headphone jack and bass-boost...
making it ideal for beginner and audiophile, alike. Visit your Amber
dealer. Hear the difference between mere components and fine
musical instruments.

••••••

•••••

From the Amber Collection of
Fine Musical Instruments:
The Model 17 Preamplifier.

Amber
P.O. BOX 2015 CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22902 TLX 901601 (804) 296-5696

SIMPLE AND SWEET, OUR STRAIGHT-WIRE PREAMP SPEAKS FOR ITSELF...
(PS. It You need Tone Controls, we make Equalizers to Match)
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ELECTRICAL

FEATURES • Sub-Sonic Alter: —3dB @ 15Hz, 12dB/octave rolloft • Auto/Bridge © to
bridge i stereo amps • Phono Preamp utilizes all Discrete Components—No Integrated
Circuits • CD Digital Audio Inputs • Noble 31-position volume control • Inputs for
audio portion of video source • Three-way tape dubbing • Low-impedance headphone
output jack w/amplifier • Front-Panel Tape/Loop inputs & outputs • Three signal processor loops • 19" rack-mount front panel • SPECIFICATIONS • FREQUENCY
RESPONSE: Hi-level j1/
4 dB, 5H2 to 100 KHz Phono ±1
/ dB, 20Hz to 20 KHz •
2
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .11/81. at 1 Volt • IM DISTORTION: Less
than 1181. at 1Volt • PHONO SIGNAL-TO-NOISE: 97 dB.
2200 So. Ritchey, Santa Ana, CA

CANADA: E. S. Gould, Montreal H47 1E5

